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ABSTRACT 

This documenc. <,ontains 10 papers and commentary presented at the Conference on 
 
International Food Policies Issues, held in Washington, D.C., April 28 and 29, ]977. The 
 
conference focused on important international trade and development issues under dis. 
 
cussion in such international fora as the World Food Council, the Multilateral Trade 
 
Negotiations, the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, and the Inter

national Wheat Council. Issues surrounding international food security, food needs of 
 
developing countries, and food aid and malnutrition are delineated and alternative solu
 !tions to problems are suggested. I 

The conference was sponsored by the U.S. Department of Agriculture, Economic 1 
Research Service. The opinions and conclusions of the speakers du not necessarily repres
ent those of the sponsoring agency. 

KEY WORDS: Agricultural trade; Developing countries; Food aid; Food self.sufficiency; 
 
Grain reserves; International food policy; Malnutrition; World food problems. 
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?REFACE' 

Joseph W. Willett 
 
Director 
 

Foreign Demand and Competition Division 
 

In 1972 and 1973, the world food situation quickly changed from 
relatively low and stable prices and 17, concern with surplus agricul
tural products, to rapidly rising and fluctuating prices and a concern 
with shortages. At present there are some indications that the Ichanges in 1972 and 1973 were mainly temporary deviations from 
long·term trends. Most farm commodity prices have declined greatly Ifrom the highs of a couple of years ago and now, in real terms, are 
not much higher than they were in 1972. Stocks of grains, the main I 
food commodities traded internationally, have been rebuilt; and with I 
good harvests this year, the stocks may rise to levels similar to those 
before 1972. i 

Recovery from the "crisis" situation of recent years should not lull ,
us into the impression that world food problems have been solved. 
 
Fundamental problems had existed long before 1972, and the return to 
 
a more normal,pre-1972 situation in international food markets says 
 
little about the soundness of the world food system. ! 
 

I 

Basic problems remain. The food system remains unstable, with I 
the world vulnerable to rapid changes from gluts to shortages and Ivolatile prices. World food production is presently organized in an 
uneconomic geographic pattern, with too much being produced in i
some places and too little in others. And there are probably just as 
 
many, and possibly more, hungry people in the world now than there ! 
 
were in 1973 and 1974. 
 

World food problems are enormously complex. Everyone is a con
sumer of food. Hundreds of millions of people are engaged in the pro
duction, processing, and transportation of food. The problems often 
involve conflicting interests, as weB as mixtures of longrun and short
run issues brought about by intertwined political and economic forces 
that are increasingly internationalized by world trade. Many of the 
problems arise from the fact that agricultural and food systems are 
continually being changed by economic development which trans
forms rural, farm-oriented societies to urban, industrialized societies. 
Data for evaluating world food problems are poor, and tend to be 
poorest where the problems are greatest. 

The United States is necessarily involved in the issues surrounding 
world food problems. The United States cannot alone solve all of the 
problems, but as the largest international trader in food products, and 
the largest donor of food aid and other international assistance, it has 
an important influence en whether the world food situation improves 
or deteriorates. 

The proceedings of a Conference on Interna-tional Food Policy 
Issues, held in Washington, D.C., in late April 1977, follow. They 
reflect the ideas of people who have thought deeply about the many 
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complex issues. We hope that this exchange of ideas will provide prac
tical insights into policies and programs the United States might 
undertake to alleviate present miseries and help solve fundamental 
world food problems. 

The opinions expressed by the guest: speakers at the Conference 
were their own, and not necessarily representative of policies and pro
grams of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. This proceeding is thus 
being published to stimulate discussion and exchange of ideas, and 
not as an endorsement of particular policies. 

BACKGROUND NOTE ON THE AUTHORS 

Walter Falcon, presently Director of the Stanford Food Research 
Institute and formerly Associate Director of the Harvard Development 
Advisory Service, has worked extensively in the area of agricultural 
planning, economic development, American agricultural policy, and 
world food issues. His work on the "green revolution" was awarded 
the 1971 American Journal of Agricultural Economics award. He 
serves as a consultant to the Ford Foundation, the World Bank. the 
Agency for International Development, and the National Academy of 
Sciences. His publications include books and articles on Asia, particu
larly Pakistan where he has fIrst-hand experience, the "green revolu
tion," international agricultural training, public health, and pest con
trol. He has also written about Taiwan and is currently working on 
the political economy of rice in West Africa. Since 1971 Walter Falcon 
has made an active and involved contribution to a cause he values in 
his work as Trustee of the Agricultural Development Council: 

Nathan Koffsky has had an impact on U.S. agricultural policy 
since 1934 in his various positions in the Department of Agriculture, 
notably as Administrator of the Economic Research Service, 1961-65, 
and Director of Agricultural Economics, 1965-66, and received the 
USDA Distingulshed Service Award. He has served as consultant to 
the Ford Foundation, Robert R. Nathan Associates, the World Bank, 
and the United Nations for the World Food Conference. As Senior 
Economist for the World Bank, 1971-75, he headed Agricultural Sector 
Missions to Thailand, Philippines, and Jamaica. He also conducted 
agricultural research in India, Pakistan, Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, 
Indonesia, El Salvador, and Brazil. His publications include work on 
 
the "Food Potential of Developing Nations" and rural income and 
 
wealth. He left the U.N. World Food Council as Deputy Director to 
 
join the International Food Policy Research Institute where he is pres
 
ently Interim Director. 

Nevin S. Scrimshaw is Institute Professor and Head of the 
Department of Nutrition and Food Science of Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology. His distinguished and varied career reflects his broad 
formal training. He holds a B.A. in zoology, M.A.'s in both biology 
(Ohio Wesleyan), and public health (Harvard), an M.D. (University of 
Rochester School of Medicine and a Ph.D. in physiology (Harvard). 
He specializes in world lind regional health problems, including the 
physiology of development, nutritional factors in pregnancy, protein
calorie malnutrition, endemic goiter, protein and amino acid metabo
lism and requirements, nutrition and infec~ion, as well as other 
aspects of clinical and public health requirements. 
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fNevin Scrimshaw serves on advisory committee~ to the National 
Academy of Sciences, the United Nations and its specialized agencies 
(WHO, FAO, UN University), U.S. Government departments, and 
several foundations. He has drawn upon thjs broad research, adminis
tration, and advisory experience to prGduce mQre than 400 publica
tions and 5 books. In addition, he has been accorded numerous honors 
and awards. 

Peter Timmer, Professor of Economics of Food and Agriculture, 
Harvard University, has had a long association with Harvard, 
receiving his B.A., M.A., and Ph.D. at that institution. His formal edu
cation was enriched by a year of food science study at the Royal Col
lege of Sdence and 'l'el!hnology in Glasgow, Scotland, as a Fulbright 
Scholar. His teaching C,_leer extended from Harvard, to Stanford Uni
versity's Food Research Institute, to an endowed chair at Cornell and" 
back to Harvard's Faculty of Public Health. He is on the Editorial 
Board of Food Policy and Co-editor of Journal of Development Eco
nomics. 

He visited the F eople's Republic of China in 1975 as a member of 
the National Academy of Sciences Delegation to observe small-scale 
rural industry. The following year he was the lead analy~t and mem
ber of the Nutrition Overview Study Team for the National Academy 
of Sciences' World Food and Nutrition Study. His research and publi
cations are in the areas of measuring technical efficiency, choice of 

\ appropriate technology in agriculture, rice policy in Asia, food and 
L fertilizer policies, and most recently the factors affecting food distribu

tion. 

Timothy Josling, Professor in the Department of Agricultural Eco
nomics and Management, University of Reading, England, taught at 
the London School of Economics during 1968-74 before joining the 
University of Reading faculty and has long served as an advisor to 
governments and international organization8. He has done work for 
various Parliamentary committees in the House of Commons, United 
Kingdom, the European Commission, the U.N. and its specialized 
agencies. He served in an advisory capacity for the World Food Con
ference Secretariat in 1974. His research publications are in the field 
of domestic agricultural policies, in particular the Common Agricul
tural Policy of the European Community, the trade implications of 
domestic farm policies and the question of grain reserves. 

Fred H. Sanderson, longtime State Department executive in food 
and agricultural areas and presently Guest Scholar at the Bro\Jkings iInstitute, is currently directing a major project for Brookings on 
World Agriculture: Reassessment of Trends and Policies. i 

During his State Department caree:r, 1946-73, he was Director of the iOffice of Food Programs, Deputy Executive Director of the President's 
Commission on International Trade and Investment Policy, and a 
member of the State Planning Staff with responsibility for inter
national economic matters. He has served with the Organization for I
Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) in Paris and on the 
Food and Agriculture Organization of the UN's (F AO) Committee on 
Commodity Problems and FAO's Consultative Committee on Surplus I
Disposal and 8S Deputy Director of the Energy Group on the Presi
dent's Materials Policy Commission. He has represented the U.S. gov
ernment in many international organizations, including the Inter
national Wheat Council. The Wells Prize (Harvard) and the 
Rockefeller Public Service Award were bestowed in recognition of his 
distinguished public service. 
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Among his publications are: "The Great Food Fumble," in Science, 
"The World Food Problems: Possibilities for International Action," 
Current History, "The Internatior.al Grains Arrangement," American 
Foreign Economy Policy and the Atlantic Community, Methods of 
Crop Forecasting, The Outlook for Energy Resources: Coal, U.S.
Soviet Agricultural Cooperation, "World Food Prospects: Short-Term 
and Long-Term" in World Health, "The NextSteps on Grain 
Reserves," in Global Food Interdependence and Food Trends and
Prospects in India. 

D. Gale Johnson, Distinguished Science Professor and Dean of Fac

ulties of the University of' Chicago, has written extensively in the 

field of world agriculture hnd played an active role in the formulation 

of American economic policy. _ 

Some of his activities have been serving on the Steering aommit~e 

for the President's Food and Nutrition Study, National Research 

Council, National Academy of Science; the U.S. mission to Brazil; the 

National Advisory Commission for Food and Fiber; the Advisory 

Board of the Policy Planning Council of the Department of State, and 

as a consultant and economic advisor to government agencies, 

research institutions, and private organizations. A member of the 

American Agricultural Delegation to the USSR in 1955, he has writ

ten several articles about Soviet agriculture, population, and trade. 

Other areas of. specialization and publications are in the field of agri

cultural trade theoI"J and practice, the role of agriculture in economic 

development, farm commodity programs, population issues, and 

national and international stock reserves. 

His books and articles have had wide distribution. Some of those 
which should be noted are: Agriculture and Trade: A Study of Incon
sistent Policies, World Hunger, World Agriculture in Disarray, U.S. 
Agriculture in a World Context: Policies and Approaches for the Next 
Decf,(de, and World Food Problems in Perspective. 

Harry Walters is the Assistant Executive Directol:' of the U.N. 
 
Wodd Food Council in Rome. Mr. Walters assumed this position after 
 
posts with the World Bank and USDA's Economic Research Service. 
 
DUring his tenure with ERS, he directed a number of significant stud
 
ies on Soviet and Eastern European agriculture, was a'pioneer in the 
 
work on comparing and contrasting U.S. and Soviet agric'.lIture and 
 
headed the team which produced The World Food Situation and Pros

pects to 1985, a background report which has been recognized as a 
 
major contribution to the objective stUdy of the world food situation. 
 
He has been a conSUltant for the Asian Development Bank (ADB) 
 
and, in cooperation with Joseph WiIIett, authored a study for the ADB 

on Southeast Asia .. titled The Green Revolution. 
 

Howard W. Hjort is the U.S. Department of Agriculture's Director of 
 
Economics, Policy Analysis, and Budget and is an agricultural 
 
economist with a unique background in management and administra

tive areas. He was formerly vice president of the agricultural consulting 
 
firm ofSchnittkei' Associates, a planning and management advisor with 
 
the Ford Foundation in New Delhi, India. and staffdirector for USDA's 
 
Director of Agricultural Economics. 

Dale E. Hathaway is a respected spokesman on domestic and interna
tional agricultural policy issues. Before being appointed Assistant Secre
tary of Agriculture for International Affai.rs and Commodity Programs 
in March 1977, he was director ofthe International Food Policy Research 
Institute. Prior to that, his positions included being an agricu!tru!ll
ad~isor for the Ford Foundati~n'9Asia and Pacific program, chairman of 
Michigan StateUniv~r8ity'aDepartmentofAgricultural Economics, and 
senior staff member of the Council of Economic Advisom. 
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THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DOMESTIC
AND INTERNATIONAL FOOD POLICY 

by

Howard W. Hjort


Director, Economics, Policy Analysis and Budget

U.S. Departm~nt of Agriculture 

During my previous tenure at USDA, agricul accounting for about 60 percent of total world foodtural economists and policymakers were largely aid during the seventies, compared with about 90preoccupied with excess supplies. This posed a percent during the sixties.
,. domestic dilemma: How Gould we hold farm sur

pluses down while keeping farm incomes up? World agriculture is always in a state of imbal
It was not until the seventies when shortfalls in ance, This year food grain supplies are 0xcb~sive,

world agricultural production, the large increase in 	 feed grain supplies are slightly in excess of market
U.S. agricultural elLports, and the sky-rocketing of requirements, oilseed supplies are inadequate, cot
prices changed the concerns about our agricultural ton supplies tight, sugar supplies excessive, coffee
problems and policies. It became immediately clear and cocoa supplies inadequate, and meat sUfiplies
that what happens in the rest of the world has still abundant.

extremely important consequences for the United 
 A major development this year is that we mayStates. see a replenishment of our depleted grain stocks.Our farm sector today is highly dependent cn Because of record world grain crops in 1976, worldwhat happens in international markets. Agricul carryover stocks may increase by as much as 50tural exports are now contributing substantially to 	 million tons and reach their highest level since thefarm income. Roughly one-fourth of the cash 	 early seventies. U.S. stocks, particularly of wheat,receipts of farmers now come from exports. Farm are also expected to increase dramatically. Grainexports have also led to surpluses of as much as prices have weakened from their previous highs$12 billion in our balance of agricultural trade, and this is haVIng a dampening impact on thewhich have helped pay for costly petroleum incomes of fanners; however, the reverse is true ofimports. soybeans, with minimal supplies expected at theThe other side of the ledger, however, is also end of the current season.important. Associated with the surge in commer
cial fann exports was a reduction in supplies avail The experience of the last few years has given
able for domestic use, which in tum led to much rise to concern that widely fluctuating trade and
higher food prices. Food aid shipments were also price levels could be a recurring phenomenon, caus
curtailed at a time when developing countries ing all sorts of havoc for farmers, consumers, gov
needed them the most. ernment planners, and food aid recipientu.

As we have become more dependent on foreign In order for the United States to develop appromarkets as a source of income, so have the priate policies to deal with fluctuating trade andimporting countries of the world become more price levels, the causes of these impacts must bedependent on the United States ae a sourc~ of sup identified. In large part, these impacts have beenply. During the seventies, the United States
accounted for about 90 percent of the increase in 	 

caused by the effect of weather on agricultural pro
duction and by policy changes in particularworld wheat exports and for about 80 percent of 	 countries. In recent years, we have seen how a fewthe in,crease in coarse grain exports. The United countries relied on world markets as a buffer,Stat~s now supplies about 44 percent of world instead of cutting back on consumption orwheat exports, about 55 percent of the coarse grain depending on their own reserves, thus shifting a~xports, three-fourths of the soybean exports, and 'ftlrge part of the adjustment process to others, prione-quarter of the world cotton exports. Wf} have marily the United States. This was particularlyalso been the world's main donor of food aid, true of the Soviet Union, which has accounted for 
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a very large part of the variation in world produc
tion and trade levels, particularly for wheat. Poli
cies of other countries also contributed to the 
instability, notably the European Community's pDI. 
icy Df insulating its agriculture frDm wDrld mar
kets, Canada's and Australia's pDlicy Df varying 
their expDrt prices, and Japan's policy Df sub
sidizing CDnsumers. 

The United States nDt only has been fDrced to. 
bear thE: brunt Df the adjustment burden in peri Dds 
Df tight supplies, but also. bears it during periDds Df 
abundaht supplies. This is now evident in wDrld 
wheat markets, where Dur market share is being 
erDded by the Dther wheat expDrters. These 
cDuntries rely Dn marketing boards which have 
cDmplete authDrity to sell when, where and at 
almost whatever prices they choose. These market
ing boards have a whole array of competitive tac
tics which include special subsidies, quality dis
counts and "flat" pricing. 

The merchandising Df U.S. grain, Dn the other 
hand, is handled by private enterprises whkh must 
compete with the mDnopoly power of marketing 
bDards. The Dpen marketL."'g system in the United 
States generDusly provides price signals to. the 
whDle wDrld. Such informatiDn is effectively used 
by Dur competitDrs to. adjust their Dwn marketing 
practices to gain the advantage in wDrld markets. 
As a result, the United States may build up stDcks, 
Dr be fDrced to. take acreage out Df prDductiDn. 

International and Domestic Impacts of U.S. Policy 

I have just argued that it is the policies Df other 
countries that the United States should be CDn
cerned with. While this is true, it neglects the 
impDrtant relatiDnship between our .Dwn domestic 
and internatiDnal pDlicies. Our pDlicies can wDrk 
like a dDuble..ooged sword: Policies aim'dd at inter
natiDnal problems invariably hav ~ dDmestic 
impacts, while policies aimed primarily .1t domestic 
prDblems have internatiDnal impacts. With the 
present transition in policy, these relatiDnships 
nel!d to be reviewed. Of particular CDncern are: 

The relatiDnship between Dur dDmestic sup
port prices and Dur competitive position in 
world markets: If price SUPPDrt levels are set 
above world equilibrium prices, our market 
share and in turn farm incDme will suffer. 

The relationship between the level of 
stDcks to future dDmestic and world fDOd 
prices and growth in markets: Inadequate 
stocks and high and erratic prices reduce the 
rate of growth in demand for our farm prod" 
ucts. 

The relationship between export controls 
used to stabilize domestic prices and longrun 
growth in exports: The periodic use of export 
controls is likely to lead to loss of markets as 

importing countries reduce their dependence 
Dn U.S. supplies by encouraging domestic 
production or purchasing elsewhere. 

The relatiDnship between a generous food 
aid policy and domestic fDOd prices: Given a 
tight domestic supply situation, an increase 
in food aid shipments potentially leads to 
higher domestic prices. 

The relationship between !export growth, 
budget outla~s, and domestic food prices: 
Maximizing exports may lead to large budget 
Dutlays for export suhsidy pn'rments at one 
extreme and reduced dOmeL,.~ supplies and 
higher prices at the other. 

It is essential that these relationships be taken 
into account ill establishing U.S. domestic aad 
international food policies. 

We are now faced with the job of doing just 
that-establishing new policies on a number of key 
issues. These issues fall into three major catego
ries, which I've already alluded to.: instability in 
supplies and prices Df basic foodstuffs, mainte
nance and growth Df markets for agricultural prod
ucts, and food security for low income countries. 

Policy Objectives 

In order to developpoliciea that speak to these 
issues, . it is necessary to look closely at Dur domes
tic and international objectives. Our overall goal is 
to achieve stable economic growth, a high level of 
employment, and a low rate of inflation. By my 
count there are four specific objectives within agri
culture which, if met, would help achieve this gDa1. 

The first objective would be to moderate extreme 
swings in prices. For the United States, feed grain 
prices are especially impm:i;atit, since major surges 
in feed grain prices can lead to adj\!~tments in the 
livestock sector which, in later periods, impact on 
consumer food prices and the general level of 
inflation. Wheat prices, on the other hand, tend to 
be more important internationally since wheat 
makes up a lal'ger proportion of total consumption 
in the rest of the world. 

'1'he second objective would be maintenance and 
expansion of agricultural markets. We should seek 
new commercial markets in the developing world, 
stable and expanding markets in the centrally 
planned world, and more liberalized markets in the 
develDped world. A third Dbjective, tied closely to 
the first two, is the expansion of farm income with 
a reduction in its year-to-year volatility. 

Finally, from a humanitarian perspective, we 
want to help increase fDOd security and overall pro.
duction levels in low income countries. The United 
States will need to. meet its fair share of the critical 
food needs of these countries. 

It is evident that we are faced with a multiple 
set Df objectives in which the maximization of any 
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one objective could jeopardize the aChievement of 
other objectives. Thus, the tradeoffs between objec
tives will need to be fully analyzed so that there is 
a reasonable degree of success In achieving our 
overall goal of stable economic growth. 

Policy Tools 

In pursuing our objectives, there is a diverse set 
of policy instruments available to the Government. 
The question I would like to raise is, "Have we suf
ficiently evaluated the tools we have at hand, and 
fully utilized those tools which are capable of meet
ing our objectives?" 

Policy tools fall into two ca.tegories. To"'.s which 
have a primary domestic focus include: (1) non
recourse loans and target prices; (2) storage incen
tives; (3) supply control measures; and (4) trade 
management tools, including subsidies, tariffs, 
licensing and export controls. Tools with a primary 
international focus, which require cooperation of 
other nations, include: (1) bilateral trade arrange
ments; (2) multilateral t: ,'de or commodity agree
ments, including trade liberalization; (3) food aid; 
and (4) financial assistance. 

The challenge is to design an integrated pack
age that uses these tools to achieve all of our objec
tives. In designing such a package, the 
relationships and primary and secondary impacts 
of the use of these domestic and international pol
icy tools must be taken into account. 

Alternative Policy Approaches 

For your consideration, I would like to suggest 
three basic policy strategies which incorporate the 
policy tools I'vl;l listed. These possible approaches 
fall into the general categories of being either uni
lateral, bilateral, or multilateral. A fourth strategy 
is a mixture of these, but I will leave this one up to 
your imagination in the interest of time. 

Unilateral Approach 

The unilateral or go-it-alone approach would not 
depend on negotiations or cumbersome agreements. 
There would be several ways of combining the 
available policy tools under this option. 

The important i:&sue is "How well does this 
strategy meet our Jbjectives on price instability, 
trade·, farm incom0 growth, and food security?" 

On the stability question, the major issue is 
whether at the extremes the Government should 
intervene to manage trade flows and prududion 
levels or whether it should rely on reserve stocks as 
the principal policy tool. 

We have seen in prior years the on-again, off
again, hand of Government in using trade controls, 
set-aside, and export subsidies. These tools were 

usually applied in an ad hoc manner to resolve cri
sis situations. In al~ effort to minimize some of the 
apparent conflicts in the use of pQiicies to meet 
objectives, this Administration has already decided 
that one major element of its policy will be a farm
er-held reserve to help reduce the extremes in 
domestic and world commodity prices. This type of 

. reserve scheme will h.elp assure that supplies are 
available to meet domestic and international com
mitments. It will permit farmers to gain the bene
fits from future ~rice increases, and it will provide 
safeguards for consumers and the national econ
omy against sudden surges in food expenditures 
and rekindled inflation. 

We have established this reserve unilaterally; 
however, only as a partial, positive step leading to 
the development of an international system of 
reserves. We have indicated to the international 
community that world reserves must be a cooper
ative and participative venture, that the United 
States will not be the granary for the world. 

If we should approach the problems unilaterally, 
the question of what to do about the objective of 
maintenance or expansion of our markets, particu
larly in times of abundant supplies, is to my mind 
unresolved. In order to prevent loss of markets and 
at the Same time protect domestic farm income, we 
could be forced to resort to export subsidies to com
pete with other exporters. The principal question 
here is whether or not the use of export subsidies 
actually results in any net economic benefit for the 
United States, particularly if the other exporters 
are willing to follow our lead. If the answer is no, 
then we might have to reduce our expectati02s of 
meeting some of our trade objectives under the uni
lateral option. 

The question of food security under the uni
lateral approach, I suppose, would mean the giving 
of food aid to the voluntary agencies for distribu
tion to the neediest countries. There would be real 
limitations on the amount of food that these agen
cies could handle, so it is unlikely that this 
approach by itself would meet our food security 
objectives. 

On balance, the unilateral option has lim
itations. It is appealing to those who do not put 
much faith in international agreements. However, 
bilateral and multilateral options may hold more 
promise for they couIr. lead to more orderly and, for 
us, less costly tr::.de and food security arrange
ments. 

~ilater!:~ Approach 

At present, the United States has bilateral trade 
arrangements with two East European countries, 
the Soviet Union, Japan, Israel, and Taiwan. The 
objective. of these arrangements is to offer assur
ance of supplies to an importing country in return 
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for access to a particular share of that country's tum these discussions into pl _luctive negotiationsmarket over time. Other grain exporting countries for the achievement of our objectives?
have used bilateral agreements to h-clp stabilize 
 On the instability issue, discussione have been
their share of world markets. The question that we going on in the International Wheat Council (IWC)
n.eed to anSWE!'\" ifI, "How well do bilateral agree on developing a new wheat agreement with possi
ments meet .," ·'l domestic and international objec ble provisions for grain reserves. However, the U.S.
tives?" proposal, made by the previous Administration, forIt has been claimed that the use of bilateral an international system of grain reserves operated
agreements can lead to increased market stability. by quantitative indicators, has been rejected by
The example of the U.S.-S01,Tjet agreement is often 
 other IWC members. These countries apparentlyused. However, whether or not such an agreement 	 want to negotiate an agreement that includes prosuccessfully insulates the U.S. domestic market visions for both prices and quantities. The imple
depends largely on how other exporters react to mentation of our new farmer-held reserve program,
unusually large Soviet purchase intentions. If the related to a price-based mechanism, may enhance
other exporters divert their exports from other buy
 the development of an international reserves sysers to the Soviets and then these buyers turn to the tem. However, the specific details for linking
United States, the bilateral agreement, by itself, national reserves to an international system have
would not be effective in protecting the U.S. mar

ket. Furthermore, if we went too far in over-com

not been resolved and will need further attention if

productive negotiations are to result.mitting supplies to bilateral agreements, given the In another forum the developing countries areuncertainties of weather, the choice would be on seeking to implement an integrated commodity proone hand not to honor those commitments, or on gram in which commodity buffer stocks would be
the other hand accept the severe domestic price financed by a common fund b order to increase
consequences when supplies were tight. the level and reduc~ the volatility of their foreignFor the United States the-issue is even more exchange earnings. In a positive gesture the
complicated since grain marketing is handled by 
 United States has recently said it will agree to aprivate enterprise and not the Government. The common fund approach to the financing of comcrucial question is "How would the Government modity stocks after individual commodity agree
guarantee that forward supply commitments would 
 ments are made. I have as yet not seen a definitive
be met?" One option would be to stand behind study on the U.N. Council on Trade and Devel
these commitments with a grain reserve. The other opment proposals and their impact on the trade·option would be a rationing scheme, where those and stability problem. It is too soon to tell whether
countries with bilaterial agreements would have 
 this program will meet any of our objectives or the
fimt call on available export supplies. This developing countries' objectives. I would urge fur
approach, however, could lead other countries, ther study of these proposals.
whici: did not have or want bilateral agreements, The other major international thrust is the mul
to seek alternative sources of supply. tilateral trade negotiations (MTN). For some time
BHateral agreements, given the above lim these negotiations have been hung up on pro
itations, however, may be an effective tool for gain cedural issues. Progress in the MTN in reducing
ing a competitive trade advantage in particular agricultural trade barriers could have important
country markets. They also could be an effective implications for the United States, if, in that pro
tool in meeting food aecurity objectives in low 
 cess, we can gain greater access to markets. Itincome countries. This could be done through our could also mean a wider sharing of the adjustmentfood aid progl'am, which would tie a multi-year process in times of future shmiages and surpluses,food aid commitment to a commitment by recipient and reduce the degree of price instability in thecountries to encourage local food production. As United States. Thus, through trade liberalization itcountries moved through the development process, would be possible to make progress in meetingthe bilateral food aid agreements could be con several of our objectives.verted to multi-year commercial agreements. In addition to the possible multilateral


approache& I've just discussed, there are other

Multilateral Ap~roach options that should be evaluated in terms of meet


ing our object.ives. There are many types of possi
Multilateral approaches toward meeting our
objectives could reduce the cost of going it alone 	 

ble cooperation with various combinations of
exporting and importing countries dealing with difand enlarge the benefits to the world. At present ferent kinds of commodities. There may be usefulthere are a number of international initiatives consultative agreements, buffer si;ock agreements,going on which are closely related to our domestic market sharing agreements, and specialized agreeand international objectives on prices, trade, and ments on trade and food aid to meet the needs offood security. What can the United States do to the developing countries. We should be innovative 
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in our approach to international coop.,,,ation and 
should not let paat successes and failures limit our 
view of the potential for solving problemd. 

I have talked about the relatior.:;b~;;.:;. between 
domestic and international food policies, the objec
tives of these policies, the policy tools we have 
available, and possible ways to combine these tools 
into an effective and comprehensive food policy. 
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The task bef!>re us now is to evaluate each of these 
possible approaches and combinations of 
approaches in terms of their c08ts and benefits and 
their primary an.d secondary impacts on the 
domestic and world economy, so that policymakers 
can choose the right strategies. I hope this confer
ence and followup efforts will help us in defining 
an overall food policy for the United States. 
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ABSTRACT 

In pl'inciple, food self-sufficiency has little 
economic logic; in practice the large, food 
deficit-countries of Asia have few alternatives 
to increased domestic production. Food aid 
and international trade can help at the mar
gin, but logistical difficulties, balance.of-pQ.y
ments constraints, and limited exportable 
supJ.dies (stocks) will preclude imports as the 
pri~dQ,ry solution to Asia's food problems. For 
these nations, the question is not "whether" 
self-sufficiency, but "how." Self-sufficiency is 
most likely to be achieved in Asia through an 
increased focus on biologic research, by more 
positive price, trade, and expenditure policies 
toward the agricultural ,qector, and by a focus 
{m agricultural planning which retains a 
st,rong emphasis on productivity. 

"Food Self-,<3ufficiency" is the best and worst of 
topics. It is narrow enough to pennit economists, 
statisticians, and political scientists to think that 
they a."e making precise statements, yet broad 
enough to encompass almost anything an author 
has to SBIY. 

To bring the topic to more manageable (if not 
definitive) boundaries, I propose to limit the scope 
of my remarks rather severely. I do so in part on 
the basis of other papers to be presented at this 
conference, and in part in terms of my own com
parative advantage on the self-sufficiency topic. 
Specifically, even though 7 of the 10 largest 
importers of grain in 1976 were developed 
countries, I propose to deal p8marily with low
income countries. Second, even though trade in 
food (the converse of self-sufficiency) can come 
about either as a consequence of diverging trends 

·This PRper draws heavily and directly on comments 
prepared for a seminar, "Transforming Knowledge Into 
F.ood," University of Minnesota, April 11-22, 1977. I am 
grateful for the suggestions of Carl H. Gotsch, Bruc!.:! F. 
Johnston, Scott R. Pearson, Anne E. Peck, and Pan A. 
Yotopoulos. 

in production and consumption or because of short
tenn variations about trends, I pr.opose to concen
trate mainly on the trend phenomenon. Third, even 
though statistical and policy studies are both nec
essary in order to analyze self-sufficiency, I have 
chosen to focus mainly on the latter approach. 
Many of the recent statistical taxonomies on food 
self-sufficiency have been developed by the Inter
national Food Policy Research Institute (IFPRI), 
on which Dr. Koffsky is i!'eporting. In addition, my 
reading of the IFPRI results suggests that, among 
the less developed nations, the main self-suf-. 
ficiency problema in tenns of magnitude center on 
the food-deficit Asian countries. Finally, I perceive 
that while statistical analysis can provide an his
torical starting point, and can also provide some 
rough orders of magnitude, any discussions of 
trade and welfare must be firmly rooted in a politi
cal-economic setting. 

More specifically, the view being put forward in 
this paper can be summarized aa follows: Among 
the less developed regions, especially the large 
countries of Asia, the central food-policy issue for 
the medium run is not whether to strive for self-suf
ficiency, but whether means can be found to 
increase domestic food output at least 3 percent. 
annually. This rate is obviously far from what 
would be optimal in tenns of income growth, nutri
tional improvements, or employment generation. 
Unfortunately, even this "muddling-through" mini
mum cannot be taken for granted, and the primary 
focus of the remainder of this paper is on the 
domestic and international efforts that are required 
to permit food self-sufficiency in key Asian 
countries during the next decade. 

The Rationale For and Limitations 
of An Asian Focus 

The large countries of Asia provide useful lim
iting cases for analyzing trade/self-sufficiency 
options for the developing world. Since two out of 
every three persons estimated to be suffering from 
protein-calorie malnutrition live in Asia, any strat
egy decisions on food have an important, direct 
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impact on human welfare in those areas. In addi southeast Asian countries. Similarly, few breaktion, the enormous food-consumption base of Asia throughs have been me.de for the large andhas important potential repercu8sions on the world import..ant animal-product sectnr. in addition, thegrain economies. (While nc thoughtful observer technological packages for dryland areas are stillwould suggest that the Sahel drought was unim largely at the experimental stage. Since drylandportant to the specific countries, its international regions tend often to be marginal in terms ofimpact on the world food economy was limited income and food consumption, this void is a seri
because of the relatively limited. population in that ous deficiency and places an even larger produc
part of the world). Hence the size of Asia, plus the tion burden on the densely populated areas whichgrowing dependence on North America illustrated have controlled irrigation. Moreover, the failure toin figure 1, suggest that increased trade or food-aid devise new technologies for lagging regions iscannot long sustain the growing g'ap between cauBing severe problems of internal adjustment onAsian food production and consumption. In short,
balance-of-paymente constraints, logistical lim

such issues as migration and the realinement of
prices. For example, the income effects of newitations, and the limited capacity in other regions wheat varieties in irrigated areas within India andto supply increased exports to Asia interact in such Pakistan have been most imprf>8sive during the
8, way that in broad terms Asia must become past decade. 'Yet productivity increases in these
increasingly "self-sufficient." This judgment is not areas have aggravated income disparities relativea blind call for autarky in all low-income countries to dryland regions and have simultaneously raised(particula~ly small countries), nor a plea for domes serious policy dilemmas related to pricing and
tic production at any cost. It represents rather the zonal restrictions. Therefore, as contrasted to the
reality of magnitudes. Although in principle, "food conventional wisdom of 10 years ago, there is
self-sufficiency" has little economic logic per se, in increased recog!lition that broadening the techpractice, expanded agricultural output is consistent nological base is necessary for increased outputwith the comparative advantage in many Asian

nations. 
and improved regional income distribution.


The foregoing comments, which have empha
If the centrality of the production conclusion is sized the problems of gaining additional knowledge
accepted, then the Asian experience of the past 10 through agronomic and animal-science research,
years is helpful in focusing attention on three are not intended to minimize the institutional prob
issues which I believe are related critically to food lems of creating an environment whereby new
self-sufficiency. genetic material can be created and put to U8e.
Unfortunately, the situation in many AsianTechnology countries can only be described as chaotic. Poor

The experience of the past decade has demon working conditions; salaries so low that scientists
strated the potential of new agricultural technology and extension personnel must hold several jobs to

in Asia for helping to achieve self-eufficiency. EYen feed their own families; jurisdictional disputes

more importantly, this experience indicates that between universities and ministries and between

neither the yield nor the profitability aspects of the 

research and extension; and limited linkages

new technology can be taken for granted by 

between national research systems and the inter

researchers, policymakers, or farmers. Recent his national research centers, are too often the rule

tory has shown instead that achieving a broader rather than the exception. Hence, progress in

technoiogical base is very difficult; moreover, with achieving self-sufficiency will require significant

out this broadened base, increases in production, internal reform as well as outside assistance if

improvements in income distribution, and growth agricultural research is to continue to provide the

of employment will surely be more, rather than basis for a growth in agriculture exceeding that of

less, difficult. popUlation. 
 

Although there has been some improvement in
the past decade, knowledge about biologic pro Pricing
cesses is still limited in Asia and is focused mainly To argue that biologic research is important,on wheat and rice under irrigated conditions. The indeed of primary importance, is not to argue thatpromising start of several new international self-sufficiency "solutions" in Asia will be primarresearch centers offers hope for the improvement of ily technological in character. The past decade hasseveral additio·.;al craps fo the semi-arid tropics, also shown that economic policy can be combut the research Y!!Ps are still large and important. petitive with, or complementary to, technologicalThese gaps are -both technical and institutionl in efforts to increase food production.character. Research on, and diffusion of, new vari Given the political and economic importance ofeties of cO!'P, !)orghum, millet, and most of the agricultural price policy within Asia, it is not surlegumes h,lve far to go in a number of south and prising that this topic area continues to generate 
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l-=========~:~ ficiency has no meaning without reference to a set as shown by figure 2, there, is a high cross-sec~ of prices, it is appropriate that the issue be tional correlation in Asia among yields per acre,
~ addressed frontally in this discussion. My reading the amount of fertilizer used, and the ratio of rice
rt of recent evidence suggests that price problems~ . to nitrogen prices, even when temperate-tropicalcontmue as a serious impediment to increased differences are taken into account. (These cor-Asian agricultural output. relations also hold at the regonal and village level-The firet point to be made is that agricultural s.) This relationship does not imply automaticallyinput and output prices vary e110rmous!y across that greatly increased agricultural prices over verycountries. In the case of the Asian rice economy, short periods will alone "double" yields. The evifor example, the prices of paddy and of nitrogen dence instead suggests that a long-run inducedfertiliZer are one indication of the economic induce- innovation process may be at work, with the techment being given to farmers. As shown in table 1, nical production possibilities which are open to athe ratio of rice to fertilizer prices varies across given country being a function of the level of reIacountries by more than 700 percent. Even when tive prices. In this manner, the technical changeappropriate corrections are made ~or quality, referred to in section one of this paper may be sigwrongly valued exchange rates, and so forth, the nificantly interrelated with economic policy, particrange is very large. These cross-country variations ularly with pricing decisions that arise through thein turn raise two other questions: How do these dif- use of trade instruments.ferences arise? and, how do these differences influ- Within countries also, the interaction of pricesence food production, consumption, and trade? and technology can vary importantly throughSince the cross-country differences greatly time. In the case of Pakistan, for example, the veryexceed transportation costs, a major explanation large productivity increases in wheat and rice durmust lie within the general area of trade policy for ing the middle and late 1960's meant that the profthe respective countries. Taxes on exports, bans on itability of irrigated agriculture was very high andimports and exports, and trade only on govern was quite conducive to agricultural growth, evenment accqunt are some of the policy instruments though the barter terms of trade for the agriculthat are currently being used. Generally speaking, tural sector showed a decline of more than 20 perthese trade policies are much more important in cent between 1967 and 1972. This period was one ofexplaining cross-country price variations than are those rare eras in Pakistan when food producerspolicies on domestic price supports for agriculture. and consumers could both be relatively happy.On the question of whether these varying However, given the regional and commodity condomestic prices make any difference on production, straints which limit the potential impact of pres-

Table i--Basic rice statistics for a sample of nine Asian countries, 1970 

Relative
Country Production Consumption price of Paddy

rice to yield
fertilizer .. 

Metric Kg. Metric tons
tons per capita per hectare 

Japan ...............· 108 1.43 5.64 
11,674 I
South Korea ......... 4.55
3,939 150 1.00Taiwan .............. 3,290 0.45 4.16
163
Malaysiau ............

··· 120 2.72
930 0.43
il Ceylon ..~••••••••••••• : 993 122 0.70 2.64

fi 11 ,420 105
Indonesia ...........· 
 0.30 2.14

II
~ Thailand ............ 8,758 217 0.20 1. 97

~~ Philippines .........·· 94
3,473 0.40 1.72
Burma ...............· 
 5,550 178 0.20 1.70 
 

Sourcec Timmer and Falcon (1, p. 59)
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Relationship between the relative price of rice to fertll'lzer and fertilizer applications per hectare. 

Figure :2 

ently available technology, one suspects that may be possible to squeeze agriculture continually 
within Pakistan (and in a number of other in terms of price policy. If, however, as Asian evi
countries) a shifting of the terms of trade back dence of the past 5 to 7 years indicates, there are 
towards agriculture may be n~essary to get agri significant technical and institutional constraints 
cultural output growing rapidly once again. Obvi on creating and implementing the new technology 
ously, such a move goen t!.i i;he heart of urban-rural in many areas, a higher proportion of the profit
political issues. Agricultural prices again matter, ability may have to be met through to, more positive 
because positive changes that may be necessary to price and trade policy towards agriculture. Higher 
stimulate longer run production may also be agricultural prices stimulate production and are a 
infeasible on shorter run political grounds because restraint on consumption. That this mechanism 
of the strength of urban consumer groups. (Al could be important for self-sufficiency in rice is 
though Egypt is not within Asia, the February demonstrated in figure 3. Based on stimulated 
1977 food riots in Cairo are a vivid example of the trade for 1970, these estimates indicate that self
problem.) sufficiency is indeed sensitive to prices over ranges 

More generally, the point of view being put for of values that exist currently within Asia. 
ward here is that "profitability" to farmers is one 
key to increased food output. This profitability can 

Planningbe disaggregated into two further components-one 

being largely technical in character, the other eco The lessons of the past decade regarding produc

nomic. If cost-reducing technical change can be tivity, pricing and profitability have been influ

expanded rapidly for other crops and regions, it enced by, and in turn have influenced, planning 
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for the agricultural sector. During the past 5 years, 
traditional planning processes have continued to 
erode in several important rfJSpects. Among other 
things, events since 1972 have demonstrated the 
difficulties of projecting resource availabilities and 
prices. These difficulties have in turn undernlined 
many of the bases for policy recommendations. 
Arguments about comparative advantage and 
bringing prices more into line with international 
markets have tended, rightly or wrongly, to be dis
credited in -Asia, as key international prices, such 
as those for rice and fertilizer, have varied 500 per
cent over a 5-year period. These variations have 
been an important self-sufficiency force as 
countries have attempted to isolate their domestic 
economies from international price movements. 

It might also be argued that countervailing 
forces in influencing self-sufficiency have been 
reent philosophies of agricultural development. It 
is on these issues that Asian planners and pro
fessionals throughout the world are most deeply 
divided. 

Planning and policymaking fOT self-sufficien(;~' 
would he considerably easier if, in fact, there were 
no tradeoffs between growth and equity within 
agriculture. This t:-adeoff may be particularly 
likely in situations where large farmers, small 
farmers, landless people, etc. coexist within the 
same region. While it is indeed possible to find 
occasional eJtamples where a complementary 
growth-equity relationship exists within agricul
tural programs, there are only a limited number of 
Asian initiatives within the past 10 years that 
meet this test. In making this point, two caveats 
should be made explicit. It is "always" possible to 
reach disadvantaged groups, including the landless 
or small fnrmers, with pilot investment projects 
including "enough" e:x:ternal human and phY6icai 
capital. The test, however, is in devising 
(a) programs and projf!cts that are replicable on a 
::~~le which will make some difference in the aggre
gate, ~ut which also fall within potential resources 
available to the country, and (b) programs which, 
when they are beyond the pilot stage, are not a 
threat to, and cUl·tailed by, existing bureaucracies. 
Secona., a whole spect:o:11m of programs and policies 
are possible, and to observe that there is some 
likely tradeoff, in practice, between growth of out
put and equity is not to argue that the growth 
objective should necessarily dominate. Never
theless, it is sobering to attempt to list the new 
projects and programs in Asia which fulfill much 
of the recent rhetoric on solving problems of the 
rural poor within a context of rapid growth in food 
production. While it is correct to say that the 
"trickle-down" theory of agricultural development 
has lost much of its appeal for solving agricultural 
problems within Asia, it is also fair to state that a 
feasible institutional alternative is yet to be found 

in many countries where growth is urgently need
ed, but where the present distribution of assets is 
unequal in the countryside. 

Perhaps the general dilemma for Asian agricul
tural planning can be characterized by two alterna
tive approaches to agriculture. These alternatives 
are not mutually exclusive, although in practice 
they are likely to be highly competitive. One 
approach attempts to deal with the rural sector as 
a whole and to help small farmers by providing the 
right price signals, by generating divisible tech
nology, by investing in water control projects, by 
making sure that inputs such as fertilizer are in 
fact available in the countryside, by eliminating 
rationing devices, and by improving tax and trans
fer mechanisms. This "progressive modernization" 
or "enlightened trickle-down" strategy will not 
work perfectly from an equity point of view, but it 
is likely to help to foster t.he growth in output 
required for self-sufficiency. 

A second alternative is t.o create separate insti
tutions and programs for the poorer groups. These 
organizations might deal with subsidized rural 
credit or inputs in kind for small farmers, food 
rations, and special welfare programs. Although in 
principle these interventionist policies are favored 
by many local and international agencies, in prac
tice they have floundered because of their costs, 
and because they have failed to recognize the real
ities of power structures in the countryside. 

Whichever strategy is follow;ad, however, it is 
unlikely that any policy or program initiative in 
the 1980's is going to make as spectacular an 
impact as was possible with the new seeds in the 
1960's. The technological possibiIitie~ seem more 
constraining for crops other than irrigated wheat 
and rice, and the lack of water control will con
tinue to be a dominant constraint on agricultural 
production in many regions within Asia. Perhaps 
some shift of focus away from output max
imization will become a reality in the 1980's. This 
shift may mean, for example, much more concern 
about the fourth and fifth quintiles and perhaps 
using more food aid or using the increased output 
of new agricultural technology to provide rations 
for the poor. 

My own SUli.mary generalization is that given 
(a) the structure of many Asian rural societies, par
ticularly with respect to asset distribution, (b) the 
unquestionably important but extraordinarily diffi
cult task of reaching disadvantaged groups of food 
consumers and food producers in these societies, 
and (c) the difficulty in fostering accelerated agri
cultural growth, a "lagging self-sufficiency" sce
nario is not one which can be casually discarded. 
Indeed, avoiding that scenario will require signifi
cant commitments on the part of a great many 
individuals and institutions, and will be best 
accomplished by promoting agricultural policies 
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which retain a strong orientation towards 
increasing productivity. 

Conclusions 

My conclusions on food self-sufficiency for the 
food-deficit countries of Asia can be summarized in 
three propositions. First, most of the increase in 
future food consumption must be produced within 
the region. Food aid and international trade can be 
very helpful at the margin, bU.t logistical diffi
culties, balance-of-payments constraints, and lim
ited exportable supplies (stocks) will preclude an 
external-flow solution to Asia's food problems. The 
central question for much of Asia, therefore, is not 
"whether" to strive for self-sufficiency, but "how." 

Second, farmers throughout the world have dem
onstrated that a key to increased agricultural out
put is "profitability" at the farm level. This profit
ability has two components, one technical and the 
other economic. Neither element can be taken for 
granted, as problems in both areas have imposed 
important constraints on the self-sufficiency of 
Asian agriculture within the past decade. 

1'hird, although there is no disagreement on the 
desirability of the growth-with-equity goal, achiev
ing this objective will be difficult. Assuming that 
major redistribution of assets is not possible in 

most instances, reducing absolute levels of poverty 
is most likely to occur in situations of rapid agri
cultural growth. Consequently, those reformists 
most interested in alieviating absolute poverty 
must also have a critical concern with the growth
oriented policies and investments most likely to 
result in food self-sufficiency. Of particular 
importance are investments in fertilizer and water 
resource development. 

These three propositions, taken together, suggest 
a near-term strategy for Asia that is composed of 
expanded biologic technology, of more "favorable" 
economic policy' that tends to "squeeze" agriculture 
less, and of investments designed to alter the con
ditions of production so as to provide better control 
of water and other aspects of the farming environ
ment. 
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FOOD NEEDS OF DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

by 
 
Nathan M. Koffsky 
 

Interim Director 
 
International Food Policy Research Institute 
 

I take this occasion to report to this conference food deficits over time, although the food crisis of 
on Bome preliminary results of a forthcoming 1974 has receded. Production has merely recovered 
re)ort of the International Food Policy Research more or less to the historical trend line. The under
Institute (IFPRI). Food Needs of Developing Count lying condition of f(l.fld production lagging behind 
ries: Projections of Production and consumption to demand in most countries remains a harbinger of a 
1990. The study underway is an tlpdating and more troubled future. 
ambitious undertaking than the InRtitute's Re
search Report No.1, Meeting Food Needs in the 

Meaning of Food Gaps Developing World, published a year ago. At that 
time, we projected food gaps in 1985 for 23 devel Before we tum to the projections, let us be clear 
oping- countries or country groupings based on a as to what they represent. 
continuation of the historical trend for cereal pro Food deficits (or surpluses) represent the differduction into the next d!!cade. This provided a ence between projections of production (cereals and
breakdown geographically and by income level of the wheat equivalent in terms of calories of root
the potential food shortfalls of these countries or crops, pulses, and groundnuts) based on the histori
groups of countries, the projected shortfalls totaled t, cal trend and projections of demand arising fromabout 100 million tons of cereals. population and per capita income growth assump

Now, in response to many requests for more tions. Therefore, the deficits (or surpluses) reflect 
detail, we have extended the analysis to cover over project"d food demand relative to production, if
80 developing countries (excluding the People's 

<, 
past production trends continue in the future. 

Republic of China and other Asian centrally 
Even under existing circumstances, someplanned economies) to include root crops, pulses, 

countries will likely do better than in the past asand' groundnuts in addition to cereals where these 
improved technology takes hold and some will do are important sources of calories; to establish a tar
worse as the lami base is exhausted and no comget level of food supplies which would suffice to 
pensating improvements are made in other factors provide a. minimum adequate energy standard for. 
of production. Deviations from trend tend to be offthe underfed in a country; and finally to extend the 
setting in the process of aggregation, but may notprojection 5 years to 1990. The projections have 
accurately ref1ect the situation for individualbeen extended to 1990 because IFPRI has under
countries. Nevertheless, the historical record protaken a study for the Consultative Group on Food 
vides some statistical basis for assessing the needsProduction and Investment (CGFPI) to estimate 
for added investment in food production, thethe investment requirements for low-income food
requirements for irrigation, fertilizers, and otherdeficit countries to increase their food production to 
inputs, and the improvement in agricultural perself-sufficiency levels. It seems clear that no matter 
formance which could lead to attaining specifichow w.eB-intentioned aid donors and recipient 

countries pursue the problem of meeting food needs food targets. This is the next stage of the CGFPI 
study.in developing countries, it will take that long-10 
 

to 15 years-before investments made in the next 5 
 The deficits that come out of such projections 
years or so are realized in significant increases in indicate the extent of the adjustments and options
production. faced by the countries concerned: whether deficits 

The fact that much of the developing world had are to be met by increased production; by commer
fairly I~ood harvests in 1975 and 1976 has not cial impor..s if affordable or concessionary food aid 
changed the prospects for large and increasing if not; and/or reduction of per capita consumption, 
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in many cases at levels already unsatisfactorYt 
eith!}2' by higher prices or by rationing. 

Even if the projected demand for cereals which 
is largely a reflection of market demand is fulfilled, 
many people will still be below an adequate food 
intake as a result of low incomes and inadequate 
food distribution systems. Consequently, a target 
of food supplies required to take care of their needs 
has been added. 

Overview of the Food Problem 

The developing market economies (DME) 
included in our study contain about 2 billion peo
ple, roughly half of all people on earth. By 1990, 
the U.N. medium population projection for these 
countries totals 2.9 billion people. While there are 
some demographers who believe that more 
progress than indicated by the U.N. projection will 
be made in containing popUlation growth, it is 
unlikely within the time period considered that 
population will be significantly below the projected
number. 

About 90 percent of these people will live in 
food-deficit countries, if past cereal production 
tnmds prevail. In H?75, gross deficits (the sum of 
individual country shortfalls) totaled some 36 mil
lion tons of cereals. By 1990, the shortfall in meet
ing demand from population and income growth at 
1975 prices might well range from 120 to 145 mil
lion tons. 

Almost two-thirds of all people in DME 
countries will live in low-income food-deficit 
countries (countries with less than $300 GNP per 
capita in 19'73). These are largely i~ Asia and Sub
Sahara Africa. Their food deficit, which was 12 
million tons in 1975, is projected to rise to 70-85 
million tons by 1990. This is the real core of the 
world food problem. Just to provide per capita con
sumption a,t the 1975 level will require some 35 mil
lion tons over and above the production trend pro
jection. Most countries in this category have bleak 
prospects for earning enough foreign exchange to 
purchase commercially. The oil coun tries of 
Indonesia and Nigeria may be exceptions, and per
haps also the Philippines. On thl:! other hand, few 
can afford to reauce consumption, which for most 
of their population is already below standard. This 
emphasizes the need to improve production in 
these countries from the historical rate of 2.4 per
cent a year to about 4.0 percent, since the alterna
tive of obtaining such massive quantities of food 
aid seems to be out of the question. 

That was the conclusian of the World Food Con
ference in November 1974. The major thrust of 
developments since then has been directed to that 
end. External financial assistance to improve food 
production in developing countries has increased 

rapidly in recent years. In addition, a new Inter
national Fund for Agricultural Development is 
being established, primarily to provide conces
sional finance for low-income countries to impmve 
their food production. Even so, the U.N. Wor'ld 
Food Council estimates that total external aSdis
tance for food production would n~ed to be more 
than double to bring production up to an accept. 
able rate. Also, given the slow process of devel
opment, there will be need in the meantime for 
increasing amounts of food aid. 

At the other extreme from the low-income food
deficit countries are the high foreign exchange 
earners. They include OPEC countries and certain 
Asian countries such as Taiwan and South Korea 
whic;h have had diversification and rapidaconomic 
growth. Only 8 percent of DME population is 
involved, but in 1975 this category required cereal 
imports of 13 million tons-about the same amount 
as the heavily populated low-income group. In gen
eral, their demands increase faster than their capa
bilities to produce food. Further, their resources 
may more appropriately be directed to other enter
prises than food production. Their projected food 
needs of 30-35 million tons by 1990 are likely to be 
met by commercial imports. 

In between, there are some 29 percent of DME 
people who wiII live in middle-income food-deficit 
countries which include most of Latin America and 
non-OPEC North Africa/Middle East. These 
countries have better prospects for being able to 
afford imports than do low-income countries. Their 
total imports of 11 million tons in 1975 were also 
about the same as those of the low-income 
countries. Their shortfall by 1990 is projected to 
rise to 20-25 million tons. Iu general, countries in 
this category will be primarily commercial 
importers. 
 

Less than 10 percent of the DME population will 
 
live in cereal exporting countries which have the 
 
capacity to feed their people. These include Argen
 
tina and Thailand which are traditional grain 
 
exporters and Pakistan which is likely to become 
 
one if recent growth rates persist. 
 

The Calorie Standard 

The discussion above relates to food gap projec
tions arising from the market. In addition, there 
are large numbers of underfed people in the devel
oping countries, variously estimated at about 500 
million by FAO and over 1 billion by the World 
B.ank. At the latter level, about 65 million addi
tional tons of cereals would have been required in 
1975 to bring the diets of the underfed to a mini
mum adequate energy standard without reducing 
food intake of others. Of this amount, 52 million 
tons would have been required to feed the mal
nourished in low-income food-deficit countries. 
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By and large, the additional requirements for 

nutritional purposes wculd have required a food 
supply equivalent to an aver.age of 110 percent of 
per capita calorie standards. But, in addition, inter
vention programs would be required to channel the 
additional f'Jod to the underfed. 

Econo}l.lic growth would go part way in reducing 
the h~d.dence of poverty ~l1.d malnourishment, but 
if patll: pruduction trends perl>ist, production of low
Income food-deficit countries by 1990 would faU110 
million tons short of providing an adequate supply 
to eliminate malnutrition. For most of the other 
countries, if food supplies (whether domestic or 
imported) are commensurate with demand they 
will generally exceed 110 percent of the average per 
capita calorie standard, although intervention food 
programs would stilI be required. 

Principal Problem Countries 

The projections to 1990 str0!1gly illustrate the 
precarious position of low-income food-deficit, 
countries in Asia and Sub-Sahara Africa. Together, 
these countries account for over 90 percent of the 
food deficits of all low-income DME's. The Asian 
countries have a better production record, about. in 
line with population growth but failing to meet 
food demands arising from economic growth. Their 
large deficits reflect the heavy population inv\)lved 
encompassing three-fourths of all the people in low
income food-deficit countries. Bub-Sahara Africa, 
on the other hand, has a lower production growth 
rate appreciably below a higher popUlation growth 
rate. On a per capita basis, the projected food 
shortfall in 1990 is 2-3 times more severe in Sub-· 
Sahara Africa than in Asia. 

In Asia, India, with almost half the people in 
low-income food-deficit countries, is projected to 
incur a food shortfall of 21-25 million tons. To 
meet the shortfall, production would r "~d to 
increase to 3.5 percent a year, compared w. 'It the 
historical record of 2.5 percent. Deficits )J: 6-8 
million tons each are projected for Bangladesh 
and Indonesia, For Ba'2gladesh, production would 
need to increase to almost 4.5 percent a year, 
compared with the historical rate of 1.5 percent. 
(In 1967-75, the rate declined to less than 1 per
cent a year.) For Indonesia, the historical produc
tion rate of 3 percent a year would need in 
increase to 4.3 percent (a rate which has beel 
exceeded in the last 8 years). 

In Sub-Sahara Africa, Nigeria, with the largest 
population, incurs a food deficit of 18-21 million 
tons by 1990, three-fourths of the total for the 
region. The historical production growth rate has 
been only .5 percent a year, while population has 
grown 3 percent a year. Production would need to 
increase 5-5.5 percent a year to meet the shortfaH.

Il 
r The Sahel countries as a group are in a similar 
cO 
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situation, with a historical production growth of-.5 
percent a year, whereas 3.5-4 percent would be 
required to close the gap of about 3.5 million 
tons. Ethiopia also has a poor production record 
of 1.25 percent a year, whereas about 3.5 percent 
would be required to meet a shortfall of about 2.5 
million wns. 

In North Africa/Middle Eadt, Egypt is chroni
cally in a food-deficit position, and the deficit is 
projected to increase graduully to about 5 milliort 
tons by 1990. The historical production growth 
rate would need to increase from less than 2.5 
percent a year to over 5 percent if food needs 
were to be met from domestic production. 

Only two countries in Latin America have a 
per capita GNP of less than $300-Haiti and 
Bolivia. Their food defidt.s are minimal compared 
with the total, but to h~eet food needs Haiti 
would need to increase produdion from less than 
.5 percent a year to 3.5-4 pel"(;~nt_. and Bolivia 
from 2.5 percent to 5.5-6 percent. 

For most countries in the low-income food-defi
cit group, the production growth rates would need 
to be increased by an additional .5 to 1 percent a 
year over and above those necessary to meet 
market demand if the food supply is to suffice to 
meet nutritional needs. Again, it should be 
emphasized that direct government intervention 
programs would be necessary if the food is to be 
channeleQ to those in need. Further, since a sig
nificant part of malnutrition is in rural areaCl 
which are difficult to reach, the most effective 
means to improve llutrition in those areas is to 
increase food production especially on small farms. 

This emphasis on food shortfalls in low-income 
food-deficit countries is not to say that deficits in 
middle-income countries should be ignored. Clear
ly, the food problem is more urgent for the 
former group of countries, where development 
prospects are largely keyed to agriculture and 
where the abilit.y to earn foreign exchange is 
quite limited. The priorities for additional exter
nal assistance to increase food production and 
food aid would appear to be in their direction. At 
the same time, there is need to assist other count
ries which are somewhat better off to improve 
their food production, in particular the Central 
Americ~..nICaribbean countries, the Andean count
ries of South America, and the non-OPEC North 
Africa/Middle East group_ On the whole, their 
production records are better than the low-income 
group but most are in a substantial food-deficit 
position which has tended to widen. 

Self-Sufficiency in Food 
Not all countries can or should be self-suf

ficient in food. For most in the middle-income 
category or the, high foreign exchange earners,. 
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the more efficient use of resources may well be in 
other directions. The critical element is the avail
abilitJT of food from outside sources at relatively 
stable prices. This is related to world export sup
plies and to the level of VJorld reserve stocks. 

The "ituation is entirely different for most of 
the low-income food-deficit countries. They have 
little alternative except to press toward self-suf
ficiency. With few exceptions, their opportunities 
foy development and employment for some time 
ahead rest on the agricultural slector. Oppor
tunities for trade expansion are extremely limited 
for the agricultural export products that they pro
duce or could produce ovei:' the next decade or so, 
even if trade barriers were reduced or eliminated. 
To produce more food is the main way that 
incomes in the rural sector can be improved and 
the development process accelerated. For many 
countries, inappropriate food price policies are a 
major deterrent. 

There is a definitional problem of self-suf
ficiency. In 1975, food production in low-income 
food-deficit countries fell short of consumption by 
1:1 bout 5 percent. But when the additional needs to 
feed the malnourished are considered, production 
was 21 percent short of requirements. Given 
present trends, these percentages will rise further 
unless per capita consumption is squeezed further 
which would increase the incidence of hunger and 
malnutrition. 

Production in middle-income countries in 1975 
was 9 percent short of self-sufficiency in market 
terms and about 13 percent deficient in food sup
plies which would provide 110 percent of the cal
orie standards per capita. These proportions would 
hold more or less the same if past production 
trends continue in the future. 

High foreign exchange earners depended on 
imports for 37 percent of their food supply in 1975, 
and if nutritional requirements are considered pro
duction would have been 41 percent short. These 
proportions will 'tend to rise slightly over the years
ahead. 

Finally, in introducing this new set of projec
tions, we recognize that as we get into more and 
more country detail, the statistical base from 
which the projections are derived is less secure. 
This is particularly so for many African nations 
where the food problem looms large. Accordingly, 
the results should be interpreted v:ith caution. 
Meeting food needs in the developing world is one 
of the most difficult and complex problems facing 
the international community. Hopefully, attention 
will be given to improving the statistical base so 
that it can be dealt with more effectively. 

Our new report will provide full details on pro
duction performance and projected food needs so 
that its users can bring to bear their judgments as 

to the likely trend of events. In that sense the 
report will serve as a do-it-yourself kit. 

Annax 

Sources of Data and Methodology 

Production/Consumption 1975 Base Year 

Data on production and consumption of cereals 
by country for the years 1960/61 to 1975176 are 
from the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA). 
These data comprise the only available and com
plete set of supply/utilization balances for cereals. 
For a few countries-Chad, Liberia, and Somalia
where USDA data were incomplete, they were sup
plemented by statistics on production and foreign 
trade from the Food and Agriculture Organization 
(FAO). The tr,(lnd values for 1975, basfld on the 
trends for the period 1960-75, served as the base for 
projecticns of productinn and human consumption 
of cereals to 1990. Average consumpt.ion in 1973-75 
was established as the base for projecting grain 
used as feed to 1990. 

For consistency with the estimates for cereals, 
USDA data on production of root crops, pulses, 
and groundnuts were used for base year 1975 (nor
malized to adju()t for major fluctuations from 
recent levels). These were converted to wheat equiv
alent tonnage in terms ofcalories and added to the 
cereal estimates of production and consumption for 
those countries where they were important in the 
diet, with eactl commodity group usually account
ing for 5 pprcent or more of total calories consumed 
as calculated from the FAO report, Food Balance 
Sheets 1 :"nd 4·66. In this way, two-thirds or more 
of calories intake was generally covered. In the 
absence of actual consumption data and since 
these crops are usually consumed where produced 
it was assumed that consumption was equal to pro: 
duction. Although Nigeria and Niger have been 
signific~nt expGrters of groundnuts in the past, 
exports 10 recent years have been at very low lev
els, thus obviating the need to make allowancer fQr 
this 'factor in the production/consumption balance. 

Production Projections-1990 

The 1975 base period production of cereals was 
projected to 1990 by e~tending the historical trend 
1960-75 as calculated from USDA data. For the 
other food crops, production in the base year was 
projected by historical production trends for the 
period 1961-74, calculated from FAO data. The lat
ter series offered some advantage .over USDA from 
an hi&'torical viewpoint in that it provided data on 
the contribution of area and yield to changes in 
production. 
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Consumption projectiClns-1990 	 jections 1970-80;,1 adjusted to accommodattc hlgh 
and low income assumptions. 

Four sds of consumption targets were computed: Income elasticities for grain used as feed are 
those related to meat. Statistics for Bome major

(1) ~ target assuming that per capita con feed. users among developing countries appear to 
sumptlOn of the selected food crops remains con confllln a close relationship. 
sta~t at base year 1975 levels, thus reflecting only Zero elasticities were assumed for rootcrops.
the lmpact of population growth on demand. This implies that increases in per capita income 

(2) A low income growth set adds on the popu will be reflected more in demand for cereals with 
lation projection the demand for food crops which their higher energy and protein content, ~s has 
would flow from a relatively slow rate of income been the experience in some countries. 
growth per capita-slightly improved from recent Nutrition-Estimates of the additional amount 
unsat~sfactory performance in most developing of cereals needed to feed the underfed population in 
countnes. each country in the base period were derived from 

\3) A. high income growth set adds on the popu FAO data on average cak'ries consumed as com
latIon Increase a faster rate of income growth, pared with minimum standards.2 Analysis of the 
roughly that associated with the historical t::'end, relation of income distribution and food con
and a mor~ rapid increase in food demand. sumption originated by Reutlinger and Selowsky3 

(4) A target which provides enough cereals for a estimates that in 1975 there were 1.2 or 1.3 billion 
country to feed its underfed population a minimum underfed pe09le in developing market countries 
energy diet. and to bring them up to calorie standards would 

The b!:V;c source materials include: require 45-67 million tons of wheat equivalent. As a 
. Population-The United Nations medium projec ~eneral relationship, the total supply requirements 

bon for 1975-90 was used. This is the usual series In order to feed these undernourished without 
adopted in most studies of this kind. reducing the consumption of those above the stan

Per capita income growth assumptions-These dard works out to an average of 110 percent of the 
were derived from the 1976 World Bank Atlas and minimum calorie standards.4 Thus, the additional 
other World Bank materials. Under high income cereals to meet the calorie gap was equivalent to 
!P'0wth, the historical growth rates of GDP per cap raising average per capita consumption to that lev
lta for 1960-74 were assumed for non-oil exporting el. From this base, the requirements to provide 110 
countries, with the minimum rate set at 1.5 percent ~ercent of the calorie standards for the population 
per year. For major oil exporting countries, the m 1990 were projected. 
recent, more rapid rates associated with 1965-74 
 
were assumed, with a min;mum growth rate of 4 
 
percent a year. lVolume II, FAO Rome, 1971. 
 

Under low income growth, one-fourth slowel 
 2FAO Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural Economics and
~owth rates than under the high income assump Statistics, April and July/Aug. 1976.
tIons were assumed, with a minimum of 0.5 percenf 

a~alnutrition and Poverty: Magnitude and Policy 
per capita per annum. This assumes that non-oil OptlOns, World Bank Staff Occasional Paper No 23 
developing countries make some progress in adjust· 1976. . , 

ing to high energy costs. . 'IIFPR~ Research Report No.2 prepared for U.N. Pro
Income elasticities-These were largely derived tem Adv.lsory Group, Rec~nt and Prospective Devel

opments m Food Consumption: Some Policy Issues, 1977.from the F AO report, Agricultural Commodity Pro-

COMMENT 

by 
 
John P. Lewis 
 

Professor of Economics ano. International Affairs 
 
Princeton University 
 

Not to my surpri~e, I find much more to agree for the reason they emphasize-namely, that the 
with than disagree with in the presentations of gaps that would emerge if recent food demand and 
Messrs. Falcon and Koffsky. But I will concentrate production trends in the poorest countries ~imply 
on some marginal differences, at least of emphasis. were extrapolated would be unfillable from outside 

Both speakers agree that for the poorest both physically and in terms of needed financ~ 
~ountries a push toward self-reliance is a matter bu~ ~lso because of the linkages between food pro

ductIon and the rest of the development process. less of choice than of necessity. ! concur, not only 
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We now know how badly food shortages can bottle
neck d,evelopment, in particular the kinds of labor
intensive nonagricultural construction and other 
employment programs that in many countries offer 
the best hope for improving the position of the low
end poor. In many circumstances the best if not 
the only reliable engine of growth is a rate of agri
cultural expansion that exceeds the rate of popu
lation growth. 

This last point-although i am at least as 
inclined to focus on South Asia as Wally Falcon
makes me uneasy about any diversion of attention 
from Africa. As Nate Koffsky points out, while the 
present population base in the poorest African 
countries is much smaller, for many the size and 
trends of the per capita food shortfalls are hor
rendous. In its way, Africa may be as urgent a 
case as South Asia, as to the needs both for agri
cultural acceleration and for decelerating popu
lation growth. 

Now let me struggle briefly with the question of 
likelihoods as to food production growth prospects 
in these poorest countries. On the one hand I am 
troubled by the gloominess of our speakers. I hear 
them saying that sustained productive expansion 
will be difficult, and growth that barely keeps pace 
with population may be about all we should expect. 
If this is indeed the case, then I would be far more 
strident in sounding alarms than they have been, 
for it seems to me that there is no way that a bare 
matching of food and population growth in South 
Asia, even in sub-Saharan Africa, will be good 
enough. If that is in fact the prosp~ct, it virtnally 
guarantees some very bleak outcomes. 

On the other hand, as the least qualified agricul
turalist present, I cannot suppress some glim
merings of greater optimism. It is true, of course, 
that the wheat revolution has slowed down. But it 
is part of a longer run process of agricultural accel
eration that probably is not yet exhausted. Mr. 
Koffsky, for example, speaks of India's "historical 
record of 2.5 percent" annually. But that record 
runs back only to 1950. For the half-century pre
ceding, the gross production trend in India seems 
to have been essentially flat. Thus, there has been 
a fairly remarkable agricultural acceleration in the 
quarter-century since 1950. This, among other 
things, has entailed major changes in institutions 
and policies that are, 1 should think, neither fin
ished nor spent. For example, the indigenous agri
cultur,l),l research systtlm is far stronger, fuller, and 
more :relevant than it was 20 years ago. As a 
result, it is more productive. Yet it also still has 
plenty of room for improvements, which there is a 
general poHcy disposition to make. The function of 
prices and incentives, the social usefulness of open 
markets, are better appreciated than in the fifties, 
and the spread of this policy chan.ge is not yet 

ended. In nearly all the South Asian countries the 
priority for agriculture is higher than it was, and 
looks comparatively entrenched. And the untapped 
potentials for expansion still are enormous. 

The last thing we need in this area are Polly
annas. The worst thing would be euphoria. But the 
second worst might be to set one's sights too low. I 
am convinced that with hard work and hard policy 
and substantial, well-aimed investment (especially, 
for instance, in the water management field) there 
can be profitable agrjcultural growth in these 
countries significantly in excess of population 
growth. 

Mention of investment leads me to a word or 
two on external assistance. To urge the self-help 
theme as to poorest-count·ry agriculture is in no 
sense to downplay the function of aid. There is 
great and urgent scope for the latter-and what is 
most of all needed, at least in South Asia, is costly 
big-ticket aid. We in the agricultural area still tend 
to get preoccupied with the idea of disembodied 
technological transfer, partly because we think we 
know a lot, and partly b£cause, if they work, these 
are the cheapest transfers to make. In some of the 
larger countries, at least, the remaining scope for 
old-fashioned technical assistance is limited. Many 
of the needed institutions have been built after a 
fashion, and indigenous research systems have 
been established. 'They need strengthening; a great 
deal of adaptive and indigenous innovation of 
these institutions must be done in-country and 
these functions certainly can be helped by an 
enriched interchange with scientific and technical 
colleagues abroad. But in terms of medium term 
potential, the greater need, as to aid, is for. 
embodying known and available technologies in 
cnpital-costly installations. This is true, fm.· exam
ple, across the whole spectrum of interlinked water 
and eV~~i'gy needs. 

Wally Falcon is absolutely right, I think, about 
the importance of agricultural pricing or, as he cor
rectly puts it, profitability-and here there is an 
obvious linkage to aid. As a battle-scarred veteran, 
I ~hy away from callow talk about "performance 
conditioning." But if there is one dimension in 
which I would be willing to resur?ed that 
approach, it would be, as a donor, to press for 
incremental reform in cases where the spreads 
between input and output prices are persistently 
aborting incentives to invest in new technology. 

'l'he nearest thing to a basic disagreement that I 
have with either speaker is with Mr. Falcon's treat
ment of the growth-equity issue, and even here it is 
only a matter of degree. I too, lately, have again 
been beating the growth side of the drum myself. 
But I could not agree with any implication that, as 
between the two objectives, equity needs are the 
more postponable. These systems simply will not 
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hold still for a continuation of the relative neglect buffers, food aid can increase the ability to run
of the low-end poor. \\I'hat policy faces is a double market-stabilizing food policies that forestall the
categorical imperative-to move growth and equity need for stop-go regimes of development financingjointly. This does not mean that one avoids any which abort growth efforts. So used, the same aidgrowth promotion that does not have direct side can help, in times of domestic scarcity, to containbenefits for equity. But it does mean there is a pre upshoots in food prices that disproportionatelymium on genuinely complemeiltary, growth-cum afflict the poor. Secondly, additional food aid canequity programs-and I don't think they're quite so support additive rural construction and other laborelusive as Wally suggests. The double imperative intensive programs that can build productive agri
means, also, that one must accept some pro-equity cultural infrastructure while delivering direct
programs without side benefits for growth. And it employment and income benefits to the rural poor.
means that agricultural expansion in these What has given Buch rural public works a badcountries is going to have to cope with more struc name in the past has, more than anything else,
tural and political turbulence in the countryside been their triviality-small results after so much
than agricultural production-function engineers big talk. And the constraint, overwhelmingly, hasmight choose. been the food bott.1eneck-which purpoaeful foodI am uneasy about Wally's distinction between aid can relieve.
two classes of policies: those thlii. treat the rural 
 Thus it so happens that this particular form ofsector as a whole with due regard to the poor are commodity aid-which, although it by no means isgood; poor-specific policies are to be avoided. I can any longel a redundant free good in the 'Unitednot join in a broadside indictment of the latter: the States, is still (I suspect) politically cheaper thancriterion, rather, should be their productivity untied dollar aid, and can be an efficient, almosteffects. Where existing imperfections in the market fungible, form of capital assistance to the poorest(which, in part, is to say inequalities in the status countries, for the creation of two kinds of needed
structure) cut off the poor from equal access to 
 capital goods, namely, buffer stocks and rural Icrooit; marketing, or physical Inputs, then class infrastructure. It warrants heavy emphasis, therespecific programs are likely to promote both fore, in the new U.S. scenario for North-Southgrowth and equity, as well as build the political relations. But the need, we must recognize, will be
muscles of the poor in ways required for their for a very different style and status of food aid. No
greater participation in development in the longer longer, if U.S. food transfersar~ to fulfill their
run. potentialities for assisting development, can they
Finally, a positive word about food aid: It is, of depend on the leavings, the residuals in our owncourse, important to avoid the crutch effect. But we better crop years. The claim of aid-less a massiveall know this now-donor governments, multi  one than a reliable one·-must be moved from the
lateral agencies, and recipient governments; there bcittom to the top of our national food budget. I
is far 'stronger determination than in the late fifties was delighted to hear this emphasis on assured
and early sixties to make sure food aid does not 
 multi-year food aid commitments in Mr. Hjort'serode indigenous incentives below needed levels, paper earlier this morning.which themselves can be defended by indigenous Th~ inversion of our traditional priarities in foodsupport prices. Moreover, uses of food aid that sat allocation will he politically difficult. But onceisfy this constraint are well recognized. In the first achieved, it should not be painful to maintain. Andplace, it can add food security to syst1!ms whose with reasonably good management of food a:a by
annual outputs are subject to heavy weather vari
 both recipients and donors, it can yield very largeances. By helping such countries replenish their returns to the poorest countries. 

COMMENT 

by

John W. Mellor


Chief Economist

Department of State 
 

The International Food Policies Research Insti edifying and important. I particularly like the printute is establishing an enviable record for pre ciple of extending estimates of food needs to 1990sentation and analysis of kp,y data relating to the on the basis of the significant lead time needed for .world food situation. Mr. Koffsky's paper is thus correct actions if production increases are to 
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become effective. It is also important that IFPRI 
take the next step of estimating input and cost 
requirements of the remedial actions they see as 
necessary so as to provide an understanding of the 
demands that will be placed on the developing 
countries and the donor community if these prob
lems are to be solved. I would like to make two sub
stantive suggestions with respect to this work. 

First, it would be useful to deal explicitly with 
the effect of changes in the distribution of income 
-or more precisely the rate of growth of income of 
the lower income people-on the effective demand 
for food. While the bulk of the income effect does 
arise from changes in income of lower income peo
ple, there may be only a weak relationship between 
average rates of income growth and growth of 
incomes of the lower income quarter or even half of 
the population. I note in passing that in the draft 
5-year plan for India, the quite different require
ments of various consumption goods with alterna
tive assumptions about income distribution was a 
useful and revealing presentation with particularly 
important implications to demand for food. 

Second, and related to the first, it would be use
ful to analyze the alternative means by which the 
projected food gaps might be closed. It seems 
unlikely that imports of the magr.uud.e depicted 
would actually occur. What are the Hature of the 
demand changes, with what implications for the 
poor, which would be necessary to reduce that defi
cit if production efforts do not attain the recom
mended success? 

Finally, I would like to raise a rather. basic pol
icy question. I note that two'countries, India and 
Nigeria, alone account for over one-third of the 
adequate-calorie-based deficit of 1980. These are 
both countries which for one reason or anQther do 
not receive direct bilateral development assistance 
from the United States. If the world population
food balance problem is an important interest of 
the United States, and if the United States, 
through its technical capacity and resource 
strength, has particular competence to alleviate the 

food supply problem through development assis
tance, then the question of our aid relations to the 
large less developed countries requires a policy 
analysis in the context of the global problems 
which those countries dominate. 

Mr. Falcon's paper raises some particularly 
interesting questiol1s with respect to growth-equity 
relations. Perhaps it should be said more forcefully 
that the moat serious consumption deficiency faced 
by the POOl' is that of calories. And, vast numbers 
of the poor face this major deficiency in a context 
in which major redistribution of land is unlikely, at 
least in the near future. The remaining equity ques
tion is then how to increase production of food on 
land owned by the well-to-do in such form and in 
such context that the poor will have the pur
chasing power to obtain that food. That is a joint 
growth and equity problem. In this context one 
should note that many of the well-to-do people of 
developing countries are in families with under 
$1,000 per year per capita incomes. They are 
hardly wealthy by U.S. standards! 

Both Messrs. Koffsky and Falcon note the 
urgency of increasing domestic food production in 
deficit countries, even when the potentials of trade 
are recognized. It should be emphasized, however, 
that for very poor, capital-short countries to make 
the huge investments in transport, irrigation, land 
development, and power required for increased 

. agricultural production, and to provide for employ
ment expansion necessary to adequate purchasing 
power for the poor, will necessarily retard devel
opment of capital-intensive, large-scale industries 
"uch as fertilizer, steel, petrochemical, and cement 
production, each of which is essential to some 
aspect of the agricultural investment effort. The 
result is increased imports and foreign exchange 
requirements. To pay for those imports, exports of 
relatively labor-intensive goods will be necessary. 
Thus, trade is important to filling the world food 
gap not just through direct movements of food, but 
also through its indirect effect in influencing capi
tal allocations for food production and job 
provision. 
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ABSTRACT 

Three major roles for food aid as a vehi
cle to reduce malnutrition are identified. 
Famine relief has wide international support 
but requires access to food supplies on very 
short notice. Historic famine relief programs 
have not only saved lives but have also 
generated important lessons about the 
nature of the development process. Future 
programs should include systematic research 
efforts to broaden this understanding. Sec
ond, direct feeding programs using donated 
food supplies have been used extensively in 
most poor countries, but only a handful 
have demonstrated a significant nutritional 
impact on the target population. The rea
sons are tied to the type of political commit
m,ent needed to get resources to the neediest 
population groups. Societies willing to make 
such a commitment usually have poverty
oriented general development strategies, 
which offer the third productive use of food 
aid. The politics and implementation of the 
second and third roles are intimately con
nected. 

In the recent World Bank book, Malnutrition 
and Poverty, which Science magazine called "rev
olutionary," Reutlinger and Selowsky concluded 
that: Malnutrition is unlikely to disappear in the 
normal course of development: that is, in the 
course of normal per capita income growth, even 
with greater emphasis on expansion of food pro
duction.... On the contrary the situation may 
worsen if present higher energy cost, leading to 
higher cost of food production, is not fully com. 
pensated by higher agricultural productivity. 
Only policies deliberately designed to reallocate 
food or income can eliminate undernutrition. (5, 
p.7) 

Despite some methodological problems with 
their underlying analytical approach, the conclu
sions seem unchallengable. Distribution and not 
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gross production is now and always has been at 
the heart of global malnutrition. Total grain pro
duction is currently about 1.3 billion metric tons 
relative to a global population of about 4 billion 
people. If evenly distributed, this grain would pro
vide over 65 grams of protein and 3,000 kilo
calories of energy per day for every person on 
earth, before any nutritional contributions from 
pulses, fruits and vegetables, fish or forage-fed 
animals. 

The calculations are crude, but they make the 
point. The reason the billion or so individuals 
identified by Reutlinger and Selowsky are suf
fering from energy deficits is not because inade
quate food exists but because they do not have 
access to that food (6). Any program aimed at 
eliminating that malnutrition must face the dis
tributional issue iB some manner. The important 
question is how and what role food aid might 
play in that effort. 

It is very tempting to take the analysis that 
identified distribution and access as the critical 
variables in the malnutrition equation one step 
further. It is tempting to take the Children's 
Foundation postage meter advertising as a politi
cal and moral imperative: "FEED KIDS." And 
historically, at least part of U.S. food aid has 
been directed to precisely that objective. Why not 
simply recognize the simple logic of the access 
issue and use food aid as a redistributional 
device to feed the hungry of the world from the 
bounty of our farmlands? 

The answer is that the one kid fed in 1947 
with U.S. food aid became two kids to feed in 
1962 and is four kids today. That is, simply redis
tributing food has not resolved any of the struc
tural problems that cause the poverty and mal
distribution of food (and other resources) in the 
first place. The trend of grain exports from North 
America-most Q-f which are sold for hard cur
rency-cannot continue its exponential growth of 
the past 40 years. Unless the poverty and access 
problems are attacked at a structural rather than 
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a superficial level, food aid can serve only as a 
temporary palliative in reducing hunger and 
malnutrition. 

How then should food aid be used in the effort 
to eliminate malnutrition? There arc three major 
uses to which food aid can be put in this global 
effort: 

1. For famine relief to prevent widespread 
starvation in the face of nonrecurring natural or 
man-made calamity; 

2. To provide food supplies for target-group 
oriented feeding programs; and 

3. To provide additional resources in support of 
a country's overall economic and social devel
opment effort. 

1. FAMINE RELIEF 

The first role for food aid is to avert wide
spread famine in the face of clearly unusual n!lt
ural or man-made circumstances-catastrophic
floods or drought, earthquakes, and wars. Regu
larly occurring catastrophes must be dealt with 
by nonpalliative measures, and food aid may 
have a role. But famine relief must be reserved 
for situations like the Bihar famine of 1966-67. 
The Indian Ministry of Food and Agriculture 
evaluated that ilmpending famine as "a natural 
calamity of a magnitude unknown in recent times" 
(1, p. 211). The relief operation that intervened 
between the potential disaster and the "disaster 
that never was" was a miracle of modern logis
tics under primitive conditions. Berg reports that: 

During the crisis, the Ir1ian government 
loaded and moved an average of 7 trains a 
day-50 cal'S pir train-an average of 550 
miles. By the end of 1967, 153,000 fair price 
shops were operating in the country (20,000 
in Bihar, benefiting 47 million Biharis) and 
6 million people were involved in relief 
works projects (700,000 in Bihar). Programs 
for youngsters and destitutes reached nearly 
20 million (7 million in Bihar) during the 
two years. The cost of all this: somewhere 
in the vicinity of $700 million (perhaps $200 
million of it spent in Bihar). Help came 
from many foreign quarters, but the major 
flow came from the United States which 
provided one-fifth of its wheat crop. This 
unprecedented movement of foed from one 
country to another required an armada of 
some 600 ships. Ships docked at a rate of 
three a day, depositing an average of 2 bil
lion pounds a month. Sixty million Indians 
are estimated to have been sustained for 
two years solely by these shipments (1, 
p.216). 

The efficacy with which food aid can avert 
such stark and sudden disasters is obvious, pro
vided that the grain is available and tha:~ the 
relief operations can be mounted quickly and effi
ciently. 

But what of the palliative nature of the effort? 
By its definition disaster relief focuses on 
extremely shortrun problems and should not be 
expected to have systematic impact on any under
lying structural problems that may exist. On sim
ple humanitarian grounds, this should not impede 
full commitment to maintaining adequate disaster 
relief capability. And yet, the Bihar relief oper
ation was so dramatically successful that it had 
major impact on the health and wellbeing of 
millions of Biharis. 

Berg writes: The famine and the emergency 
program dramatized the importance of nutrition 
to the government. The famine led to interest and 
in some cases emotional commitment, which in 
turn led to a variety of programs, a national 
nutrition policy, and a chapter on nutrition for 
the first time in the Five Year Plan (1, p. 217). 

The new commitment was translated into 
physical development programs via work relief 
projr..'Cts. Berg's conclusion was that: What might 
have been a major disaster was, in fact, an 
incentive for more development in Bihar than 
probably took place in any other comparable peri
od in history. There is an important psycho
logical dimension to this. The famine, which was 
dramatic and created attention, was parlayed and 
effectively used for agricultural, nutritional, and 
other developmental objectives. It is doubtful, 
even with a sufficient budget, that such activities 
would have taken place in' the absence of the 
trauma created by the famine (1, p. 220). 

The important issue here is the role of food aid 
in catalyzing positive efforts addressed to the 
longrun issues. The widespread national and 
international support for using food aid in natu
ral disasters or other emergencies that the U.S. 
Department of Agriculture identified in 1974 (8, 
p. 577) does not depend on this catalytic impact. 
But some important lessons about general devel
opment strategies are to be learned from these 
experiences, lessons which should then be built 
into the design of both emergency relief programs 
and general development programs. It is 
important to realize, however, that these struc
tural leElsons do not come free. They are provided 
only in the context of rapid access by relief pro
grams to adequate quantities of food aid to pro
vide the resources that generate the structural 
attack. The availability of food aid and its effi
cient deployment are the prime and critical ingre
dients. 
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2. AID TO TARGET GROUPS 

The second major role for food aid in com
bating malnutrition is to provide food for target
groups on a continuing basis. These food aid 
programs have a long history and appear in 
many forms. In order from most-targeted to least
targeted, some examples are mother-infan'j. clinics 
with in-clinic feeding, school lunch programs, 
food-for-work projects, food coupons, ration shops, 
and basic food price subsidies. Reutlinger and 
Selowsky argue that these are the only types of 
programs that have any real, i.e., political, 
chance of significantly alleviating existing mal
nutrition. 

Is there any evidence that these programs 
work in the short run to reduce malnutrition, or 
in the long run to remove structural barriers that 
leave so many in poverty? Is any short run effec
tiveness at the expense of long run incentives to 
food production and to structural change? 

The answel"S to these questions are pathetically 
few and hypothetical. Conducting a USAID
financed project to write a field manual on child 
nutrition intervent!on projects, Jim Austin and 
his co-workers have had an extraordinarily diffi
cult time identifying even a half-dozen projects
out of the hundreds and p.robably thousands 
around the world-where cost-effectiveness evalu
ations can be made in a rough fashion. The state 
of knowledge prevents any attempts at cost-bene
fit evaluation. 

The best we can do is look at some suggestive 
evidence. The Indian State of Kerala is an 
increasingly well known paradox. Its income lev
els are among the lowest in India, and average 
pee capita food consumption is below what even 
the low income would predict. Even with perfectly 
equal food distribution in the State, the total 
availability of food would have been barely ade
quate to meet minimum nutritional norms. Judg
ing from estimates of inequality in the early six
ties, by the early seventies not less than a third 
of the population of Kerala was likely to have 
food intake levels below nutritional norms. So far 
the picture is consistent with other very impover
ished regions of many countries in the Third 
World. The paradox is that in the same inter
vening period between the early sixties and the 
early seventies Kerala ".... had apparently suc
ceeded ~n lowering mortality rates and raising 
life expectancy to the same levels as in the devel
oped countries and, more recently, in lowering 
birth-rates at a faster rate than elsewhere in India" 
(4, p. x). 

Much of the Kerala story can be told only in 
the broader context of a development program 
directed at providing minimum basic needs to the 
entire population. Land reform, low technology 
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housing, rural health programs, and agricul
turally productive public works no doubt are the 
major ingredients in the broad-based trans
formation of the public health statistics. Bvt the 
State of Kerala he,s a1ao used several direct food 
distribution programs very intensively, and it is 
these that are important to the present dis
cussion. 

Public distribution of food takes place in 
 
Kerala at two levels: primary school chil

dren approximately 6-10 years old, and the 
 
general population. Food, whatever the 
 
quantity, is free to primary school children, 
 
but to the general population it is distrib
 
uted at controlled prices, below those pre

vailing in the open market. But the distribu

tion of food is qu;'te comprehensive at both 
 
levels. While only about three fourths of pri
 
mary school children in the state avail 
 
themselves of the free scool feeding pro

gram, the proportion of households now cov
 
ered by the fair price shops is virtually 100 
 
percent. 
 

Other public programs and schemes for 
 
food distribution are also in operation with
 
in the state. For instance, under the mater
 
nity and child health program, food is dis
 
tributed free through primary health centres 
 
and subcentres to some 150,000 beneficiaries 
 
every year, including pre-school children 
 
and expectant or nursing mothers. Also, 
 
under the special nutrition programme, some 
 
2,000 feeciing centres within the state give 
 
assistance in the form of food to tribal chil
 
dren or slum-area children. But, in terms of 
 
the quantity involved, this program is not 
 
significant (4, p. 41). 
 

The school feeding program was supported 
from the beginning by CARE, and its 20,000 tons 
of food contributed per year served as an 
important net addition to total food supplies in 
Kerala, especially since they were targeted in 
favor of lower-income groups. Present efforts 
underway to make the school feeding program 
locally self-sufficient (by using a blend of tapioca i
flour and peanut powder) will eliminate the prob
lem of unreliable supplies that has plagued the 
CARE program. "But th1s will certainly mean a 
decline in the total availability of cereals within I
the state" (4, p.43). And, as was notOO. earlier, 
those total supplies are only marginally adequate 
at best. Any government looking for an effective I 
program to place food aid on a continuing, long Iterm basis should consider the Kerala school 
feeding program. 

Food distribution through fair price shops ,S I
available to 97 percent of the state's population, 
the only exclusions being rice producers deemed 
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1-~-==-------1~ large enough to supply their entire consumption~ requirements. The program is no token effort: 
should be able to have a significant nutritional !impact.)1 ••• the food-grains distributed publicly \i through the fair price shops form a substan-

In practice, however, a variety of social,
~ t!al and incedreasing economic, and institutional harriers often 

, 
~ 	 proportwiohn.lof. the qu/antlty corisum each year. I e In 1g61 

Phre~ent th~s~ pr1ogram1mes I from mleet~ng
~ distribution 
62 t elr nutrltIona. goa 8.
 neve opmg
through fair price shops 	 d

:\ accounted for some 13 percent of the cereals 
countries, the most nutritionally vulnerable
ij consumed in the groups (i.e., marginal urban and low income
II 	 

state, in 1971172 itaccounted for over 37 percent. Though the 
rural popUlations) typically have only lim~ average proportion for the 1960's was 36 
ited access to those institutions generally~ 	 charged wfthpercent there were intervening years, 19651 	 

managing feeding pro~ 	 grammes, and often tum out to be legally or66 to 1969170, when the movement of food« 	 functionally excluded from the benefits ofM
:1 	 grains into the state through trade channels 
jI 	 

was virtually stopped and the quantity dis-
these as well as other social welfare mea

tributed through fair price shops was a little 
sures. The stratification, skewed distribution~ over 50 percent of the cereals consumed 
of income and public services, and other, within the state (4 , p. 43). 
social factors responsible for their vulner

? ability to malnutrition, tend also to prevent1 	 What is perhaps more important is that in low-income grQUPS from participating in pro:) 
those years nearly all of the grain available in grammes supposedly designed to alleviatethe market was through fair price shops as open1 	 malnutrition. (2, p. 257)market supplies were virtually non-existent. Evenin 1971172, somewhat less than half of marketed 

The prospects for dropping large quantities ofbasic foods 	 (cereals plus tapioca) were sold in the 
food aid into such environments are not promisopen market-and the total marketed food did not 
ing nutritionally. Most targbted feeding programsquite equal self-consumption by growers (table 1). 
of this sort have political and human objectivesThe distribution through fair price shops has 
beyond the nutritional ones and may well bealmost certainly had a significant leveling effect 
good programs relative to these broader objecon distribution of food consumption in Kerala, 	 
tives. Supporting targeted programs on nutritional grounds, however, seems 00 require newbut the important issue for this discussion is the mechanisms
heavy reliance on outside supplies of cereals to 	

of management and distribution.
stock the shops. In 1961162, the entire 249,000 
Relatively little information is available that
tons of cereal sold through fair price shops in 
would permit confident design of new systems in
Kerala came from the Indian central pool, i.e., 
the context of existing political priorities. Wh~refrom outside the State. In 1971172, over 90 per-
reaching the nutritional target group conflicts
cent of the supplies came from the central pool-
with reaching the political target group the justi
about 850,000 tons-and only 70,000 tons were 
fication for supplying outside resourcel~ is ques
procurred within the State. Internal procurement 
tionable. But the only fair assessment is that we
depends on a gr~ded levy system with higher 
do not know very much about these tradeoffs.


quotas for better land and for larger farmers. Raj
roughly calculates that less than rigorous enforce
ment of the graded levy cuts actual procurement 
3. AID IN SUPPORT OF DEVELOPMENT
to perhaps half of what it might be. At best,
however, internal supplies could account for only 

The third major role for food aid in combating
malnutrition is in support of general developmenta fifth of the amount distributed in 1971172. Out policies. Historically, the largest quantities of P.L.s~de cereal sources are absolutely critical to the Isuccess of the Kerala distribution program. The 
480 "(ood shipments have been used ostensibly in i

potential role here for food aid on a long-term 
this broad context. The obvious questions are \whether general development policies have sigbasis is obvious. In the context of everything else nificantly reduced malnutrition; whether food aidKerala is doing to meet basic human needs, even 	 {substantial Quantities of food aid are not likely to 
has fostered (or hindered) nutritionally relevantjeopardize seriously Kerala's commitment to equi
development policies, and whether scope existstable economic growth. for improving the "nutrition connection" betweenThe suggestive evidence from other contexts is 
food aid resources and nutritional change.

not so promising. Hakim and Solimano report 
Even less is known ahout this topic thanthat about 90 percent of all direct expenditures 

about the previous two topics. An argument thatis gaining currency reasons that the use of foodfor improving nutrition in developing countries go 
 aid to support general economic development poli
to child feeding programs, which in principle cies is nutritionally irrelevant. Lance Taylor and 
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Table 1: Kerala: Pattern of supplies of cereals and cereal substitutes, 
1971/72 

Item Cereals 

Self-consumption by growers 0.872 

Public distribution through 
fair price shops ••••••••••• 0.926 

Open market .................. 0.691 
 

Total 2.489 

Source: (i, p. 46) 

his coworkers at MIT have econometric evidence 
that suggests that food aid imports substitute on 
roughly a dollar-for-dollar basis for commercial 
food imports. That is, such imports do not repres
ent a net addition to national food supplies, and 
hence do not have a disincentive price effect on 
producers or a consumption (Le., nutritional) 
impact on consumers. In the absence of food aid, 
the evidence says, countries would tend to import 
-equivalent amounts, and so the supply-demand 
equation is relatively unaffected. 

The search for the impact of food aid on the 
development effort must then be pushed back a 
stage. Food aid becomes a form of foreign 
exchange support for the recipient country, and 
the uses to which the freed foreign exchange are 
put determine the long run effectiveness of food 
aid. An expanded fleet of Mercedes-Benz autos for 
highranking government or military officials may 
only exacerbate distributional inequities and 
increase malnutrition. Imported steel tubing and 
a labor-intensive bicycle assembly plant may 
make a real contribution to equitable economic 
growth. The point is that the food aid itself is 
neutral in this regard. 

Such an argument misses the important longer 
run dynamics of economic development. While it 
may be true that food aid imports and commer
cial imports tend to substitute for each other on a 
one-to-one basis in the short run, as governments 
defend their immediate food price objectives, in 
the longer run foreign exchange pressures force 
an examination of domestic food alternatives to 
imports. The long run availability of food aid 
reduces the financial and political pressures to 
invest in domestic food production capability 
even though the short run price effect on food 
production may be neutral. The Stanford Project 
on the Political Economy of Rice in Asia has 

Tapioca Total Proportion of 
total supplies 

Hillion tons - - Percentage 

1.576 2.448 54.9 

0.398 20.7 

0.398 1.089 24.4 

1.974 4.463 100.0 

generated fairly strong evidence that this long 
run investment decision is as important as the 
short run price response. (7) The important role 
for food aid in this broader context is in the 
manner in which it alters short run and long run 
constraints. 

An Indonesian example from the late sixties is 
particularly revealing of the complexity of this 
type of interaction. Between 1967 and 1971, the 
availability of large amounts of food aid, primari
ly from the United States, made it possible for 
the Indonesian government to raise the harvest 
price for farmers above what it would have been 
otherwise. The food aid p1.'ovided commodities to 
stabilize food prices for urban consumers which 
in tum provided the favorable political climate 
for a commitment to farmers. Seasonal price fluc
tuations had been so wide historically that a 
floor price at harvest and a ceiling price at pace
Uk (preharvest period) could improve both produc
er and consumer welfare. The logistics agency 
that defended the price range needed a guarantee 
of outside food resources, i.e., from food aid, 
before dropping its historic domestic procurement 
policy of driving harvest prices as low as possible 
before buying. Food aid was the critical ingredi
ent in a price-incentive food production strategy. 

Such a program, however, easily cuts the other 
way. If the commitment to food production is not 
strong and the food aid is readily available even 
as the incentive strategy begins to payoff, real 
prices will decline and the longer run investment' 
climate for food production turns sour. Looking 
for and finding the turning point and acting on 
the information is absolutely critical for effective 
use of such a strategy using food aid as the 
resource base. !t is a game of high risks but 
equally high payoffs. The transfer of real 
resources inherent in a large food aid program 
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can make a significant impact on the rate of 
development. In the right context such aid can 
make a significant impact on agricultural devel
opment. In the Indonesian, example the rupiah 
proceeds of the internal food sales were chan
neled into the development budg~t, much of 
which was devoted to improving rural 
infrastructure and an effective agricultural exten
sion capability. 

A logical trap has now been laid. A plausible 
case has been made for a positive connection 
between food aid and economic development. At 
the beginning of the paper, however, the 
~eutl~nger-Selowsky proposal was accepted, 
Implymg the nonexistence of a significant link 
between gradual economic progress and reduced 
malnutrition. Is not food aid in this third role 
damned by the logic and the evidence? 

The historical record reveals few positive links. 
The number of "growth with nutrition equity" 
examples is extremely limited: Japan, China, Tai
wan, South Korea, the Indian state of Kerala 
and a few others. Sri Lanka is probably a~ 
example of "nutritional equity without growth." 
But the experience of the rest of the third world 
offers little hope that a strong positive nutrition 
connection exists between economic growth and 
improving nutritional status. At least as many 
countries as listed above can be sighted as evi
dence of a negative connection. What then is the 
likely impact of food aid in such countries? 

The real resource content of food aid can be 
used in support of development programs that 
reach the malnourished in a structural context 
i.e., through job opportunities, health environ~ 
ment, and the real cost of food, clothing and 
housing. It has already been noted that few'mod
els exist that have successfully made this con
nection. But it is not an empty set, and the 
examples must be studied for general lessons of 
transferability. Outside resources, both food and 
nonfood, have played an important role in the 
ea~ly stages of structural change, especially in 
TaIwan, South Korea, and Kerala. Using food aid 
resources to help establish a nutritional con
nection in the development process is a difficult 
but not impossible task. Very little is known 
about the essential ingredients that must be 
blended to establish the needed linkages. Pushing 
forn;I aid into the same programs as in the past is 
unlIkely to create such a blend now when it has 
failed to do so before. John Mellor has sum
marized the issues in the following way: 

Past deficiencies of food aid and its tar
nished reputation fall in three categories: 
depressed food production in the recipient 
country, failure to reach the poor and fail
ure to develop commercial markets. The 

three deficiencies are closely linked and a11 
grow out of failure to enlarge markr.ts for 
food by reaching the poor (3, p. 1). 

The issues must be considered in the context 
of our understanding of the development process. 
Malnutrition is not simply an unfortunate 
appendage attached to the body economic and 
politic, to be surgically removed oy skilled tech
nicians using a variety of precisely targeted pro
grams-with or without food aid. Malnutrition is 
a structural condition of the body itself, and any 
measures to correct the condition will invalve the 
entire social organism. The issues that must be 
addressed are the nature and extent of that 
involvement, the ability and willingness to under
take self-diagnosis (and to call in outside special
ists), and commitment to administering the pre
scribed regimen. Some societies may get by with 
a couple of aspirin in the form of two shiploads 
of P.L. 480 wheat every four months dropped 
casually into the local market (although none 
come to mind). Most countries lJeem to need 
stronger medicine. The critical need is to specify 
the political and economic context in which food 
aid can be a potent ingredient in that medicine. 

The recommendations are vague because the 
examination of the patient from this perspective 
has barely begun. High priority must go to find
ing out more about the basic structural causes of 
malnutrition and to understanding the impact of 
general economic and agricultural development 
policies on the structure itself and on changes 
'1lediated by the structure. This research should 
~ave both a short run and a long run perspec
tive. In the short run, Reutlinger and Selowsky 
are probably right. For mOElt poor societies the 
only feasible means of reducing malnutrition' will 
be through target-group interventions, because 
other alternatives are tQO expensive either eco
nomically or politically. But even in this narrow
ed context, an understanding of the nutritional 
impact of nontargeted development policies is cru
cial, because they determine the size location 
and characteristics of the target grou~. No tar~ 
geted progr~m can hope to be cost effective with
out understanding these issues in a functional 
sense. 

The knowledge is more important for the 
longer run because no society has succeeded in 
eliminating malnutrition for more than short peri
ods through palliative programs. In effect, any 
government willing tJ make long run commit
ments to eliminating malnutrition has also been 
willing to deal with it at a structural level. The 
political commitment and the structural concern 
are, in essence, the same thing. The primary 
h~pe for the U.S. food aid program is that ways 
wIll be found to translate political willingness to 
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accept shortrun palliative programs aimed at spe
cific target groups into longer-run political will

(2) 

ingness to deal with the structural problems, In 
this context food aid should be viewed as an 
opportunity rather than 
wield influence. 

as a club "Nith which to (3) 

r':
','
! 
;,~ 
! 

The more immediate recommendations that 
flow from this analysis are fairly obvious. Fam
ine relief has worked in the past not only to save 
lives but to alter commitment. Both roles require (4) 

that the food be available very quickly under 
flexible arrangements. These arrangements will 
no doubt 
security. 

be part of any discussions on food 

The last and most concrete recommendation is (5) 
addressed to the day-to-day administration of 
present food aid deliveries. The question, "Who 
benefits?" should always be asked about every 
delivery. I am pragmatic enough to know that (6) 
the answer is s~ldom, "the most disadvantaged 
llutritionally." When that is not the answer, the 
deliveries are probably not going to stop, but 
surely we need to know, to know why, and to 
know the marginal changes that will slowly shift 

(7) 

the answers in the right direction. 
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ABSTRACT 
.) excess energy is provided, protein utilization is 

markedly increased (3, 4). However, most of the 
In the past, food aid has served a variety nutritionally vulnerable groups in the 1ess devel

of purposes, ranging from disposal of trouopd countries are consuming less energy than 
blesome surpluses of food to support of milthat required for an active, fully productive life 
itary efforts. This paper will be concerned while living under conditions of stress that tend 
only with ways that food aid can improve to increase protein needs. 
 
the nutrition and welfare of low income peo
Short term evaluation of diets can fail to show ple. This requires consideration of the nutrithe long term consequences of their consumption. tional issues involved, including the roles of We have conducted 3-month-long studies on subprotein, vitamin A, and other essential nutrijects consuming the 1973 FAO/WHO recommenents as well as calories, and the promotion ded intake of 0.57 grams of egg protein per kiloof food production and equitable distribution 

gram per day and have found importantin the recipient countries. 
pathological changes induced by the diet that are 

During the fifties and sixties, nutritional reversed when protein intake is increased:. In 
emphasis in food aid was concerned not only three successive studies, mest of the subjects lost 
with massive supplies of cereal grain to meet lean body mass even when body weight was 
overall food deficits, but also to some extent with maintained by extra calories, and several had 
adequate protein for vulnerable groups. In April blood enzyme changes suggestive of reduced liver 
1971, a Joint FAO/WHO Expert Committee pro function. At the end of the period, significant 
posed a 20 percent lower protein allowance for changes in serum albumin and hemoglobin were 
adults, while energy recommendations remained detectable in some subjects (5, 6). It was ulti
unchanged from previous reports (1). Calculations mately established that about 500 calories above 
based on the committee's proposal for "normal, ndrmal requirements were needed to achit:ve posi
healthy individuals" showed that the average per tive nitrogen balance at this protein level (7). 
capita protein intake of population groups in Under these circumstances, the subjects were 
developing countries by these criteria was usualJy gaining weight despite the loss of lean body 
less limiting than the average calorie intake. This mass. Clearly, the figure of 0.57 gm. per kilogram 
was interpreted to mean that protein needs would is not sufficient for this population. We have no 
be met adequately simply by consuming more of firm data as yet to provide the correct figure, but 
the usual diet. in four subjects receiving their usual caloric 

There are several reasons why this conclusion intake, 0.8 gram per kilogram of beef protein 
is inappropriate. The subjects on whom the rec appeared adequate for a 3-month period. 
ommendations wer{\ based were mainly young, The FAO/WHO report states that recommenhealthy Caucasian university students consuming dations are intended for healthy individuals, but 
egg or milk protein for 1 or 2 weeks and notes that "...acute and chronic infections of all 
receiving excess dietary calories (1, 2). Resulta degrees of severity, including parasitic
from these studies were extrapolated to includ,~ infestations, are endemic in many regions of the
the majority of the world's population, and have world." While it indicates that "Infections affect 
been misinterpreted in their application. protein requirements by inducing some degree of

Critical examination of these data, and. addi depletion of body nitrogen during acute episodes," 
tional studies done after 1971, haye shown that if it provides no quantitative guidance as to how to 
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take this into account in evaluating the needs of 
underprivileged groups, especially children in less 
developed countries, where infections are so prev
alent that they are a normal part of daily exis
tence. Infections increase nitrogen losses as a 
result of the increased urinary excretion, ~:-,d 
often as a result of interference with intefltinal 
absorption, especially during bouts of dillrrhea. 
At the same time protein intake is generally, 
reduced owing to anorexia, and often because of 
improper therapeutic practices (8). 

The net result is that a safe protein allowance 
for individuals in these groupS must have a mar
gin above the upper range of requirements for 
normal, healty persons if it is to provide for 
repletion of body protein before the next acute 
episode depletes body proteins even further. This 
vicious cycle of infection and malnutrition should 
not be forgotten, because without massive and 
costly sanitary improvements and changes in per
sonal hygiene practices, it will continue to be a 
reality that must be taken into account. 

In addition to recovery from disease, which 
affects both children and adults, catch-up growth 
must be considered when assessing the protein 
needs of infants, children, and adolescents. The 
FAO/WHO calculation of protein and energy 
needs arsumed growth to be a uniform process 
and divided yearly weight increases by 365 days 
to determine the daily extra needs for growth at 
various ages, A fact known to parents as well as 
pediatricians is that growth is not a uniform 
process, and that growth spurts are a common 
event even in healthy children. Dietary proteil", 
recommendations need to allow for normal rates 
of growth beyond the meal'. daily increment as 
well as for growth recovery after episodes of 
acute infection. Whitehead has shown that deve}
oping-country children whose home diet is reason
ably adequate may show catch-up growth after 
an illness that is five tiII).es greater than the 
average daily rate (9). 

The implications of the combination of these 
factors can be understood more readily when pro
tein needs are expressed as percent of. protein 
calories. Figure 1 illustrates the percentage of pro
tein calories necessary to ensure that nearly all 
of a normal population receives sufficient protein 
when individuals meet their energy needs (10, 11). 
Comparison cannot be made with the figure cal
culated from protein allowances and average cal
oric requirements, as has generally been done by 
economists and statisticians, but rather with the 
amount of protein needed by individuals whose 
protein requirements are at the high end of the 
nonnal distribution and whose calorie require
ments are at the low end. This is especially 
important for developing countries because, as we 
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Figure 1 

have seen, caloric intakes of low income popu
lations are shifted toward the low eD(~ of the 
distribution of environmental and socir;tI circum
stances, e.g., the effects of acute ar,ld chronic 
infections, that also will increase individual pro
tein requirement. 

In order to adjust protein allowances expressed 
in terms of egg cor milk protein to values appro
priate for the protein in ordinary diets, the 1973 
FAO/WHO report proposes the use of net protein 
utilization (NPU). It is now apparent that this 
measure overestimates protein quality because the 
efficiency of protein utilization at requirement lev
els is less at the suboptimal intakes at which 
NPU is conventionally measured than at mainw. 
nance levels (12). Allowance was made for thio in 
the FAO/WHO committee report that specifies 
the amount of egg or milk protein requi!'ed, but it 
is now clear that the poorer the quality of the 
protein, the greater the over-estimate of its value 
by the NPU procedure and the more protein need 
is underestimated. 

For example, we have found, as illustrated in 
Figure 2, that for whole wheat fed to young 
adults, a correction of 23 percent beyond the 
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The utilization of both egg and whole wheat protein at zero 
nitrogen balance Is less than at lower Intakes associated with 
negative nitrogen balance, as is customary In measuring net pro. 
tein utilization (NPU). However, the discrepancy between NPU 
and utilization at maintenance levels I. not constant, as assumed 
In the 1973 FAO/WHO Report, but appears to be progressively 
greater as protein quality decreases (2). 

Figure 2 

NPU adjustment needs to be used to predict 
requirements (13). 

If one takes into account the recent evidence I 
cited: (a) that the present protein allowances may 
be too low, (h) that stress often increases individ
ual protein needs, and (c) th~t adequate correction 
must be made for the differences in protein qual
ity of diets, it oecomes clear taat the percentage 
of protein-calories in diets should ideally be con
Giderably higher than is now often the case for 
under-privileged groups. Figure 3 shows that this 
is the basis for reemphasizing that protein needs 
should not be neglected in evaluating food aid for 
developing countries, especially for vulnerable 
groups of young children and pregnant and lac
tating women. 

A United Nations University (UNU) working 
group (14), which met in Costa Rica in February 
1977 has set forth, on the basis of available data, 
the interim recommendations shown in Table 1. 
This group highlighted the iml7iortant gaps in our 
knowledge and suggested that the UNU give a 
priority to support of research to fill them. This 
new and unique U.N. entity, with headquarters in 
Tokyo, works through existing institutions and 
has three major priority areas: world hunger, 
human and social development, and use and 
management of natural resources. Despite limited 
resources, it is already playing a major role in 
sponsnring the much-needed research in these 
vital areas in qualified institutions in developing 
countries. 

I would like to make it quite clear that there. is 
nothing controversial about either t.he calorie defi
cits of populations in developing countries or the 
consequences of these deficits. As a primary con
sequence, physical activity is reduced as the only 
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means of survival. The secondary consequences 
include diminished work output and less ability 
to participate in activities essential to social 
development. 

The frequent conclusion that little problem 
exists, if nationaJ per capita food consllll.lption is 
close to average requirements, i6 untenable. The 
effect of maldistribution has been well illustrated 
by Reutlinger and Selowsky (15). Figures 4 and 5 
show that a few consume much more than they 
need, and the lowest income groups markedly 
less. While there are some problems with such 
aggregate data, the principle is undoubtedly cor
rect. If, in calories, the average per capita con
sumption in less developed countries is close to 
estimated average. requirement, an affluent seg
ment of the population is consuming or wasting 
excess calories.· On the other hand, the under
privileged who 1!onsume less will reduce their lev
el of activity and body mass, adapting to this 
phenomenon. The adverse consequences to a 
nation are obvious. 

As Koifsky has pointed out in his presentation 
at this Conference (16), 110 percent of the aver
age is a more reasonable target. The reason the 
figure is relatively low and can be stated with 
some precision is that people cannot eat much 
more than their requirements even w4en they are 
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t! Table l--Interim practical suggestions for protein intake to al~o\:l for I·.. 

satisfactory recovery from infections and for catch-up growth 

PrDtein-calories as a percenb~~eType of diet of total calories 

-- Percent --

Mixed diet, considerable animal 
protein .......... 0 ••••••••••••••••• : 9-10 

Usual developing country diet, 
mainly vegetable protein ••••••••••• : 11-12 

Diet based on roots and tubers ...~ ..... 13-14 

Source: U.N. University Working Group, Costa Rica, February 1977. 

becoming obese, although they can waste consid for sources of dietary protein more concentrated 
erable additional amounts. than found in cereals. For populations in less 

Comparable data for protein are lacking, but developed countries, this usually means ensuring 
we may expect an even more marked mal adequate supplies of legumes at reasonable prices. 
distribution, as those who can afford to dO' so eat, The U.S. food assistance programs for vulner
by preference, far more protein than they need able groups in less developed countries must also 
often double or triple th~. estimated requirement. pay attention to assuring more protein than pro
In addition, the needs of the underprivileged will vided by cereals alone in the supplementary feed
be higher for recovery fmm frequent acute infec ing of infants and young children, or to improve 
tions and other soure ..of stress. It is statisti the diets of pregnant and nursing mothers. Indig
cally impossible to judge pfotein adequacy. either enous sources of protein are preferred, but the 
absolute or relative .';() calories, from average per United States has supplied dried shim milk 
capita dietary intake. Data on distribution are (DSM), com-soy-milk (CSM), or wheat-soy-blend 
always required for this purpose. (WSB) directly to governments or through volun

The recommendations of the UNU attempt to tary agencies. When such programs are well 
allow for the range of individual needs, but no defined and targeted, they should be continued. 
allowance can compensate sufficiently for severe ;]riticism of the supplying of milk for this pur
maldistribution. It is clear, however, that the pose, because of the high prevalence of lactose 
average protein consumption of a heterogeneous intolerance in most populations, is not justified. 
population must almost always be considerably An international workshop convened in 1971 by 
higher than protein recommendations to allow for the Protein Advisory Group of the U.N. System 
marked inequalities in distribution. How much received reports from many persons experienced 
higher will depend on the income distribution in working in less developal countries confirming 
pattern in a. population. It is unrealistic to expect that programs in Asia, Latin America, and Afri
that the excess consumption of protein by those ca under the auspices of UNICEF, CARE, 
who can afford it can be reduced enough to elimi Church World Service, Catholic Relief Services, 
nate this factor other than by strict rationing. and other private agencies and governments had 

The Protein Advisory Group of the U.N. Sys encountered no significEmt problems with milk in 
tem has appropriately stated that the protein gap the quantities and manner UBed despite the fact 
is not one of overall supplies, but rather a gap that most recipients were in ethnic groups who 
b~tween what is required and what can be pur characteristically have low levels of in.testinal lac
chased by the poorest segments of society, or tase after infancy and early childhood (18). 
distributed to the most vulnerable (17). For this In our own published studies of 69 Boston 
reason as well as the )}hysiological ones pre Negro children, 11 percent of those 4 to 5 years 
viously mentioned, there (Jtill needs to be concern old, 50 percent of those 6 to 7 years old, and 72 
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Figure 5 i 
From data on food consumption and Income, Reutllnger and Selowsky (10) have calculated the 
qlstrlbutlon of caloric Intake. It Is apparent that even when the average intake differs little from the 
estimated average requirements, this is not enough to prevent severely Inadequate caloric Intakes for a 
substantial part of the population. 
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!)'>T.;ent of those 8 to 9 years old were f~~md to be 
lactose-intolerant, yet all of them could tolera.te a 
glass of milk without symptoms (19). An MIT 
graduate student, Peter Kwon, has since com
pleted a study of 82 high school students. Of 
these, 62 percent were lactose intolerant when 
given the standard lactose tolerance test, yet not 
one of them experienced symptoms from con
suming a single glass of milk. We believe that 
the often-quoted Baltimore studies of milk rejec
tion (20) are seriously defective in assuming that 
the relationship between milk rejection by chil
dren and lactose intolerance is a causal one. 

Another issue associated with U.S. provision of 
DSM in food aid is its content of vitamin A. The 
diets of many young children in developing 
countries are deficient in vitamin A, and episodes 
of infection and their nutritional consequences 
often precipitate xerophthalmia, keratomalacia, 
and blindness. Providing protein and energy 
without concern for vitamin A to children who 
are eating poor diets, and who have low vita
min A reserves in their bodies, can aggravate 
this situation. Vitamin A fortification of DSM 
supplied as food aid for child feeding as a cor
rective measure is an obligation. 

In addition to protein-':!alorie malnutrition and 
the ocular complications of vitamin A deficiency, 
a major nutritional problem in most developing 
countries is iron deficiency. This occurs because 
predominantly vegetable diets contain com
pounds, especially phytates, oxalates, and fiber, 
that reduce h;on availability. Also, the blood 
losses associated with such diseases as hook
worm, schistosomiasis, and the effects of malaria, 
add to iron requirements. 

In Indonesia, we found a significant linear 
correlation between the take home pay and hemo
globin levels ot' rubber tappers paid on an incen
tive basis. Moreover, the take home pay of 
anemic workers increased by more than a third 
after two months of oral iron administration, and 
morbidity from diarrheal B'ld respiratory disease 
decreased. Figure 6 shows the linear relationship 
between hemoglobin level and physical capacity, 
as judged by the Harvard Step Test, for planta
tion workers studied by Viteri (21). Improved per
formance followed corrfJction of the iron defi
ciency. Clearly, food aid designed to improve 
malnutrition should include iron fortification 
whenever feasible. 

U.S. food assistance programs are often 
intended to provide economic assistance or to 
help countries meet the internal demand for fooo., 
Even when the stated objective is improved 
human nutrition, the program is in reality provid
ing food in response to effective demand, or serv
ing an economic function. U.S. P.L.480 Title II, 

however, is a program intended to benefit specific 
target groups. An additional dimensio!l of food 
aid, the interrelationships among domestic food 
prices, food production, and food consumption by 
the poor are beyond the scope of this paper. 

It is not always sufficiently emphasized that 
the adequacy of 'the nutrition of a population is 
not determined primarily by the adequacy of the 
food supply, but by the adequacy of actual food 
consumption by the poorest sectors. The latter, in 
tum, depends on the amount and kinds of foods 
that the family actually obtains for consumption. 
This is contingent upon what the family chooses 
to, and is able to, produce, collect, or obtain by 
barter or purchase. Other sessions of this Confer
ence have pointed out the extent to which food is 
produced and distributed to meet effective 
demand, not human needs. 

In 1975 I had the opportunity to lead a study 
mission for the U.S. Senate Subcommittee on 
Health ( Committee on Labor and Public Welfare) 
and for the Subcommittee on Refugees and 
Escapees ( Committee on the Judiciary) to five 
fwd-short countries: Egypt, Pakistan, India, Ban
gladesh, and the Philippines, for the purpose of 
determining what a rational policy of assistance 
to these countries might be relative to their food 
problems (22). We urged that the United States, 
because it is by far the largest producer of food 
for export, provide leadership in helping to estab
lish policies that will assure adequate world food 
reserves. These should be designed to guarantee 
adequate food supplies to meet genuine emer
gencies, and be managed so as to insure farmers 
fair prices for their products without wide swings 
in commodity prices because of natural events. 
However, such a reserve should not be designed 
to provide for the chronic shortages of countries. 

We noted that in the past, food aid on the 
concessional terms of P.L. 480 Title I has some
times served as a disincentive to local agricul
tural efforts, or encouraged governments to 
neglect priority allocation of funds to the agricul
tural sector. For this reason it will usually be 
desirable to tie concessional sales to food-for-work 
or other programs designed to contribute to agri
cultural productivity through the construction of 
irrigation and drainage canals, fish ponds and 
reservoirs, flood control levees, rural access roads, 
and the like. I repeat this for another reason. 
Food aid put into distribution systems focused on 
the politically active populations of cities and 
towns may do little for the rural hungry, but if 
they are hired for food-for-work programs they 
will benefit. Even during periods of rehabilitation 
after natural disasters, food-tllr-work programs 
under P.L. 480 Title II may be a desirable and 
feasible means of assistance, both through the 
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World Food Program and direct bilateral agree
ments. This is not the place to discuss the very 
real difficulties and infrastructure limitations to 
food-for-work projects. 

The provision of food to developing countries 
without cost except for transportation can easily 
delay the development of indigenous means for 
the feeding of vulnerable groups. Conversely, it 
may make possible the initiation of worthwhile 
programs that might otherwise never be started. 
P.L. 480 Title II assistance used in this way can 
make a valuable contribution to nutritional 
improvement in developing countries; i.e., when 
used for assisting governments to start worth
while targeted projects that are later continued 
without external assistanoe. 

To these more general recommendations, I 
would add several more specific points: 
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1. Calorie deficits are real and almost univer
sal among lower income populations of less devel
oped countries. Programs are needed that will 
improve this situation, but they must be based on 
more than increased food production and food 
availability. Equity considerations are essential. 

2. Attention must. be paid to the adequacy of 
protein in the diets of vulnerable groups of devel
oping countries even when caloric needs are met. 
Such foods as DSM and CSM are appropriate in 
P.L. 480 Title II assistance that is designed to 
improve the nutrition of infants and preschool 
ch~ldren, pregnant women, and nursing mothers. 
When possible, it is preferable to use Title II com
modity assistance to promote the formulation of 
!oc~l weaning foods that later can be wholly 
I~dl~enous. (Examples are the supplying, in the 
sIxties, of wheat for Bal Ahar in India and com 
for Incaparina in Guatemalt: when these cereals 
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ti were not locally available in sufficient quantities. (6) C. Garza, N.S. Scrimshaw, and V.R. ,f 

fi Both weaning foods have since continued to be Young, "Human Protein Requirements: 
11 produced in these co';mtries in large quantities Evaluation of the 1973 FAO/WHO safeI from local ingredients). level of protein intake for young men at 
W 3. Supplementary feeding programs for school high energy intakes," Brit. J. Nutr. 37: 
~ children are rarely worth the transport and stor- 403-420,1977. 
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children elsewhere, even though they are smaller (8) N.S. Scrimshaw, C.E. Taylor, and J.E. Gor
~l for their age. Educational benefits from school don, Interactions of Nutrition and Infec
fl feeding programs are seldom of practical signifi- tion, World Health Organization, WHO 
 
~ cance, although attendance is sometimes Monograph Series, No. 57, Geneva, 1968. 
 
ii improved. (9) RG. Whitehead, "The Protein Needs of 
 
fJ 4. Maximum resources and effort in supple- Malnourished Children," in Proteins in 
 
Ii mentary feeding should be concentrated on preg- Human Nutrition (J.W.G. Porter and 
 
N nant women and younger preschool children. For B.A. Rolls, eds.), Academic Press, London 
 
n the latter, the greatest need is likely to be in the and New York, 1973, pp. 103-117. 
 
}'I~ second and third years of life. Programs that (10) Energy and Protein Requirements, Food 
 
i' reach only the older preschool child, like those and Nutrition, Vol. I: 11-19, 1975. 
 
U for the school child, are too late to be of much (11) G.H. Beaton, and L.D. Swiss, "Evaluation 
 
;( value. 	 of the Nutritional Quality of Food Suppli

5. Where DSM is supplied for the supple- es: Prediction of 'desirable' or 'safe' protein 
mentary feeding of infants and young children, it calorie ratios," Am. J. Clin. Nutr., 27485
should be fortified with vitamin A. 504, 1974. 

6. Where CSM and other processed weaning (12) National Academy of Sciences-National 
foods are provided, they should be appropriately Research Council, Evaluation of Protein 
fortified with vitamins and minerals, with special Quality, NAS/NRC, Washington, D.C., in 
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COMMENT 

by

Larry Minear


Consultant on World Hunger

Washington, D.C. 
 

I want to focus my remarks, as I comment on food it produces or how much food it has onthe two papers we have heard this afternoon, on 	 hand, but by the adequacy of food consumptionthe connection between food aid and malnutrition among the poorest segment of society.
at the level of public policy. Previous speakers I also find very helpful the approach taken by
have addressed the "nutrition connection"-that Dr. Timmer in disaggregating food aid for specifis, the link between the food needs of hungry ic purposes: Emergency relief, targeted programspeople in developing countries and the resources such 	 as food for work and maternal and childi.; a~.rana1,lle to them in the form of food aid. Equal
ly important, in my view, is what one might call 	 

health, and general economic development. Past
and current U.S. food aid has clearly been morethe "political connection"-that is, the link successfulbetween food needs and food aid as it exists in 

by and large in meeting effective
demand than it has in addressing the needs oflegislative policy in this and other countries. those 	 who lack the resources to purchase foodIn my view there is a major disconnect that is, what Dr. Scrimshaw calls "latenthetween hungry people on the one hand and food

'-.; 	 
demand." I make this observation not to detractaid on the other. The disconnect is not nutri	 from the quality programs which have been opertional but rather political. We know enough about ated under the grant provisions of Title II, but tohuman hunger on the one hand and food aid point out that roughly 75 percent of U.S. food aidpolicies and programs on the other to forge new has gone through the concessional sale programfood aid legislation and to operate more effective, of Title I where it has had a much more unevenhuman needs-oriented food aid programs. I think impact on the poor majority in developingit misses the essential point to quibble whether countries. In my view, while food aid has a varithere are 400 million, 460 million, or 500 million ety of objectives, the overriding objective shouldchronically malnourished people in the world. be to 	 assist people who without food aid wouldThe point, rather, should be to remedy the patent remain essentially hungry.disconnect which currently separates food aid I take exception with the view that moreand malnourished people. research needs to be done before we can act toI commend the two papers which we have provide a more effective linkage at the level ofheard this afternoon for pointing out the link public policy between food aid and malnutrition.between malnutrition and statutory dysfunctions We know enough about nutrition and malin the economic systems within, between, and 	 nutrition to make concrete policy changes now,among nations. I would like to underscore Dr. 	 thanks, in part, to the work of nutritionists suchScrimshaw's observation that the adequacy of a as those who are here today. Similarly, we knownatiol"'s nutrition is determined not by how much enough about food aid to make the necessary 
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changes. After all, the U.S. has provided in the humanitarian and developmental purposes irrepast 23 years more than 265 million metric tons spective of the prior satisfaction of international
of food aid, valued at more than $26 billion. commercial demand for U.S. agricultural com
Clearly the issues are not nutritional/scientific/ modities. This would be a welcome change bOLl).
technical, but political. 
 from past Executive Branch policy and from curAt the 1974 World Food Conference there was rently existing law. The House Agriculture Coma clear consensus on the part of the international mittee has approved assured continuity of food
community on the need for the following mea
 aid supply for humanitarian purposes but not for
sures: an annual food aid target of 10 million developmental uses. This would prot.sct programs
tons; the forward planning of food aid on a mul only in the first of Dr. Timmers tl-.ree categoriesti-year basis; increased food aid in grant rather and perhaps a few programs in the second catethan loan form; food aid more oriented to the gory-but would not extenddevelopment needs of poor nations; the establish
to developmental


projects such as food for work efforts. The Senate
ment of an international food aid reserve for Agriculture Committee has yet to respond to the
emergencies; and an improved policy framework 
 Administration's request.lfor food aid.

How far have we come since late 1974 in mak The Congress has also before it a proposal for


ing changes in food aid policies along these a new Title III of P.L. 480 which would make

agreed upon lines? The most recent, definitive, food aid available on grant terms fn~ !~-for

and objective review of international progress in work and other developmental efforts at a larger

this area is provided by the World Food Council. scale than is currently possible under Title II.

Its Secretariat, in a series of illuminating and The House International Relations Committee has

constructive documents prepared for the Third already acted favorably on a new Title III. The

Meeting of the World Food Council, has taken Senate AgricultuJ'e Committee is expected to act

stock of progress in areas of food aid, nutrition, soon.2 Title III is responsive to the view expres

food trade, increasing agricultural production in sed by Dr. Scrimshaw that food aid can be used

developing countries, food reserves, and other pri effectively in developmental efforts such as food

.:>rity food policy areas which it is monitoring. for work programs.


With respect to food aid in particular, the Con Dr. Scrimshaw also emphasized the necessity
ference documents note some progress on some of of establishing a U.S. grain reserve which would
the above items. However, their general assess serve as a backstop to U.S. food aid. The Senate
ment is a somber one: There has been a general Agriculture Committee is currently considering a
loss of political momentum which has resulted in reserve for such purposes.3
a failure to move on many of the food aid 
 Dr. Scrimshaw will also be pleased that the
pledges made at the World Food Conference. Th<:l
document notes that food aid still bears little 

House International Relations Committee has

relationship to the basic needs of developing 

sought to target food aid more specifically on the

countries. most malnourished persons in the poorest areas.


It adopted an amen!iment which would require
Similarly, with respect to the implementation

of the Conference resolutions on nutrition, the 

Title II programs to be so targeted, although it

World Food Council documents conclude that "a 

did not specify children as Dr. Scrimshaw sug

gested. An amendment is likely to be proposedstart has been made towards the implementation"

of those pledges. However, "progress overall has 
next week in the Senate Agriculture Committee


not moved fa!' in the direction required by resolu
which would safeguard against the shipment of

P.L. 480 commodities to countries where it wouldtion V towards a major, concerted approach to


nutrition improvement. Fundamental changes in

scale, scope and the nature of efforts by govern

ments and the international community are need

IOn May 3 the Senate Agriculture Committee voted
to recommend legislation guaranteeing continuity ofed if action is to lead to quantitatively significant s,!pply for developmental as well as humanitarian food
progress towards the achievement of the World aId use.

Foo~ Conference goal of adequate nutrition for

all." 20n May 3 the Senate Agriculture Committee
approved the proposed Title III, virtually assuring that
Let me shift my attention to the more immedi it will be adopted by the Congress in legislation this
year.ate U.S. national scene. Various legislative pro

posals relevant to our discussion here today are 30n April 29 the Senate Agriculture Committee
currently pending before the Congress. For exam approved an emergency reserve for food aid and other ;,I 

ple, the Administration has requested that Con overseas use in the range of 2·6 million metric tons.
gress authorize food aid to be provided for 

There is currently no similar provision in the Houseomnibus farm bill. 
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serve as a disincentive to local agricultural pro issue was international food programs or domesduction. This speaks to a concern which Dr. Tim tic feeding efforts. Now, on the contrary, food ismer raised in his paper.4 beginning to be viewed less as a commodity and
While amendments such as the ones I have more as a developmental resource. Particularly 1

described are generally encouraging, I am some welcome on the international front has been
what discouraged by the range of actions which USDA's support for taking food aid out of the
Congress is taking this year on food aid. This category of surplus disposal of U.S. agriculture
year could and, in my opinion, should be a time abundance. Particularly welcome on the domestic
of more wide-ranging review and of more sub front to many in the religious community, has I
stantive reforms in P.L.480. However, congress been USDA's support for the elimination of the
ional strategy has addressed only some of the purchase requirement in the Food Stamp pro I
basic problems in the program, and only some of gram. Let me hasten to point out that the new ~ 
the current weaknesses have resulted in legis image is still only embryonic. What has emerged
lative remedies. I am, therefore, pleased that the so far has, for the most part, been commitments tHouse is recommending only a 2-year extension at the level of broad policy. The real test will
of the P.L.48O program. I hope that in the com come in the specific actions which are needed to
ing 2 years those of us involved in the formation put flesh on these commitments.
of public policy and public opinion will step up I am also pleased to see a less anatagonistic I
our efforts to develop a constituency for a relationship developing between and among
P.L. 480 program more nutritionally and devel USDA, the State Department, and the Agency for

opmentally oriented.5 International Development-all of whom need to 
 Ihave a hand in the shaping of a new U.S. food
Let me close by commenting on an important and development policy. I am looking forward to
byproduct of the current legislative discussions on the Third Session of the World Food Council in
P.L. 480. Some of us are sensing the beginning of Manila in June as a sort of coming-out party for i
the emergence of a new spirit at the U.S. new U.S. food policies. That meeting pr(>vides an
Department of Agriculture. In the past many pri
 ideal forum for the United States to present to !vate groups, including many of us in the the international community more of the specificsreligious community, have perceived the regarding the directions in which it proposes to
Department of Agriculture as an ad'..ersary rather mnve in the altogether essential areas of food
than an ally in the area of nutrition. Our percep
 aid, nutrition, food reserves, development assistion has been borne out all teo often, whether the tance, and food trade. 

COMMENT 

by

Thomas T. Poleman


Associate Professor of Economics

Cornell Udversity 
 

Someone during this morning's discussion done by FAO and the USDA. Excluded is thementioned that he thought there was now general USDA's excellent report FAER-98 (1), since itagreement that the world's nutritional problems accepted the findings of the FAO backgroundreflected insufficient caloric (energy) aV'lilability. study for the 1974 World Food Conferenee (2).Dr. Scrimshaw's paper is largely an argument Nor do I include the recent World Bank Eltudy (3).that current protein requirements are set too low. As I will bring out, the data situation is suchTable 1 helps us fit this argument into the evolv that the approach employed in this study cannot
ing perception of the nutritional status of the less be implemented.
developed countries (LDC's). It summarizes the The analytical approach followed in the early
findings of the major postwar world food studies 
 surveys was simple in the extreme, and may be
summarized by the equation:

4The Senate Agriculture Committee approved an
amendment by Senator Bellmon on May 3 along these Food available average
lines. for human con dally

5The Senate Agriculture Committee on 
sumJ)tlon < recommendedMay 3 - 15% 1055 > nutrientapproved a 5-year extension of P.L. 480. A compromise 365 x population allowancebetween the House and Senate extensions of the Act

will be sorted out in a conference committee. 
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Table I--Conc1usions of major early postwar studies of the world food situation and selected recent pronouncements 
Year 
published 

1946 

1952 

1961 

1963 

1964 

1973 

1974 

Sources: 1/ 
2/
3/
4/
5/
6/
7/
8/
2./ 

FAO - "I/orld Food Survey" ]) 

"In areas containing OVer half the W'orld 1s population (prewar) food 
supplies •.. were sufficient to furnish an average of less than 2,250 
calories ..• an average of more than 2,750 calories •.• wet'e availa
ble in areas (with) less than a third of the world's population ••• the 
remaining areas ..• had food supplies between these ~ • . levels"
(Pl'. 6-7). 

FAD - "Second World food Survey" 1/ 
 
"The average food supply per person over large areas of the world, five 
 
years after was wa~ over, was stLII lower than before the! wart! (p. 2). 
 
"59.5 percent of popUlation (lives in COuntries) with under 2,200
(calories)" (I'. 11). 

USDA - "{/orld rood Budget. 1962 and 1966" 1/ 
"Diets are ... adequate in the 30 industrializt!d nations ... (where) 
more than 900 million people live ••• For most of the 70 less-developed 
countries ... diets are nutritionally inadequate, with shortages of 
 
proteins, fat,. and calories. These countries contain over 1.9 billion 
 
people. In ::;;:3t of them, population is grmdnr, rapidly, malnutrition is 
 
widespread and perSistent, and there is no likelihood that the food 
 
problem soon will be solved" (p. 5). 

FAO - "Third Ilorid Food Survev" 4/ 
 
(As of 1957-59. national food balance sheets and extrapolation of a 
 
limited number of budget surveys imply:) uas a very conservative estimate 
some 20% of the people in the underdeveloped areas are undernourished and 
60% are malnourish~d. Experience shows that the majority of the under
nourished are also malnourished. It is believed therefore ... some 607
of the people in the underdeveloped areas comprising some two-thi rds of 
the world I s population suffer from undernourishment or mn Inourishment or 
both." (Since some people in developed countries don't eat well,) flup to 
half of the peoples of the world are hungry or malnourished" (P. ~1). 
USDA - "World Food Budget. 1970" 6/ 

"Two-tltirds of the ,,",('rId's peoplf"-live in countries with nutritionally
inadequate national. average diets" (p. iii). 

In 1971 an FAO/\lHO Ex~ert P~nel reassessed energy and protein "requirements" and dropped the 
protein figure for adults by about one-third. 7/ 

FAD - "Food Ba1nnce Sheets .d.,d World Food Supplies" §./ 
 
(As of 1964-66, most national balance sheets) "suggest a surplus of pro


National food bnlanc.:e sheet availa
bilities minus 15 percent wastage 
allowance compared with 2,600 Kcal. / 
caput/day allowance (p. 11). 

National food balance sheet availa

bilities minus 15 percent wastage 
 
allowance compared wj th regional 
 
allowances (p. 22): 

Far East 2,230-2.300 Kcal. 
 
Africa 2,400-2,430 Kcal. 
 
Latin An.erica - 2.440-2,600 Kca!. 
 

Almost identical to "Second World 
Food Survey. II 

National food balant'e sheet availa
bilities with distribution around mean 
inferred from a few surveys in India 
and elsewht"te compared after allowance 
fo[" wastage with reqUirements calcula
ted according to the 1957 FAD 5..1 system. 

Lirtlp changed from f'{.forid Food Budget, 
B62 and 1966~' 

tein availability." (llowever, other evidence) "suggests a verr uneven 
distribution of protein suppliet1 ..• aggravated by seasonal imb,~1ances 
•. . Furthermore, wherever c:alo!ies are in short supply, proteins ".:e 
diverted from their primary funct.ion of providing for growth and main
tenant~e of tissues to the supply of energy for other vital functions .. 
TIlis explains the wlc! ~spread incidence of protein/calorie malnutr Ition 
in spite of the apparent excess of protein supplies ll (p. 19). 

UN World Food Conference - IIAssessment ,'f the \-Iorld Pood Sit-aation,
Present and Future" 9/ ___ 

IITaking a conservatt';e viell t it would appear that out of 97 developing 
countries, 61 had a deficit in food er,ergy su,'plies in 1970 ••• 
 
Altogether in the developing world ••• 460 n.i11ion people are 
 
affected; a less conservative definition might give a much higherll 

figure (p. 5). uThe poorer segments of the population, and within 
 
these segments, the children in particular, wilj bear the brunt of an 
 
insufficient food supply" (p. 64). 
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To detennine whether or not a country was 
experiencing a food problem, apparent per capita 
food availabilities, minus a 15 percent allowance 
for wastage, were set against estimates of per 
capita nutrient needs. Where and when avail
abilities exceeded requirements, all was presumed 
well; where they did not, the country OT region's 
entire population was considered to be inade
quately nourished. 

The limitations of this approach are many 
and, when probed, obvious. In addition to an 
unrealistic assumption of dietary homogeneity, it 
presumes a sophisticated ability to quantify. To 
estimate food availabilities, one must construct a 
balance sheet, incorporating on the supply side 
measures of production, trade, and stocks change
s, and on the utilization side such items as seed 
and feed use and losses in storage. Availabilities 
for h1,lman consumption are derived as a residual 
and thus reflect the totality of error. The evidence 
is that these errors in statistically underdeveloped 
countries act in the direction of understatement; 
minor or exotic foods are often ignored and
because the government official is still equated 
with the tax collector-fanners tend to minimize 
l,;)roduction. Detailed evaluations of a number of 
Asian countries by Cornell students suggest 
underreporting of from 10 to 15 percent, and pre
liminary work on Africa points to an even great
er margin of error (4,5,6). 

Compounding this tendency to undercount food 
availabilities have been the difficulties associated 
with estimating food needs. These needs have 
been overstated. Nutrition is still a young sc:ience 
and our ability to establish minimal or desirable 
levels of intake is not nearly so precise as we 
would like it to be. What in fact have been used 
as surrogates for minimal acceptable levels of 
intake in most food evaluations have been the 
recommended allowances prepared as guidelines 
for dieticians and other nutritional workers. To 
insure that the substantial variations in food 
needs among individuals will be covered, these 
allowances consciously err on the side of caution. 
They are also periodically revised as new knowl
edge becomes available. The history of the FAO, 
the U.S. Food and Nutrition Board, and other 
responsible organizations has been one of con
tinual-and generally downward-modification. 
The energy allowances for the U.S. "reference 
man"-in his twenties, moderately active, weigh
ing 70 kilograms-now stand at 2,700 calories 
daily, 500 calories less than the 1953 recommen
dation (7, following p. 128). 

With the cards thus stacked, it is not sur
prising that the early F AO and USDA global 
food assessments were able to paint a gloomy 

picture of world hunger-a pictUl'e which has per
sisted despite appreciable changes in the method 
of analysis. 

The first global study to break away from the 
assumption of dietary homogeneity and to recog
nize that the key detenninant of all individual's 
(or country's) eating patterns is his level of 
income was the Third World Food Survey pub
lished in 1963. As such it marked an important 
milestone. It is obviously the poor that suffer. 
Less obvious is how many and how. 

The Third Survey concluded that the problem 
was with malnourishment: that whereas their 
energy intake was generally adequate, at least 60 
percent of the population of the developing world 
was too poor to afford the more costly foods 
which are the principal sources of protein and 
the essential vitamins and minerals. This conclu
sion was widely held during the sixties; the food 
problem became a protein problem and in some 
quarters the technical advances which have come 
to be called the Green Revolution were decried 
because they emphasized crops which are prin
cipally energy suppliers. 

But in 1971 there was a flip-flop. The expert 
panel to which Dr. Scrimshaw referred was con
vened by the FAO and the World Hgalth 
Organization to review the international dietary 
allowances, and it revised the adult protein rc
ommendations downward by about one-third. The 
effect was to convert the list of "protein deficit" 
countries to one of sufficiency. If the protein' 
problem did not vanish overnight, at least· its 
statistical underpinnings had been swept away. 

The current consensus seems to be that the old 
notions of malnutrition (insufficient protein and 
other "protective" foods) and undernutrition (in
adequate energy intake) are no longer valid and 
nutritionists concemed with the LDC',' now speak 
of protein-calorie malnutrition. This sees a short
age of calories again as the prime problem and 
takes into account that an apparent adequacy of 
protein can be converted into a deficit should a 
portion of it be metabolized to comp'<lnsate for 
insufficient energy intake. The Green Revolution 
is again acceptable. 

The best recent estimate of the extent to which 
the poor of the Third World suffer from protein
calorie malnutrition was prepared by FAO for the 
November 1974 World FOlJd Conference. It sug
gests the problem to be largely e.n Asian one
certainly true-and indicates that perhaps a quar
ter of the popUlation of the Third World (ex
China), or in exc'lSS of 500 million people today, 
is inadequately fed. To be sure this is much less 
than the two-thirds found by the Third World 
Survey, but nonetheless it represents an uncon
scionable segment of mankind (2, p. 66). 
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It is difficult to evaluate this figure. Certainly Having been fortunate enough to have spentthe nutritional standards used today are fa.r more

reasonable than those employed 30 years ago. 

some time in Sri Lanka over the last decade and

a half, my impression is that the optimistic interFood availabilities no doubt continue to be under pretation more nearly approximates reality. Overtestimated. But the real problem is knowing how signs of inadequat.e feeding are few in Sri Lanka;available supplies are divided across the income and it is illogical for people who are short ofrange. It is commonplace among serious pro calories not to satisfy this need from such cheap
nouncements on the food situation that global 
 sources of energy as rice, sugar, and coconut
supplies are sufficient to feed all. Would that our before spending on what to them are luxury items.ignorance on matters of distribution were equally Indeed, an implicit presumption of such illog
publicized. The survey data from which inference 
 ical behavior underlies the whole notion of mas
about the effect income has on eating habits sim sive protein-calorie malnutrition, and I for one
ply do not exist for most LDC's, and until there am skeptical. 'fhe more I study food behavior in
is a (modest) hue and cry for their gewilration I the developing world, the more impressed I am
see no likelihood of the situation being con·ected. with the efficient and rational way in which
Table 1, a summary of the effect income has most people allocate their resources so as to get
on nutrient intake in Sri Lanka, illustrates some by on, what by the standards of the West is very
of the difficulties. The survey on which it is little. There are exceptions, of course: the so
basEd is almost unique; to my knowledge only called vulnerable groupB-pregnant and lactating
three or four surveys of equal coverage and women, thft preschool child-are truly vulnerable
integrity exist for the entire Third World. Yet, and need assistance. But the great majority of
even with this survey, one can infer precious people neither look nor act malnourished, and
little about the extent of protein-calorie mal quite possibly enjoy more healthful (though less
nutrition. The dietary adjustment most commonly 
 tasty) diets than do many of their overweightassp.<:lated with rising income is a decline in the and underexercised cousins in the West.


irnporblnce of the starchy staple foods-read rice Thus, though I can't prove it, there is no doubt
in southern Asia-as sources of energy and a 
 in my mind that the picture of 500 million people
shift to the more expensive, flllvorous foods sueh struggling at the brink of starvation is an exag
as meat, fish, and vegetables. In Sri Lanka this geration; certainly the estimated range of between
tendency is observable among only the four 1.1 and 1.4 billion reached by the World Bank
uppermost in.come classes (20 pzrcent of the popu
 team is utterly unrealistic (3, p. 30). But why
lation), and then, because of recent egalitarian wo~? Surely it is not wrong to exaggerate the
measures, oilly weakly so. Between the lowest misery of the few by making it seem the plightclass (43 percent of the people) and the next of the many, if the result is to hasten remediallowest (37 percent), the sole change is quan steps. In fact, the result has been just thetitative. There is a difference in apparent per opposite. Instead of galvanizing mankind to usecapita daily availabilities of 200 calories and. 10 ful colle..::tive action, the hunger exaggeration hasgrams of protein, but none in dietary com given rise to a whole range of misconceptions,position. not the least of which is that a key way in
What are we to infer from this? Because ,FAD which the West can aid the developing world is
now (quite reasonably) reckons energy require through food aid.

ments in South Asia to average about 1,900 cal With the bulk of Dr. Timmer's paper I am in
ories per day, it could suggest either of two very hearty agreement and congratulate him on a tidy
different things. If the standard factor of 15 per. summary of the various forms food aid can takecent is applied to account for wastage between and their consequences. That most Title I shippUl'Chase and actual ingestion, the 200-calorie gap :ments are counter-productive from the point ofcould be interpreted as implying enforced reduced view of the recipient countries iil increasinglyactivity among the poor or actual physical deteri accepted by responsible commentators. The objecoration. But just as reasonably, one mi:";'ht postu~ tions center on the dampening effect they havelate caloric adequacy among that element of soci on the price incentives needed over the long pullety which is too poor to waste anything and to bring forth additional production.

which, given the very high rate of unemployment But one cannot sell on concessional terms toin Sri Lanka, leads Ii less active life and there those who do not want it, and it is well toforp' has lower energy needs. Thus it is possible remember that if the farm sector in devehpedto have it either way: depending on your assump countries seems possessed of political clout all outtions, you can prov~ bElyond a statistical doubt of proportion to the number of pooplc involved, itthat 43 percent of Ceylonese suffer protein-calorie is just the opposite in the LDC's. There it is themalnutrition or none do. urb:m dweller who has the power to make or 
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break, and though their numbers may be small, 
the politician is at pains to assure them cheap 
food. What more painless way to do this than 
with cut-rate imports from abroad? Thus it was 
the politically articulate few who objected might
ily (and brought down the government in 
Thailand) when in the ee,rly aeventies the run
down of surpluses in the West and signs of local 
agricultural stagnation caused many governments 
to reverse their pricing policies and offer greater 
incentives to farmers. And so it ')1ay be that 
foundations for the next food crisis-of the early 
eighties-may be laid by a clamor, now that 
things no longer look so bad, that these incen
tives are no longer necessary. 

It does not follow that all food aid need be 
harmful. Certain forms of targeted assistance can 
bring help to the nutritionally most vulnerable 
and at the same time act to bring fertility under 
control. There is a growing body of evidence that 
rapid population growth can be contained rather 
quickly once certain preconditions have been 
achieved. Among the most important of these 
preconditions is a reduction in infant mortality, 
so that parents need no longer plan on two live 
births in order to feel reasonably assured that 
one child will reach maturity. To this end there 
are no more effective means than clinics which 
provide supplemental food as well as medical ser
vices to mother and child. Recent ch['.nge in P.L. 
480, requiring that 75 percent of concessional 
sales go to countries with per capita GNP's of 
less than $300, make support of such programs a 
greater possibility. But whether the recipient 
countries can muster the technical expert.ise and 
administrative competence to implement them
particularly at a level commensurate to the 10 
million tons or food aid annually called for by 
the World Food Council-is open to question. It is 
a priority matter which should be pursued with 
extreme care. 

One country in which food aid is being suc
cessfully channeled through maternity and child
health clinics is Sri Lanka, where a fortified 
weaning food called "Thriposha" is distributed at 
fortnightly clinics to some 40 percent of the 
infant population. 

Sri Lanka is also a country in which the possi
ble pitfalls < - well as the attractions of nutrition
oriented equity policies may be observed. As Dr. 
Timmer noted, the Indian state of Kel'ala is an 
interesting anomaly: a region which bids fair to 
bring fertility under control, despite poverty, 
through education and public health programs 
and through a policy of making subsidized food 
available to all. Similar policies have been pur
sued in Sri Lanka since the war. Today every 
man, woman, and child on the island receives a 

grain ration (part of it free, part at appreciably 
less than the market price) equivalent to at least 
700 calories daily. Such largess has depended 
heavily on the availability of food aid-in the 
current year 400,000 tons, or about a fifth of total 
grain disappearance-and has accounted for 
between 15 and 20 percent of Government outlays 
(8). 

The real cost, however, defies quantification. 
Sri Lanka at the end of the war was far and 
away the wealthiest country in South Asia. 
Today the agricultural potential of its Dry Zone 
remains unrealized, efforts to develop it having 
been hamstrung by insufficient price incentives. 
Unemployment is rife and, though the 1971 insur
rection of frustrated youth was put down, resent
ment over the lack of opportunities smolders. The 
welfare system has become an unmanageable 
albatross. Democracy persists, but any politician 
who has attempted to stem the rot by reducing 
benefits has found himself out of office. 

To my mind, Sri Lanka is not the exaIrple 
some hold it to be for the Third World, but 
should stand as a warning. 

I would like to conclude my remarks with a 
plea that we stop thinking of the pEght of the 
LDC's in terms of hunger. The extent of hunger 
has been much exaggerated by those with the 
purest motivation. Nor should we think of the 
LDC's as being confronted by a race in which 
food and population push relentlessly toward 
some hypothetial saturation point. 

The Third World is more hungry for jobs than 
food. Jobs and rising income 8.re the great equi
librators. With them there is every reason to 
believe that the LDC's can repeat the Western 
experience and simultaneously eliminate hunger 
and bring population growth under control. 

Seen in this context, food aid can play but a 
limited role. That food aid is usually counter
productive from the point of view of the recipient 
country should be recognized, and to the extent it 
is pursued as a means of sm-plus disposal, steps 
should be taken to minimize the effect on produc
er price incentives. This is easier said than done, 
but an ideal means for its achievement-and 
simultaneously for improving nutritional well
being and the prospects for. popUlation control
w0uld be to channel this aid through maternity 
and child health clinics. 

The real aid from the West should take the 
form of technical assistance to agricultural 
research institutes and credits to underwrite the 
capital works needed to complement the new vari
eties-irrigation systems, fertilizer plants, and the 
like. To a maximum degree these works should be 
designed to benefit the smaller farmers. But no 
matter should they not. Probably the best way 
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the West can improve the lot of the disadvan
taged of the LDC's is not-as seems the aim of 
recent modifications in the U.S. aid legislation
to invest solely in projects oriented toward them. 
Rather it would be to reduce the incredibly high 
tariffs on processed and manufactured items 
which have prevented the LDC's from exploiting 
their comparative advantage in the international 
marketplace. In not a few instances, this would 
be at the expense of jobs in the developed 
countries. But if a North-South confrontation is 
to be avoided, and something approaching global 
equality is to be achieved, the West, too, must be 
prepared to sacrifice. 
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This morning the conference will focua on poorest nations-there can be no long-term food 
issues of agricultural trade. Later this afternoon security for the bulk of mankind. 
the topic will be international food security. I am In oYder to achieve additional food production, 
going to attempt to convince those of you here the world must expand the production capability 
this morning that you shouldn't go home after of efficient, low-cost producers and give them 
lunch. I believe there is a relationship between access to world markets. Trade, and trade liber
international trade and world food security. The alization, have an important role to play. World 
issues are closely related-so much so that food production can increase more rapidly 
progress on either depends upon progress on both. because resource investments are concentrated in 

The concept of world food security is rather the areas which yield the highest returns. This 
vague, so let me begin with a definition. Food will increase the likelihood that per capita food 
security has both a long-term and a short-term consumption in all countries can be increased 

over time. meaning. In the long term, food security is the 
In order to provide short-term food security,assurance that per capita food consumption can 

each nation must develop the capability to offsetat least be maintained at current levels and pref
weather-induced fluctuations in production. Botherably increased over time, particularly in poor 
reserve stocks and international trade opporcountries. In the short-term, food security is the 
tunities are very important, and their 7:€lationshipcapability to prevent sharp declines in supplies 
deserves special attention. and resultant sharp increase in prices to levelEl 

Aggregate world grain production is clearlywhich many low-income consumers at home and 
much more stable than the production of individabroad cannot afford. 
ual countries. Poor harvests in one region areOf course, the food security issue does have 
usually offset by above average production elsespecial importance to developing countries. For 
where. Therefore, in theory, if grain were allowed these nations, failure to ach:ieve food security can 
to flow freely among nations, allocated only by a mean acute hunger, malnutl"ition, or even star
free market price, all nations could achieve avation. But, food security is significant to all 
high degree of year-to-year stability of suppliesnations, and the term should not be used only without large reS~.l'Ve stocks. In such a free trade with reference to the concerns of developing world, each m:' /.On could rely primarily on itscountries. Indeed, constructing a system for world trade opportUl!;'ties, and financial reserves to offfood security is dependent on the ways in which set fluctuations in its own production. all nations relate to each other. But, the world is not structured as economic 

With these terms defmed, I want to discuss theorists might want. Most nations have policies
four issues: the relationship between trade and to stabilize domestic grain prices by inSUlating
long-term food security, the issues involved in themselves when possible from adverse move
short-term world food security, the special con ments in the world market. The mechanisms to 
cerns of developing countries, and an outline of do this are familiar to all: variable import levies 
the proposals which the United States can put and export tariffs, state trading organizations
forward to contribute to world food security. which vary the differential between internal and 

We are all aware that long-term food security export prices, and other export and import control 
requires increased food production. Without sus qevices. Few nations operate without some protec
tained production increases-particuiarly in the tive policies. 
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Through these policies, nations maintain sta
bility in their domestic prices and prevent short
tel!m adjustments in consumption or production. 
Ideally, the burden of curtailing consumption in 
response to a world production shortfall should 
be shared by all nations. For example, given a 
shortfall in the world production of one grain, all 
nations should permit the commodity's price to 
rim, in order to discourage it being fed to live
stl)t!k. But, the burden falls most heavily on the 
poorest food-deficit nations or on countries which 
seek to maintain an open economy. Domestic 
.llrice stability for some is achieved through poli
cies which contribute to instability for others. 

Several economists have tried to estimate the 
extent to which such barriers to adjustment con
tributed to the world food crisis of 1972-74. Tim 
Josling, of the University of Reading, has esti
mated that domestic price stability schemes 
reduced the amount of wheat available to the 
world market by over 19 million tons in 1971-74. 
This is the same order of magnitude as the Sovi
et purchases or the world production shortfall in 
1972. 

The impact of such barriers to adjustment is 
shown by a recent FAO study indkating that 
between 1971 and 1974 consumer wheat prices 
more than tripled in the United States, while 
prices r03e (lnly 35 percent in the European Com
munity, 52 percent in Japan, and 60 percent in 
Australia. Food grain and price incr.eases in some 
poor food deficit countries were even greater than 
in the United States. 

The general implications of these analyses are 
clear: reducing the barriers to short-term adjust
ments would contribute significantly to short-term 
food security. If these are reduced, the amount of 
reserve stocks needed to achieve a measure of 
international price stability would be smaller. In 
most cases, the adjustment barriers are in fact 
trade barriers. Therefore, reduction of these barri
ers requires certain trade liberalization measures. 

Now we come to the chicken rnd the egg prob
lem. Some advocat.es of trade liberalization argue 

I that an agreement to use reserve stocks to mod
erate price swings would constitute acceptance of 
existing barriers to tlade and adjustment. They 
assert that a reserve program would reduce the 
pressure for a reduction of barriers. And, they 
argue, this would be bad for two reasons: first, it 
would institute a stabilization policy baeed on 
stocks which would be less reliable and more 
expensive than stabilization based on liberalizing 
trade. Second, it would forego the long-term eco
nomic gains of more open trade. 

I question these arguments. In the first place. 
nations will be willing to reduce their trade barri
em only when they believe the international mar
ket is sufficiently reliable to provide adequate 

supplies at reasonable prices. In this sensu, a 
food security system is a prere<iuisite for trade 
liberalization. Without reasonable security, moat 
countries will feel a need to maintain protective 
barriers. Thus, achieving greater security with 
reserve stocks will improve prospects for eventual 
reduction of trade barriers. I believe that the 
isolJ.e of commitments to adjustment policies 
should be included in discussions of international 
food security. Negotiating an international 
reserve agreement does not mean that efforts to 
liberalize world grain trade will be abandoned . 

In summary, then, my position is this: trade 
liberalization and reserve stocks both contribute 
to world food security. F'(:~:r the short-tenn, food 
secu.rity must rely significantly on reserve stocks. 
Assuring long-term food security will require 
increased production and a reduction in barriers 
to international trade. 

But, how do we deal with the special problems 
of developing countries? Achieving short-tnrm 
food security for each developing country involves 
some very difficult policy choices. The objective is 
clear: a developing country must be able to 
obtain adequate supplies of food grains even if 
its own harvest is very bad or if international 
prices rise because of harvest failures in other 
countries. Developing countries have two means 
to achieve this goal: (1) improve capacity to 
import food grains, and (2) establish domestic 
grain reserve stocks. To improve the capacity to 
import food grains would require careful manage
ment. of foreign exchange resources. And it may 
require additional investment in transportation 
infrastructure such as port facilities. Building 
grain rese!Ves involves postponing the con
sumption of scarce food. It requires investment in 
both grain and storage facilities. It diverts 
resources which might otherwise be invested in 
irrigation and other programs which increase pro
duction and r~duce the risk of harvest fluctu
ations. In the short term, a nation's foreign 
exchange reserves, its transportation Eystem, and 
its crop information system may not be adequate 
to ensure its capacity to import grain whenever 
necessary. Therefore, some national reserve stocks 
of grain are probably a necessary part of each 
developing country's food security system and 
would contribute to the international food securi
ty system. However, in the long term, investing 
in the capacity to f Jtpand production and to 
finance and transport imports when necessary 
has significant advantages over investing in 
large national grain stocks. Financial reserves 
are not only cheaper to store than grain but ar.e 
also more flexible in their end uge. Improved 
transportation systems contribute significantly to 
the general economic development of the nation. 
So the lesson is clear: for a developing country, 
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improved opportunities for and capacity to trade 
can make an important contribution to food 
security. 

There is a potential inconsistency in my argu
ment which needs clarification. I have argued for 
each nation sharing the burden of reserve stocks 
and market adjustments. Nations should not pur
sue policies which attempt to shift the burden of 
maintaining food security onto others. I have 
also suggested that each developing country 
should be willing to rely at least partly on the 
international market for food security. 

This is not inconsistent. For the most part, the 
developed countries have pursued policies which 
shift the burden of adjusting to world supply 
conditions onto others. These policies must be 
corrected. No nation-particularly a developing 
country-should be encouraged to pursue an 
autarkic approach to food security by building 
reserve stocks large enough to cover all fore
seeable domestic shortfalls-without resorting to 
any imports. 

There are several things which wealthy 
nations can do to help developing countries 
achieve food security. First, we must ensure that 
food grains are always available to developing 
countlies in commercial ma!"kets, and an inter
national reserves agreement coupled with grain 
trade liberalization would help. And, as further 
assurance, major exporters should agree that they 
will not deny commercial exports to a developing 
country. Guarantees against export embargoes to 
developing countries would lessen the fears and 
tensions created by talk of using food as a weap
on. Such fears contribute to the de~rmhlation of 
developing countries to undertake costly and inef
ficielH approaches to food security. 

Second, donor nations should seek to ensure 
that food aid will be made available to help 
offset major harvest shortfalls and other emer
gencies in developing countries. In this way, food 
aid can he an instrument to help each developing 
country stabilize its food grain consumption. Per
haps this use of food aid should be backed up by 
a speCial reserve stock. This question deserves 
further stUdy. 

Third, developed countries should continue 
efforts to improve the foreign exchange earnings 

of developing countries and to construct an inter
national monetary system in which developing 
countries' financial assets can be efficiently man
aged. For agricultural trade, this would involve 
reducing market barriers tor developing countries' 
products. However, I should note that a recent 
study suggests that the potential value of such 
liberalized access for agricultural products would 
be of limited value to the poorest developing 
countries. 

Finally, through established multilateral and 
bilateral aid channels, through institutions such 
as the International Fund for Agricultural Devel
opment, and through the worldwide network of 
agricultural resea:<'ch institutes, all wealthy 
nations should cotltribute efforts to expand food 
production in the developing world. 

To conclude my remarks today, I want to out
line the ways in which the U.S. Government is 
now trying to contribute to world food security. 
Pirst, the United States must maintain its own 
productive capacity. As one of the low-cost pro
ducers of grain, the United States has a special 
obligation in this regard. Second, we are cooper
ating fully in international efforts to increase 
food production in developing countries. Third, 
the Administration has taken the initiative to 
create a reserve from the existing large wheat 
supplies. Through the recently announced extend
ed reseal program, the United States will be pro
viding incentives for farmers to hold stocks off 
the market during periods of low prices for 
release during periods of relative shortage. But, 
the Uriited States does not intend to unilaterally 
assume the burden of maintaining world reserve 
stocks. Fourth, we hope to participate in an inter
national agreement in which other nations would 
share obligations both for reserve stocks and for 
adjustment measures, Fifth, we are continuing 
our efforts to seek trade liberalization for agricul
tural products. And, sixth, we are examining 
alternatives to ensure that priority food aid con
tributions are uninterrupted during periods of 
high prices. 

I have limited myself to rather general state
ments. I hope that the discussion today can 
examine the details of these issues and contribute 
toward the objectiva of developing effective poli
cies for world food security. 
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ABSTRACT 	 countries, the probable size of their "food gap," 
the question of t.rade under concessional terms, 

Trade policies of individual countries are llnd the issue of food security, all have to do with 
the outward manifestation of domestic poli the trade policies of individual countries, and 
cy choices, in foodstuffs as in any other with the interaction on a global level of such 
area of commercial activity. The interaction national policies. 
of such trade policies determines the struc The specific set of issues which might usefully 
ture and the performance of the trading sys be addressed in this paper have to do with the 
tem. The performance of this system must performance of the trading system, in particular 
be examined to see the extent to which it is with respect to the basic foodstuffs. The per
consistent with providing for a growing formance of any system has to be assessed in 
demand for food at reasonable cost and dis terms of its objectives and viewed in the light of 
tributing that food in an equitu.ble manner. realistic constraints. The objective I take to be 
The performance of the system at present the humanitarian, utilitarian, and consumer-ori
falls short of these objectives in that produc ented aim of feeding the world at the lowest 
tion patterns are distorted by the incidnce feasible cost and of satisfying not only basic 
of trade policies used to support domestic nutritional requirements but also the variety and 
farm and food programs, and in times of quality demands of those who can afford the 
shortage the burden is placed on those luxury of choice. The main constraints are the 
countries least able to adapt. limits of world production, the uncertainty of that 

The main forum for the discussion of output from year to year, and the fundamental 
such issues is the GATT, and the present inequality of purchasing power existing in the 

round of negotiations offers the chance of world today. 

an improvement in the conditions of trade not, of course,
These are 	 the only possible 
in the major temperate food zones. To real premises. Low food prices, some would argue,
ize such an opportunity requires the will depress rural incomes to the benefit of those in
ingness of major trading countries to coordi cities and towns. Closing the food 	 gap in this 
nate their policy response to abnormal way might run counter to other social and devel
market situations and to adapt their own opmental objectives. Others might take a more
domestic policies, in particular with regard rigid "nutritionist" viewpoint, and deny that one 
to price setting, to maintain a closer needs to cater to the whims and fancies of the
relationship between domestic and inter affluent consumer. More substantially, it could be 
national conditions. The main beneficiaries argued that ideological and political objectives 
will include developing countries, who will are lurking beneath the surface of the world food 
force a viable alternative to uneconomic issue, or at least that there are major constraints 
high-cost domes#~3 food production which on the system which arise from such. political 
might otherwise be forced upon them by the considerations. It may, moreover, seem insensitive 
unreliability of open food policies. to take existing income distribution as a con
Agricultural trade policy as a theme runs straint. Some would wish to see the food system 

throughout this symposium. The question of the itself redistribute such income, though I remain 
desirable degree of self sufficiency for developing to be convinced of its scope for so doing. But 
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even if the aim of low-cost food production sub
ject to natural and technological limitations 
appears somewhat bland, it provides a basis for 
evaluation. 

There would seem to be three basic questions 
regarding the performance of the world trading 
system for agricuitural products; the answers to 
which determine the link between trade issues 
and those of developing country food policy, food 
aid, and food security. 

The three questions are: (1) Can the trading 
system handle the anticipated expansion of food 
demand from developing and middle income 
countries over the next decade? (2) Can the tradi
ng system mobilize this food at a low cost and 
one that is acceptable in political as well as 
economic tenns? (3) Can the trading system dis
tribute this food equitably, both in times of short
age and when supplies are adequate? 

The first is partly a question of physical 
infrastructure, about which I am not qualified to 
comment. But I am not persuaded by the argu
ment that a movement of 100 million tons of 
grain to the low-income countries in 1985 would 
be impossible just because it cannot be done in 
1977. The more significant constraint is a mon
etary one: Will those countries be able to afford 
to import the grain needed to feed their popu
lations? Again, I will leave this question for oth
ers to answer in more detail. But clearly inter
national action must be focused in this area if 
the trading system is to work adequately in the 
cause of global nutrition. Such action should 
include better access to developed country mar
kets for nonfood exports of low income countries; 
more comprehensive balance of payments facili
ties for developing country importers of food
with, perhaps, special arrangements to compen
pate for fluctuating food import bills analogous to 
ti~e schemes for stabilizing export earnings, per
haps a bias in the creation of international liq
uidity in favor of such importers; and the control 
of balance of payments surpluses to ensure that 
the fruits of increased agricultural sales are 
turned into purchasing power to stimulate non
agricultural trade. 

The second of the three basic performance 
questions relates to the ability of trade to lower 
the cost of food. In one sense the question is 
trivial: Trade takes place because foreign supplies 
are cheaper for the import.er, and overseas mar
kets more remunerative for the exporter. In the 
first case, trade lowers the pricf~ of food; in the 
second, it lowers the price of nonfood com
modities relative to food; and in both cases there 
are potential income gains to the trading nations. 
But the less tractable question is whether !e 

existence of a properly functioning international 
market allows better investment decisions 
relating to domestic agriculture. And, the proper 
functioning of the system includes reliability and 
political neutrality as well as direct resource cost. 
The rules governing such a trading system have 
to give sufficient confidence to the importer to 
allow the development of a trade based-food poli
cy, and enough assurance to the exporter to 
enable expansion of profitable production. 

The third performance criterion follows from 
the question of cost. In an uncertain world, the 
supply of foodstuffs cannot be totally assured. 
But the ability of the food system to distribute 
supplies in times of shortage, as well as to 
absorb unanticipated bounty, is perhaps the main 
test of its performance. The problem is one that 
faces all countries however rich or poor. But if 
the trading system militates against the poor it 
will be rejected, at the least it should be neutral, 
and preferably its effect should be progressive. 

How does the present system stand up to these 
criteria? The post-war period as a whole has gen
erally vindicated those who have worked for a 
more liberal trading regime, but it has also 
shown up the weaknesses of economic inter
dependence in a world of nation-states :;eel~ing to 
care little for each others' well-being. Po'h-!;ical 
interdependence has lagged seriously behind \:be 
interminlgling of economies, even in such expeli. iments as the European Community (EC). In 
terms of meeting food needs, the rapid and 
impressive adoption of modern production tech I
niques in the major temperate-zone agricultural 
areas has helped to keep pace with rising popu
lations in less affluent areas of the world. Trade 
pattenls have changed dramatically in con
sequence. The world's monetary system stumbles 
on, sometimes facilitating trade, sometimes hin Idering it. Plans for "reform" follow each other in 
procession, and the system itself slowly adapts to I 
each new crisis. The transportation network has ~ 
coped with inter;~,ational movement of produce, 
even if internal distribution problems are still a 
serious impediment to the eradication of hunger I 

t 

in many parts of the world. jt 

Two main weaknesses are apparent in the 
present trading system as it operates for basic 
foodstuffs. First, agricultural policies in both 
developed and developing countries have manipu
lated the terms and conditions of trade in tem
perate-zone foodstuffs to the point where price 
levels on international markets have lost cred
ibility. uring the sixties the international price 
of many products was artifically depressed, by 
means of importer protection and exporter surplus 
disposal, below those levels which were consistent 
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with increasing agricultural investment. In devel
oped countries, governments have had an ambiv
alence toward farm expansion. At the levels at 
which domestic prices were set, modern agricul
ture was encouraged to expand. But this in turn 
increased program costs and directed public and 
private resources away from other sectors whose 
output had a higher international value. Succes
sive administrations in the western world have 
been caught in a dilemma. Once a public body 
takes responsibility for a price level, a. different 
set of forces come into play from those of the 
market. In particular, domestic cost of production, 
as pen:eived by the farmers and measured by 
statisticians, comes to dominate alternative sup
ply price as a measure of value. But domestic 
production costs have an uncanny habit of rising 
to meet the political willingness of government to 
give recompense. Thus these governments have 
been forced to rely on tighter control over domes
tic production and consequently yet more dis
ruptive trade policies. 

Developing countries over this period found 
themselves in a difficult position. With foodstuffs 
readily available on the world market, domestic 
agricultural investment seemed unattractive. And 
yet their growing dependence on imported food 
was linked not so much to an increased com
petitiveness in nonagricultural production but to 
the low agricultural prices resulting from devel
oped country fam_ policies. The trading system 
was creating a transfer-developed country farm
ers and developing country consumers generally 
benefited at the expense of developed country 
consumers and taxpayers and developing country 
farmers. Whether this system led to higher aver
age food oosts for the world as a whole is diffi
cult to say. In terms of the social cost of produc
tion, it is probable that a shift of incentives 
away from farmers in industrial countries 
towards those in low-income countries would have 
been preferable. 

The unusual events of 1972 showed up the 
second major weakness of the trading system. 
With domestic prices remote from international 
values, the ability of governments to cushion 
their economies from the harvest shortfalls was 
in direct proportion to their existing level of pro
-tection and their ability to transform producer
protective policies into measures to aid con
sumers. By the logic of the pre-existing order, it 
was the developed countries that were best able 
to perform this feat. Additional pressure on the 
market forced prices far above those that would 
have resulted from supply shortfalls alone. Devel
oping countries bore the brunt of the price rises 
and suffered most from the increased import cos
ts. The distributive element of the trading @ystem 

had failed to respond equitably to the challenge 
of managing a temporary shortage of basic food
stuffs. 

The major task before governments in the com
ing years is how to establish, or reestablish, a 
trading system which provides correct incentives 
to producers throughout the world, and which 
gives sovereign governments the assurance that 
in timet I of market disturbance the burdens will 
be equihbly shared. Any country that does not 
have co:nfidence in such a system will tend to 
"go it alone". This does not in itself vitiate the 
systems, but it places an additional cost on the 
autarchic country and reduces the advantage that 
other nations can obtain from trade, both in food 
and nonfood products. It follows from the pre
ceding discussion of the performance of the sys
tem that a major part of the task falls to govern
ments of the developed countries, including 
centrally planned economies, to reestablish appro
priate trading conditions. The major casualties, if 
action is not taken, will be the developing 
countries. Those that choos0 an open food policy 
will remain vulnerable to market fluctuations 
caused by both natural events aad p,,!itlcsl deci
sions in other countries. Those that rei,~ct trade 
as an element in food supply policy ~ill be in 
danger of hindering their own development by 
engaging in high-cost domestic food production. 
Those who in turn have an exportable sarplus of 
basic foodstuffs will continue to find overseas 
markets unpredi~le and unprofitable. 

The two e.,ments with the highest payoff in 
terms of. imProving world market performance 
would seem to be: (1) the restoration of a link 
between domestic farm policy price levels and 
world market conditions and, (2) the decision as 
to how to counter inevitable instability in markets. 

The two are clearly related. If market 
inlttability is reflected in wild movements of 
world price levels, then autarchic price decisions 
under domestic programs will appear to be vin
dicated. Conversely, if domestic policies respond 
more to international conditions, then the task of 
stabilizing markets is made easier. The institu
ti~:lal framework under which such policy deci
sions are made may not be of great importance. 
At pres3nt, various elements of trade reform in 
agricultural products are being discussed in the 
GATT, the UNCTAD. the World Food Council, 
the various commodity councils, the FAD, l.mti 
the North-80uth dialogue. While all these have 
their place, determined largely by their consti
tutions and constituencies, the major 
responsibility for a constructive initiative would 
seem to rest with the GATT negotiations, the 
Multilateral Trade Negotiations (MTN), linked 
where necessary to more detailed discussions in 
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the commodity councils. The UNCTAD and the The first hurdle is to agree on those elementsNorth-South talks can provide the appropriate cli of the present situation in the grain marketmate for a constructive settlement of matters which require modification. These were referred torelating to export earnings of developing above as an ~.mdesirable degree of autonomy incountries and associated financial questions. The price fixing and stockholding. This suggest!! aWorld Food Council can add political stimulus to criterion for measuring an "improvement" in thethe resolution of food problems and can coordi grain market. To the extent that countries takenate developments in the arees of food security, 	 into account world market devel( "ments in theirfood aid, and technical assistance. The FAO has domestic policy formulation, the performance ofan important role through its information net the market itself is enhanced. The question of thework and its early warning system. But the focus mechanism for such an advance revolves crucialof discussions on the key elements of intra-devel ly around the relative importance that countriesoped country agricultural trade policies over the put upon price stability as such, as opposed tonext few months will be the MTN. It is to these maintaining prices within a broad ,band and takissues that I wish to tum in more detail. ing policy actions only when extreme conditionsWe can perhaps usefully think of the issues prevail in the market. These tV/o alternatives canthemselves as being of two types: (1) "nodal" be put in the following way.issues within the package where a high level of First Alternative. Countries might agree on anagreement is necessary because of the sensitive
nature of the issues themselves, and (2) "bal

upper and a lower level of prices which would be
ancing" issues which are important but less polit

deemed to define "norma)" market conditions.
ically charged. The "nodal" issues, thus defined, 

Within that "band," no coordinated policy would
would include the question of grain market sta

be required. Such a band effEY.!tively puts a limit
bility and access, the arrangements to be made 

on price-collusive and price-competitive behaviour.
in the dairy and the beef markets, the matter of 

It would prevent both exploitation of market
soybean shortages by either an exporter cartel or by thetrade, and the relationship between residual stockholder, and exploitation by thedefensive trade policies in agriculture and their
counterparts in other sectors. The balancing 

importers of the intensity of competition when
surpluses depress world prices. In aitems relate to negotiations in other agricultural 	 market
unregulated by government actions, such a pricetrade products, the accommodation of the less

developed countries (LDC) interest, and the 	 
band may be superfluous or even harmful in
terms of the economic criteria set out ahove. In asharing of the burden of food aid. I shall confine world where price instability is itself generatedmy remarks to the "nodal" issues. by government action inconsistent with these cri
teria, such limitations on the free working of the1. Grain market may be justified.


It is essential that within the MTN some 
 The concept of a price' band, however, leavesacceptable accommodation is reached on the ques out two important elements. First, the level attion of grain markets. I believe such a compro which the prices are ftxed initially, and the sensimise to be possible. The compromise would tivity with which they are altered as circumdepend on the extent to which governments felt stances change is itself crucial to the evaluationable to yield some domestic autonomy for the 	 of such a proposal. Even the currency in whichsake of an improvement in the performance of the band is expressed is of no small concern.the world grain market. Only when such changes These are in themselves the stuff of detailedare made in national policies is it reasonable to negotiation, as the UNCTAD in a different conhope for longer term adjustment of production text will find when detailed talks begin on otherpatterns. Market stability can be conceptually 	 commodity agreements. But equally important isseparated from market access - in other words a another element, that of the mechanism by whichmarket can be "stable" even in the presence of such a band is maintained. The choices are basictrade barriers which distort production patterns. ally between stocks policies and domestic demandBut these two aspects are clearly not politically 	 and output variations. In other words,separable. The solution therefore is to devise a 	 
inter

national agreement on price bands presupposes aprogram of cooperation among major grain tradi willingness of individual governments to validateng countries which holds out the promise of "sta such decisions by their own actions. The logic ofble and expanding world trade" over a period of the market would suggest that the appropriateyears without imposing unacceptable political cos action depends on the expectations of governts in the short run. Such a program is quite ments as to the persistence of the disturbanceeasily defined, though the implementation will which would otherwise take the price outside therequire considerable diplomatic skill. band. 
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fjij' A temporary surplus-a coincidence of high 
< yields in major producing regions, or a fall in 
t'r (say) demand for grain for livestock feed related 
~l to a cyclical downswing in cattle numbers-would 
fl.' easily and quite justifiably be taken up in stock 
F accumulatilon. A joint agreement on such pur
~J chases would ensure that independent action did 
f.l not undennine the price floor. A shortage could 
~ equally be "managed" by progressive stock 
~I release in coordinated fashion, subject to any
~,l arrangements which might be considered for giv-
N ing priority to developing food deficit countries 
~i with severe foreign exchange constraints. Should 
l~ stocks themselves accumulate, to where the cost 
d of holding such reserves is patently above thel 
H expected gain from their release, only action by 
i1 governments to increase import demand or reduce 
~ export supply will restore balance. The po!~ti.;~lt1 decision is to achieve a balance '"etween importer 
~~ and exporter responsibility for such medium-tenn 
rl adjustments. A similar adjustment problem is 
\: posed when supplies are short: Either importers 
II must cut back their demands on the market or 
~1 exporters must release more supply. The mech
1.) Ilnisms by which governments make these adjust-
I( ments will clearly differ from. country to country, 
V, and need not be specified in advance. 
N Second Alternative. Countries might instead 
fl choose to pursue a much more active poHcy of 
fi intervention in world markets to stabilize prices. 
g Rather than a "wide band" as suggested above, 
" instability in output and demand might be delib 
~'i erately absorbed in stock changes to preserve ~ 
H stable price. But again, logic demands that if 
~ such instability in stocks is not in itself to result 
}J in either a steady rundown or a steady accumu
1; lation of reserves, governments must make 
~ adjustments on the basis of the level of stocks 
[1 through changes in domestic policy and hence in
I! import requirements and export availability. 
~ Again, the price level at which stocks were pur< 
a chased and released would be important, but 
II unless this level itself was reflected in domestic 
U policy reaction, it would have little meaning 
~ except as a way of distributing the burden of 
U stockholding. 
ij It is useful to compare the two alternatives 
" with proposals already mooted by the major 
r grain trading nations. At first sight, the first 
~ alternative would appear to be consistent with 
U the EC suggestion on price triggers for stocks. 
1'1; But such a consistency is illusory. The idea of 
U commercial trade operating within a particular 
tt price range, where that range is respected no!; as 
Ii an end in itself but as a means of preventing 
ii price collapse or explosion, and where the action 
. "aken to maintain such stability is a mutually 

agreed set of policy changes, is much akin toI 
ft 

U.S. thinking. Market conditions trigger action 

by both importers and exporters, with the action 

itself being appropriate to the expectations of 

governments as to the persistence of the problem. 

In obvious surplus periods, both access to import 

markets and control of competitive subsidies 

would be affected. And the ability, of the market 

to ration suppBes in shortfall periods would be 

enhanced as a result of such actions. 


By contrast, the other alternative, although at 

first sight appearing to rely on quantitative stock 

management to stabilize the market which is con

sistent with the U.S. suggestion of quantity-trig

ger stock rules, is in fact much more "European"
 
in concept. The function of the market of allo
cating supplies among importers and eliciting 

supplies from exporters is removed. Instead, the 

"price" merely becomes an arbitrarily determined 

value which if placed too high puts consumable 

food into storage bins and if too low rapidly
 
exhausts the necessary reserves on which supply 

credibility depends. It is in fact because of an 

"elastic" stock system of this type operated de 

facto by the United States over the sixties, that 

the market could swing from surplus to shortage 

so quickly in 1972. 


In practice, a balance between these two sys
tems must be maintained. Prices should be allow

ed to vary to reflect the values that consumers 

place upon grain supplies and the costs that pro

Queers incur in meeting that demand. 'But "ac

tive" intervention in anticipation of market sur

pluses and shortfalls will in itself enhance the 

value to consumers and the stability of prices 

facing producers. Thus a coordinated decision to 

carry over stocks should neither be divorced from 

price levels over a nonnal range, only to be 

called on in exceptional periods, nor should it 

bear the full brunt of nonnal market devel
opments such as fluctuating supply levels without 

the aid of price levels as market signals. A well 
 I 
functioning stock scheme uses all such infor
mation as existing quantity of stocks, expected 
 I 
production, and anticipated demand, and makes a 

decision as to the amount to be' carried over to 

the next time period which in turn will influence 

p(rice levels. What is needed, then, is agreement: 
1) to cooperate in the management of stocks to 


maintain market stability, (2) to agree on action 

to be taken in extremis, (3) to avoid an overly 

rigid price system which puts all the burden on 

stocks and supply control, and (4) to avoid 

inflexible stocks "targets" which tend themselves 

to destabilize prices. 


2. Dairy Products 
In the case of dairy products, somewhat differ


ent economic' problems exist in the world market, 
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and these in turn lead to different possible nego not particularly crucial to the nutritional needs oftiating outcomes. The market fo!' milk and milk such countries. The conflict is among temperateproducts is complex, but certain features can be zone countries. The political importance of dairyisolated. Fluid milk is at present costly and diffi products within the MTN rests with the fact that,cult to transport. It moves occasionally into inter in the cases of both dairy products and meat, thenational trade between contiguous countries, but United States finds itself defending its own poliin general the "natural" protection afforded by cies rather than attacking those of otherits characteristics mean that few border measures countries. If an agreement on access into the U.S.are specifically needed to protect local markets. market for dairy products is a part of a packageMilk products, on the other hand, primarily but which includes concessions by other countries onter, cheese, and skimmed milk powder, have a other commodities, then such an agreement couldlong history of international movement between be worthwhile even if the true economic impactcountries. New milk-based products are being on the dairy trade itself were minimal.developed which also have export potential. But The main requirement for obtaining even athe structure and pattern of such trade is inextri limited improvement in the state of the dairycatIl' tiad in with the measures that national product market is to distinguish between exportsgoven!ments take to maintain the prices and which arise legitimately from the specialist promarkets for the milk sold by dairy fanns. In ducers of such goods and those which are ansome countries, the marketing of liquid milk is unwelcome overflow from excessive domestic pricecontrolled by a variety of statutory and producer SU~iJort. A reduction of protection in, say. thecooperative agencies. Liberal trade in dairy prod United States, Canada, and Japan would certainucts threatens the power of such agencies to use ly increase trade. If supplies were to come fromthe milk-product market as part of their control New Zealand and Australia, then the objective ofover milk distribution. In some cases, employ trade rationalization would have been achieved.ment and investment in the processing industries Adjusting domestic policies in the importingthemselves are protected as an objective, but in countries would represent a significant breakthe main, control over such trade is designed to through in the improvement of world trade. Butprevent the latent excess capacity of the dairy if the extra supplies were merely to perpetuatesector from weakening farm-gate milk prices. By excess production in the EC, and to put off. thethe same token, countries occasionally seek to use day when changes to the dairy regime within thethe international milk product market as a way Common Agricultural Policy were made, then litof disposing of such surplus ~apacity. In other
countries, the 

tle would have been gained. The economic andfluid marke" is much less political criteria fororganized, and governments concentrate their 
"success" in negotiations

appear to conflict in this sector. 'rhe EC wouldattention on support of the milk product market support a set of agreements which restricted theitself, as an indirect way of maintaining milk cost of its own surplus disposal programs andprices to fanners. Again, excess capacity, aggra would be more inclined '~o relax protection invated by constraints on consumption caused by other products. But the test of whether suchhigh prices, forces governments into the dilemma agreements were beneficial in the context of anof subsidized exports or expensive storage pro overall improvement in trade policies is thegrams. A few countries have consciously devel extent to which commercial exports would replaceoped export potential in these milk products, subsidized surplus disposal. Agreements of thatoften supported implicitly by high internal pricea, kind would again put pressure on the EC. Theonly to find that their markets are more than MTN has the unenviable task of designing ausually vulnerable to the impact of policies sup package which has elemens of both politicalporting the dairy sector of the importing regions. attraction and economic sense.It is, perhaps, the least satisfactory of all agricul
tural markets, and raises domestic political emo
tions more intense even than those surrounding 3. Meats
the grain trade. 

The economic problems of the meat trade canIt seems inherently implausible that any last be divided into three separate issues. Som~. meats,ing improvement in the perfonnance of the tradi. notahly mutton and lamb, are reliable in supplyng system can be expected until domestic dairy and, like milk, are produced at relatively lowpolicies are considerably modified. At least, the resource cost in a few temperate-zone areas wheredairy issue raises few problems with respect to grazing is available for much of the year. Thedeveloping countries and their food supply diffi Southern Hemisphere output complements that ofculties. Some dried skimmed milk moves as food the northern temperate areas, and has led to aaid, but in general, imported dairy products are recognized and steady trade. Problems arise with 
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sheepmeat in two respects: Many hill farmers, 
whose livelihood is the concern of governments 
worried about the depopulation of remote rural 
areas, rely on a protected market for their sheep 
and lambs; and the price to the consumer of 
sheepmeat is an important factor in the demand 
for other meats such as beef and pigmeat. Trade 
liberalization in sheepmeat is therefore not with
out its complications, but it is probably true to 
say that the world market for these products is 
less bedeviled with acrimony and engrainc'!d 
defensive attitudes than in other products. Pre! 
lems for exporters arise as often as not from the 
instability in the wool market rather than arbi
trary controls on meat trading. A reduction in 
the Ee's common external tariff on sheepmeat, 
and a liberalization of the "voluntary" U.S. 
import quotas would represent positive steps 
towards improving trade prospects for exporters, 
but in harsh political terms it is not easy to see 
whether those countries which would stand to 
gain have the negotiating weight to impose such 
changes if they were to be resisted by the 
importing nations. 

Other meats, such as pigmeat and poultry, 
also enter into trade among temperate zone 
countries to a limited but not insignificant extent. 
The main features of the production of these 
meats, their reliance on grain as the major feed
stuff, give them an ambivalence in terms of trade 
policy. Protection against imports, as in the case 
of the Ee, in turn implies a higher demand for 
imported feed. The protection itself is often linked 
to grain costs. Economies with high grain prices 
consequently have to resort to export subsidies to 
remove surpluses from their markets. But the lev
el of protection on the grain-using livestock sec
tors themselves is often small; it could in fact be 
increased by reductions in the protection of 
domestic grain markets. Domestic policies are 
often more concerned with apparent cyclical 
instability in pigmeat markets, while poultry pro
ducers have increasingly escaped the attentions 
of government support policies. The trade issues 
in these products are not so much the major 
conflicts among divergent farm policies as the 
occasional skirmish relating to export subsidies 
and injury to domestic processing concerns. The 
resolution of these issues, if attempted, will tend 
to spring from consideration of the general ques
tion of subsidies and countervailing duties, rather 
than any initiative on trade liberalization on these 
products themselves. 

The most significant marketing problem 
relating to meat arises in the beef sector. As with 
sheepmeat, a profitable and mutually satisfactory 
trade should have been developed between the 
northern and southern temperate zones, based on 

extensive grazing, with high-cost grain-fed beef 
animals satisfying urban demand for choice cuts 
of meat. The problems have been of two types; 
the fact that much of the production of beef has 
come from dairy herds has led to the attempt by 
many governments to use beef support as an 
additional method for supporting incomes from 
milk; and the long maturity period for the beef 
animal has induced cyclical production swings 
which have led to crisis measures when prices 
are weak, which are in turn difficult to remove 
during periods of firmer prices. Support for hill 
farmers, for whom beef cattle and sheep are often 
the only feasible enterprises, has added to protec
tionist policies. The result has been 1n recent 
years a swing between shortage and abundance; 
with import restrictions being imposed when 
export supplies were readily available and only 
relaxed when beef availability was seriously cur
tailed. Predatory buying by centrally planned 
economies, less sensitive to th,e impact on domes
tic markets, and more able to take advantage of 
bargains, has at times been the only market out
let. 

It is difficult, as with dairy product,s, to see 
any improvement in world market conditions so 
long as domestic farm policy objectives predom
inate over the provision of an adequate, low-cost 
food supply. If cattle cycles were out of phase, 
then trade would act to stabilize prices. Specialist 
beef producers would indeed have an incentive to 
counteract the cyclical nature of importer produc
tion if market access were more .assured. But 
when governments run their domestic beef mar
ket regimes to benefit the farmer by not allowing 
consumer-access to overseas supplies, it is not 
surprising that periodic collapse of prices occurs. 
It is not easy to see how quota agreements, OCe:
sionally suggested in European circles, and mar
ket share agreements as operated by the United 
States, can help in such a situation. If domestic 
production varies with the cattle cycle, then 
imports mU!lt also vary inversely to maint.ain sta
ble consumption. Since beef is expensive to store, 
the alternative to quotas as such is to enter into 
agreements with suppliers whereby ~he timing of 
supplies is conditioned by anticipated needs. The 
emphasis in the EC position on beef on a regular 
exchange of information may be I,l prerequisite 
for such orderly marketing, but a cynic might 
say that such information is as likely to be used 
to thwart the penetration of commercial beef 
exporters as to facilitate access. And "concerted 
discipline" itself must carry with it not only the 
implication of exporter restraint to avoid dis
rnption of importer markets, but also the neces
Eary element of liberal market access in periods 
of firm pric<:!s that is needed to allow exporters to 
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phase their production. It is hard to see how any 
development other than trade liberalization can 
provide a satisfactory basis fo!" the world beef 
market; it is the unpredictable and erratic use of 
import restrictions that to a large extent gener
ates the price swings in international trade which 
in tum appear to provide their rationale. Perhaps 
a 5-year moratorium on the use of import controls 
might break the vicious circle of self-justifying 
disruptive policies. 

4. Soybeans 

There has been as yet no suggestion that the 
issue of trade policies in this product should form 
the subject of negotiation within the MTN. Yet it 
is the ghost at the banquet. The growth in trade 
in this product, partly at the expense of other 
sources of animal feed, has been extraordinary. 
Importers have allowed relatively free access to 
soybeans and soymeals; and supplies, with one 
partial exception, have been reliable. But it is the 
result of the heavy dependence on soy impolis 
and the fears for supply security that give this 
trade its importance. Dependence runs both ways, 
exporters depend on markets just as importers 
rely on supplies. In the case of scybean trade, the 
United States as the major supplier is vulnerable 
to any move to impose trade controls. Although 
such controls would generally be against under
takings in the GATr, the threat undoubtedly 
exists It might be thought of as an "ultimate 
deterrent"-never to be used, but kept in the 
background just in case. But, the exporter could 
perhaps defuse the weapon: An agreement on reg
ular supplies of soybeans to importers could be 
sufficient to make acceptable a package on, say, 
cereals which would otherwise prove unpalatable. 
Since such an agreement would seem to be con
sistent with the exporter aims of regular acd 
expanding markets, it would perhaps be taken as 
an indication of the way in which liberal trade 
policies need not in themselves be hazardous to 
importers. If importers are to be convinced of the 
wisdom of liberal trade, then some offer by the 
exporters to safeguard soybean supplies could 
provide the key. 

5. Agriculture and Defe:1sive 
Trade Controls 

Conflicts on agriculturs! trade in t.emperate.. 
zone products tend to fall into the following two 
categories: (1) the major long term conflicts over 
those domestic policy objectives and mechanisms 
which shape the structure of world markets and 
the development of trading patterns, and (2) the 
brush-fires of dissatisfaction arising from short 
tenn market disruption caused by domestic policy 

actions, often hastily conceived and insensitively 
administered. The two sets of problems are 
related, in political terms, and often occur within 
the same commodity market. But the solutions 
may require a different approach. The possibility 
of integrating the short term market disruption 
problem in agricultural trade with that in other 
goods represents a positive step in the 
improvement of the trading system. The appar
ently capricious export subsidy used as a way of 
unloading a domestic problem onto the world 
market should be discouraged, and the conditions 
under which countries can apply countervailing 
duties nfled to be clarified. The problems arise not 
from the desirability of such measures applying 
equally to agricultural and manufactured trade, 
but in the danger of the more serious longer term 
issues of policy inconsistencies being too great for 
the mechanisms estabhshed under such pro
cedures. To take an example, the EC regularly 
uses export subsidies as a device for maintaining 
price levels on domestic markets in such products 
as soft wheat, sugar, butter, and cheese, but the 
automatic imposition of countervailing duties not 
only represents in itself an element of farm poli
cy in the importing country which may not 
domestically be desired, but could magnify the 
market disturbance to other countries through 
greater instability in world markets. The threat 
of a countervailing duty may have a salutary 
effect on domestic farm policy formation; the 
actual application over a long period of such 
duties may merely serve to exacerbate trade prob
lems and worsen the conflicts discussed above in 
respect to grains, dairy, and meat. The solution, 
if this analysis is correct, lies in advance on ooth 
fronts. Reduction of major policy conflicts will 
enhance the possibility of the adoption of an 
improved framework for settling minor or sporad· 
ic disputes. 

Domestic Adjustments to Trade 
 
Policy Changes 
 

It has been implicit in the discussion above 
that :l:>mestic interests have to be pl'eparedto 
adjust to changes in trade policy. This raises two 
related problems: How domestic policy itself will 
react to trade policy agreements, given that the 
two, in agriculture as in other areas, are different 
sides of the same coin; and how domestic legis
latures and pressure groups can be reconciled to 
a trade package which will clearly contain objec
tionable as well as desirable implications. Though 
negotiators may see the package as a whole, indi
vidual interests cannot be ex!)ected to take such a 
broad view. And even the sub-parts of the pack
age, such as an agreement on agriculture, will 
contain both popular and unpopular aspects, as 
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might elements within such sub-parts dealing 
with individual commodities. With respect to 
domestic agricultural policy changes, the attitude 
of major countries appears quite realistic. Trade 
negotiations circumscribe to an extent the options 
open to countries in the continual process of 
development of farm policies, just as the domestic 
objectives inherent in such policies determine the 
flexibHity of trade negotiating positions. The 
qu\estion at issue is how a government chooses to 
view its best interests. The trading system for 
agricultural products has deteriorated because 
domestic policies were imagined to be particularly 
resistant to change. The conflicts among such 
policies showed up in worsening trade relations. 
But recent events, in particular since 1972, have 
cast doubt on the obstinacy of such policies. Sig
nificant changes in attitudes to farm programs, 
and in the operation of these policies themselves, 
have brought about an awareness of the need for 
a stqble trading system to provide the context in 
which to develop such policks. Such recognition 
was probably inevitable: It has its counterpart in 
the importance of a stable trading environment 
in other products and in a workable international 
monetary system for the operation of domestic 
economic policies aimed at stability and full 
employment. More than ever, the present round 
of negotiations on agriculture are basically about 
the types of changes in domestic policies which 
will shape a trading system which will in turn 
provide a stable basis for the policies themselves. 

The main problem regards timing. This shows 
up in three ways. First, domestic policy devel
oplTlents themselv('ls desirable and desired, may 
be held up in order not to expend negotiating 
capital in the MTN. The second problem of tim
ing is that policy changes, where such policies 
are defensive against world market uncertainties, 
cannot themselvell precede the introduction of 
market stabilization measures. At best they can 
be coincident. The EC, for instance, might adapt 
its beef or cereals policies in response to satis
factory world market assurances against dis
ruption of supplies or injury from imports. But it 
is unlikely to specify in advance such policy mod
ifications and appear to leave domestic producers 
without the support guarantees to which they . have hecome accustomed. Some domestic policy 

~ elements, such as the level of support prices 
H themselves, almost by definition will adjust only 
1) slowly over time to new realities. It is the securi

ty of the world market which will allow such 
adjustments, and the time scale of the MTN will 
not allow for these to become apparent until longfl after the trade measures have been agreed. This

\' in turn illustrates the third timing problem: A 

fj
~t degree of trust is implicit in the assumption that 

domestic policies will adjust to reflect improved 
trading rules. Where such trust is absent, the 
trade discussions themselves are severely con
strained. 

The other link between domestic policy 
changes and trade negotiations is the problem of 
convincing special interest groups, either within 
legislatures or administrations or outside, of the 
desirability of the trade package. Clearly there 
are some who would regard any apparent conces
sions as a defeat, ..md for whom the failure of the 
MTN, either in agriculture or in other aspects, 
would be welcome. In some ways, the exercise of 
trade negotiations in itself is a way of controlling 
such attitudes. Just as countries might postpone 
desirable chap..ges in domestic policies to avoid 
losing negotiating capital, so protectionist mea
sures can be resisted during such negotiations for 
the same reason. If the problems of agricultural 
trade policy do finally prove intractable to inter
national discussion, at least the attempt to reach 
agreement might have had some temporary 
inhibiting effect on autarchic tendencies in cer
tain countries. But the implication of the decision 
to engage in negotiations implies that the govern
ments concerned feel that an acceptable package 
might emerge. 

In the case of the major agricultural issues, 
the acceptability of such a package would seem 
to depend on two criteria. For exporters, the out
come must offer either an opportunity to expand 
sales abroad or, at the very least, an assurance 
that policies which restrict market outlets are 
brought under control. The logic may sound mer
cantilistic, but the right deed is often done for 
the wrong reason. Importing countries go into 
negotiations in a defensive posture: An acceptable 
package is one where they have appeared to have 
preserved their own essential control over domes
tic marketing and resisted the onslaught of the 
exporters. The benefits are more diffuse and less 
visible: They cannot parade their own trade con
cessions before their constituents, but they can 
point to "more orderly conditions" in world mar
kets arising from agreement and can play up the 
aspect of supply security. Since few countries do 
not have both import and export interests in agri
cultural trade as a whole, the task of domestic 
presentation of a package is made easier by con
centrating on potential export gains. To be more 
specific in the case of the major participants, 
Canada and the United States will have to be 
able to claim some progress in improving pros
pects for grain sales, even if the major benefit 
would be the limitation to financial commitments 
under domestic support programs through a man
aged stock policy, and the main impact on world 
markets would be better access to U.S. markets 
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for dairy products and meat. The EO would have 
to claim that its own surpluses,. such as soft 
wheat and dairy prodccts, could be disposed of 
more easily in an "orderly" market, even though 
the major contribution might lie in reducing' the 
surpluses themselves by domestic policy changes 
and in abstaining from the imposition of dis
ruptive ba:i:1S on beef imports. Though market
ability of an agricutural deal is important, the 
acceptability of the outcome of the entire MTN 
aHown countries to give different emphases to 

various parts of the negotiated package. An agri
cultural deal rests as much on progress in tariff 
and non tariff discussions on manufactured trade 
as do these other issues on the success of the 
agricultural deliberations. Some bold and imag
inative bargaining is needed to reach a conclu
sion by the end of 1977. The prize is a world 
trading system more responsive to the needs of 
developing countries, and less disruptive of com
mercial relations among the major industrial 
powers. 
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At3STRACT 

The purpose of this paper is !~O assess the 
rising grain imports of the "ll'peloping 
countries in the perspective of thei,' ""iJerall 
trade position. Its principal conclusions are: 

(1) Projections indicating a further 
increase of the developing country grain 
deficit from about 40 million metric tons to 
at least 60 million tons by 1985 are proba
bly not far off the mark. While developing 
food production m(J:V increase at a some
what faster rate than in the past, this is 
equally true of the demand lor food. 

(2) The foreign excha,nge cost of grain 
imports amounts to only 3 percent of projec
ted export receipts of non-oil exporting 
developing countries-about the same per
centage as at present. But grain imports 
represent a significant balance-of-payments 
burden (8 percent of export receipts) in the 
poorest countries which account for about 25 
percent of the grain deficit. 

(3) The most important contribution the 
industrial countries can make to help the 
developing countries finance their grain defi
cit is to keep their clours open to developing 
exports of labor-intensive manufactured and 
agricultural products, which, on present poli
cies, are projected to rise from $120 to $200 
bUlion by 1985. 

(4) Complete liberalization could add 
another $6-7 billion to the 1974 base level of 
deJJeloping countries manufacturing exports 
and a somewhat smaller amount to agricul
tural exports. However, the best possible 
outcome of the multilateral trade nego
tiations (full use of the U.S. authority and 
assuming exclusion of textiles) will fall far 
short of this (about $2.6 billion in manu
facturing exports). Trade preferences, at 
best, accomplish little more, and in practice 

almost certainly less, than tariff cuts on a 
most-favored nation basis. 

(5) Successful producer cartels could add 
several billion dollars to the export receipts 
of certain developing countries. However, 
only a few primary corr.modity markets 
have the characteristics necessary for the 
successful exploitation of monopoly power. 
Producer/consumer agreements, while 
desirable for market stabilization, will make 
only a modest contribution toward 
increasiT1:g the export 2arnings of developing 
countries. 

In discussions of the world food problem, 
attention has been focused almost exclusively on 
the growing grain deficit of the developing 
countries. This trend, in tum, is taken as an 
indication that the developing countries are "los
ing the ability to feed themselves." The prospect 
that the developing countries as a group (exclud
ing Argentina) may import between 60 and 8Ul 
million metric tons of grain 10 years from now is 
widely regarded as financially, and even phys
ically, impossible. The only solution, it is asser
ted, is for the developing countries to regain the 
"maximum possible degree of self-sufficiency in 
basic foods" (World Food Conference Resolution-
II). 

There are several problems with this reason
ing. It dOE::' not take a~count 0: the fact that the 
"third world" is composed of countries with 
diverse characteristics as to resource endowment, 
income levels, industrial development and export 
prospects; and it disregards the important role of 
international trade in helpil1g to finance the ris
ing grain imports of the developing countries. 

The purpose of this paper is to assess the food 
problem of the developing countries in this broad
er perspective. Specifically, it will deal with the 
following aspects: (1) the developing country 
grain deficit and the reasons for believing that it 
will continue to grow; (2) developing country 
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export prospects, assuming no significant 
changes in present policies; (3) possible gains 
from trade liberaHz!!tbn (most-favored nation or 
preferential); and (4) possi.hle gains from inter
national commodity management (producer car
tels or producer/consumer agreements). 

THE LDC GRAIN DEFICIT 

Net grain imports by the developing countries 
(excluding Argentina) have been rising for some 
time. In the sixties, they rose from 18 to 27 
million tons. The trend accelerated in the last 3 
years, when net imports reached an annual aver
age of 41 million tons. 

Import need:l of the developing countries will 
be less this year because some of the most popu
lous developing countries had 2 years of favor
able weather. Bumper croj;)s together with a high 
levf.)l of imports enabled India and Bangladesh to 
build up stocks to the limits of their storage 
capacity. What about the futurf/? 

A great deal of work hag been done in the 
past few years on future food production and 
food needs in the developing world. All of these 
projections-by the Food and Agriculture 
Organization (FAO) (1), the U.S. Department of 
Agriculture (2), the International Food Policy 
Research Institute (IFPRI) (3), and the World 
Bank (4)-agree that the grain imports of the 
developing countries will continue to rise. The 
projections to 1985 range between 60 and 100 
million metric tons. 

These projections are, by and large, based on. 
the expectation that trends in population, income, 
and grain production will continue more or less 
as in the past 15 or 20 yearfl. In general, projec
tions based on the period ending with the three 
poor crop years 1972, 1973, and 1974 have led to 
more pessimistic conclusions than more recent 
projections taking the favorable crops of 1975 
and 1976 into account.! In the light of long-term 
production trends, a projected deficit of around 60 
million tons is more likely than one of 100 mil
lion tons; but even this would mean a 50-percent 
increase. 

Bearing in mind that the developing countries 
are not a homogenous group, it is useful to con
sider separately (a) the oil-exporting countries; 
(b) the middle income group (over $200 per capita 
in 1973) and (c) the low-income group. The oil
exporting countries, which currently account for 
about 20 percent of the 40 million ton "trend" 
deficit, may well double their grain imports by 

IFor example, IFPRI revised its original estim~j;e of 
the 1985 developing country net grain llefidt (excluding 
Argentina) from 82-99 million tons (low and high 
income projections, respectively) to 74-86 million tons. 
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1985, but these countries should have no problem 
in paying for them. Thl! non-OPEC "middle 
income" group now accounts for over half of the 
deficit. These countries are likely to increase their 
grain imports by 20 to 30 percent, but most of 
these countries are able to finance their grain 
imports from rapidly rising export earnings. 
There are some exceptions, e.g., Egypt. It is 
mainly the poorest countries which give rise to 
concern. These countries now account for about 
one-fourth of t),~ i,DC grain deficit, and on 
present trends,th '.:-' iSrain imports will double by 
1985. These COlH~~ues, with a projected population 
of some 1.2 billion people-three-foUJrths of them 
in South Asia, most of the remainder in tropical 
Africa-include practically all of the world's 400 
million undernourished people (1). 

Everyone who has tried his hand at projec
tions of this sort realizes that they have to be 
taken, not with a grain of salt, but with several 
million tons of it! Experienced model builders 
stipulate expHcitly a number IOf alternative sce
narios embodying different hasic assumptions. 
Unfortunately some of the meat important deter
mining variables-notably the policy variables
are not easily quantified. 

Let me discuss briefly, largely in qualitative 
terms, some of the factors that could make a 
difference. 

First, production: Evan a modest acceleration 
of the rate of growth of production-from 3 per
cent to 3!/2 percent annually-could sharply 
reduce the deficit. 

Most developing countries have the capacity to 
g'reatly increase their production. -Grain yields in 
these countries are less than one-third of those in 
the industrial countries. The use of fertilizer is 
less than one-fifth that in the United States, one
tenth that in Western Europe and Japan. Even in 
South Asia, where irrigation was always 
important, less than one-third of the economically 
usable water is actually used, and that at only 
about one-half the efficiency that could be 
achieved. Nor have these countries exhausted 
their land potential-particularly if we keep in 
mind the unexploited possibilities of double and 
triple cropping in a warm climate. Given the best 
technology p::.-esently known, many developing 
countries could increase their food production 
several times over. Even in the densely populated 
countries of South Asia, crop production could 
probably be quadrupled in the next 50 years. 

Clearly it is not a question of limited resources 
but a question of how fast these resources can be 
developed. 

The long-term growth of grain production has 
been, if anything, a bit more rapid in the third 
world than in the more advanced countries
about 3 percent for the developing countries as a 
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whole, 2.5 percent in India-sEghtly ahead of 
population growth. But it proved to be rather 
difficult to speed it up. Even the "green revolu
tion"-the successful introduction of high-yielding 
varieties of wheat and rice-caused only a ripple 
in the long-term trend of total foodgrain output 
in India.. 

There is reason to expect some acceleration in 
this trend. Foreign aid commitments to agricul
ture have doubled since 1973. But the impact on 
food production will be only gradual. Major 
investments in land improvement, irrigation, and 
fertilizer production requir.e long lead times. The 
economic, educational, and institutional imped
iments to the adoption of new technologies are 
very great. So we should not look for immediE'.te, 
dramatic results. 

While food production in the poor countries 
may increase at a somewhat faster rate than in 
the past, this is equally true of the demand for 
food-not only in the newly affluent oil exporting 
countries but in other developing' countries as 
well. Income growth shows signs of accelerating, 
despite the oil crisis. But this income growth 
tends to be localized in the small, modem sectors 
of the economy where it generates a demand for 
food which is not necessarily matched by a com
mensurate increase in food production. 

Aside from market demand caused by 
increased incomes, the governments of some of 
these countries are likely to be faced with con
tinuing pressures to increase-and subsidize-the 
rations of the urban poor and, at the same time, 
with growing resistance to government pro
curement in the agricultural surplus regions. We 
have seen this happen in India in years of short 
crops. Distribution problems of this kind increase 
the need for food imports. 

On balance, therefore, it is likely that the 
demand for food in the developing countries will 
continue to run ahead of production, even if cur
rentefforls to speed up agricultural development 
meet with a measure of success. Internal distribu
tion problems may add to the need for imports. I 
conclude that in the absence of increased bal
anceoOf-payments constraints, a projected devel
oping country grain deficit of 60 million tons-plus 
is probably not far off the mark. 

A 60-million-ton grain deficit would represent 
12 percent of projected developing country grain 
consumption-about the same percentage as in 
the past few years. (For low-income countries, the 
import dependence is likely to increase, however, 
from 6 percent to about 10 percent of grain con
sumption.) Do imports of this magnitude involve 
an uneconomic use of developing country 
resources? The answer to this question wiU vary 
a great deal from country to country, and it will 
depend importantly on alternative development 

opportunities in agriculture and industry and the 
assumptions one makes about export markets. 
Suffice it to say that the economic case against 
developing country grain imports is not self
evident.2 

EXPORT TRENDS AND PROSPECTS 

Non-OPEC Developing Countries 

The foreign exchange cost of grain imports of 
60 million tons would be of the order of $7 billion 
in 1976 prices-.-up from aoout $4.5 billion at 
present. Non-OPEC countries will account for 
about $5.5 billion of this. 

This amount should be viewed in the context 
of current and prospective export receipts of the 
nonoOil exporting developing' countries. Tutal 
exports of goods and non-factor services (tourism, 
travel, shipping) of these countries are currently 
running at about $130 billion. There are, of 
course, many pressing claims on these receipts: 
$i5 billion are require i to pay for petroleum 
imports; $18 billion go iiJr debt service; the total 
balanceoOf-payments deficit currently exceeds $40 
billion-up from $11 billion in 1973. Grain 
imports do not loom as large in this picture as 
the food crisis debate would imply. 

In fact, if we look only at the agricultural 
sector, we find that developing country agricul
ture produced a healthy $6 billion foreign trade 
surplus in 1974-the same as in 1961, despite 
much higher prices of g-rain imports in 1974. The 
agricultural exports ($13 billion in 1974) ~1flect 
the comparative advant!:ige enjoyed by devdoping 
countries by virtue of climatic conditions or low 
labor costs. Producing coffee, cocoa, tea, sugar, 
cotton, oilseeds, pineapples, tomatoes or straw
berries for export may be a more effective way of 
procuring foodgrains than using the same land 
felr grain production. 

What about the future? Projections of devel
oping country exports are fraught with uncer
tainties at least as great as those affecting pro
jections of food imports. But the trend is 
encouraging. Exports of, nonoOil exporting devel
oping countries have been growing at a rate 9f 7 
percent, in real terms, during the past two 
decades. Exports of manufactured products have 
been rising at twice that rate and now represent 
more than one-third of the total (compared with 

"Contrary to the widespread belief that developing 
countries can produce grain more cheaply, it appears 
that their incremental production costs seem to be quite 
high del!pite low labor costs, c9mpared with those in 
the major grain exporting countries, particularly where 
irrigation is required. Increased energy costs hava not 
changed this relationship appreciably. 
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one-tenth in 1955). If we project the trend, devel
oping country exports would reach $225 billion, 
in terms of 1976, by 1985. If export growth slows 
down to 5 percent, exports wouid still approach 
$200 billion, in terms of 1976 purchasing power, 
by 1985-a gain of $70 billion. In this case, the 
projected grain deficit, valued at $5.5 billion, 
would amount to only 3 percent of projected 
export proceeds-about the same as at present. 
Overall, therefore, the balance-of-p{lyments burden 
would be no greater than it is now. 

The Low-Income Food Deficit Countries 

Prospects are less favorable, however, for the 
low-income developing countries (incomes of $200 
per capita or less in 1973). 

Total exports of goods and serVIces of this 
group of. countries are currently running at only 
about $15 billion. The foreign exchange cost of 
their current "tren.d" grain deficit of about 10 
million tons amounts to about $1.2 billion or 8 
percent of total export proceeds-a significantly 
heavier balance-of:'payments burden than the 3 
percent for non-OPEC developing countries as a 
whole. 

More work needs to be done to assess the 
income and export growth prospects of this group 
of countries . .For the group as a whole, per capita 
income growth was much slower in the past 20 
years than for the middle-income group of non
OPEC countries (1 percent as compared with 3 
percent). This is also true of total exports (2
percent growth as compared with 9 percent) a.nd 
their exports of manufactured products (6 percent 
as against 18 percent). Even assuming a substan
tial acceleration of income and export growth, 
these countries will still be poor 8 years from 
now, and balance-of-payments constraints will 
continue to be severe. 

POSSIBLE GAINS I:ROM TRADE 
lIBERAlI£ATION 

Holding the Line 
 
Against Trade Restrictions 
 

A crucial assumption underlying the projeG
tions of developing country export earnings dis
cussed in the preceding section is that the indus
trial countries keep their doors open to a rising 
volume of ;mports of agricultural and manu
factured products in which the developing 
countries have a comparative advantage. Quan
titative analyses and historical precedents (Ja
pan, Korea, Taiwan, etc.) suggest that this is 
indeed the most important single contribution 

that the industrial world could make to help close 
the productivity and income gap between devel
oped and developing countries. 

Unfurtunately, this assumption cannot be 
taken for granted. Exports of labor-intensive 
manufactured products by developing countries 
have hardly begun to make a serious impact in 
the markets of the industrial countries, but 
domestic pressures have already led to tighter 
import restrictions on textiles and clothing, foot
wear, etc. (some of these discriminate selectively 
against certain developing countries). Thus far 
these measures have not noticeably slowed down 
the rising trend of developing country exports, 
but there can be no doubt that domestic pressures 
for import restrictions will increase as more 
developing countries enter world export markets 
on a significant scale. In the agricultural sector, 
the major problem areas are products in which 
developing countries compei~ significantly with 
temperate zone production (sugar, tobacco, vegeta
ble oils, beef, fresh and processed fruits and vege
tables, and wood products). The resulting adjust
ment problems are not unmanageable, but it will 
take major efforts in the industrial countries to 
cope with them. 

All the various proposals that have been put 
forward to improve the international trading posi
tion of the developing countries are second in 
importance to the task of holding the line against 
further import restrictions. 

Further Liberalization 

William Oline (5) has attempted to estimate the 
effects on developing country exports of further 
liberalization on a most-favored .nation (MFN) 
basis. Cline concludes that complete liheralization 
would increase developing country exports of 
manufactures, excluding textiles, by $2.7 billion, 
based on 1974 trade. Inclusion of textiles would 
raise this figure to $6.7 billion. This would repres
ent a 22-percent increase in total developing coun
try exports of manufactures in 1974. Complete 
liberalization would enable developing country 
exports of manufactures to continue to grow at 
an annual t'ate of about 13 percent; without it, 
World Bank economists expect the growth rate to 
drop to about 10 percent in the next 10 years. 

W3ile the formulae currently discussed in the 
Multilateral Trade Negotiations fall considerably 
short of complete liberalization, they would still 
provide significant benefits for developing coun
try exports of manufactures. According to Cline, 
full use of the U.S. authority (60-percent reduc
tion) would yield $2.4 billion in 'additional devel
oping country exports; the European Community 
formula, iterated three times, $1.4 billion. 
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In the agricultural sector,3 Cline estimated that the exports of industrial countries. Conversely,complete libe!"alization would add $2.5 billion to

1974 developing-country exports. The trade effect 

the e(fect of a narrowing of the preference mar

gin on developing country exports resulting fromof a 60-percent tariff cut could be $1 billion, and most-favored-nation tariff reductions would not bethat of a 60-percent cut in the tariff equivalent of great. In fact, Baldwin and Murray show thatnontariff barriers, about $0.5 billion.4

Developing countries would thus reap substan
the loss would be more than offset by benefits to
developing countries as a whole6 resulting fromtial benefits from general trade liberalization by the ptesumed absence of value limits and thethe industrial countries, but the possible gains broader product and country coverage in the caseare relatively modest compared with the cumu of most favored nation tariff cuts.lative effects of developed country income growth


on developing country exports, particularly in the

manufacturing sector. Importance of Nontariff Distortions 
 

It is important to' keep in mind the increasing
Trade Preferences 	 role of nontariff measures in distorting inter

national trade. Manufactured pro~ucts in whichThe developing countries have pointed out that developing countries have a comparative advanthey would benefit even more if liberalization tage are particularly affected by import quotaswere confined to imports originating in devel and "voluntary" export restraints. Their agriculoping countries. An estimate by Iqbal (7) of the tural export opportunities are severely limited bytrade effects of unrestricted preferential non-recip farm support policies in the industrial .countries,rocal liberalization indicates a 31-percent increase regardless of the particular technique" employedof developing country exports of manufactures, (import liuotas, vari<lble levies, production andbased on 1971 trade. This may be compared with export subsidies, etc.). For textiles, footwear, andthe 22-percent increase estimated by Cline for full agricultur.al products, tariff reductions will haveliberalization on a rnost-favored-nation basis. little meaning without a simultaneous attack onThe trade effects of the existing preference sys nontariff barriers.
tem are much smaller because they are severely

limited by exceptions, quantitative restrictions,

tariff quotas, "competitive need" limitations, and

other devices.5 Two estimates of the effect of the POSSIBLE GAINS FROM

existing generalized systems of preference on INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT OF
developing country exports of manufactures, by

Iqbal and by Baldwin and Murray, based on 

PRIMARY COMMODITIES'

1971 trade put the developing country trade bene

fit at $380 million and $480 million respectively Exporter Cartels

(7,9). 

Like American farmers, farmers in developingBoth studies indicate that the trade creation countries have long clamored for "parity"effects of the preferences far outweigh the trade betwee:l.1 prices of primary commodities whichdiversion effects. The implications are twofold.

Introduction of the Generalized System of Prefer

they sell and prices of manufactured products

which they buy. The demand for "indexation"
ence (GSP) has no significant adv~rse effect on i.e.: the stabilization of real prices of primary
products at the most favorable base-period level

3Including processed foodstuffs, developing countries 
that can be found-is the current manifestation

including Argentina. of this line of thought. Candid advocates of the
4Assuming that the trade volume doubles in10 years 

New International Economic' Order will admit
this would be equivalent to $5 billion by 1985, in ' that the real objective is to improve the terms of
terms of constant 1974 prices. Recent estimate/:! by the trade of raw material exporters (10).World Bank staff covering 37 primary commodities, of Developing country enthusiasm for thiswhich 26 compete with production ih developed approach has been boosted considerably by thecountries, indicate a possible gain from liberalization by
1985 of $6 billion (1975 prices). Nearly half of this is 

spectacular success of OPEC. Analysis of the
contributed by two commodities: beef ($1.6 billion) and characteristics of various commodity marketssugar ($1 billion). An earlier estimate by Wouter Tims(6) covering nine primary commodities suggests a gain
of $7 billion (1974 prices) by 1980 if these products were 6The authors point out that the GSP is of greater
completely liberalized. 	 interest to the smaller and poorer developing countries

which are not affected by the value limits. The largerSThese constraints become more severe as more and and more advanced developing countries would benefitmore products come up against the ceilings as a result more fi;om successful most-favored-nation (MFN) tariffof normal market growth. See (8 and9). 	 reductions. 
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re~ Juls, however, that there are few other prima of the remainder of the economy which is flexiblery commodities which meet the criteria for suc only upward. Shortages are compounded by thecessful producer cartels. Among major products, fear of export restrictions. Excessivecoffee, cocoa, tea, and some metals have these 
price

instability tends to perpetuate itself throughcharacteristics: inelastic demand and the absence lagged supply responses and investment cycles.of satisfactory substitutes, and a relatively small As a result there is now greater interest amongnumber of like-minded supplying countries. Even importing countries in buffer stock agreements toin these cases, attempts to force up prices by stabilize supplies and prices.means of production quotas will face the risk of While the climate for negotiating internationalprice cutting by new entrants and by participants commodity agreements is more favorable than indissatisfied with their market share. The cartel the past, it is too earl~' to tell whether enoughpotential of most other primary commodities is common grour.d can be found between exporterseverely limited by the availability of substitutes
(copper, cotton, tin, hard fibers, jute, rubber, oil

and importer interests to permit successful nego
tiations. The industrial countries naturallyseeds and vegetable oils: now also sugar) or emphasize features of interest to them such asbecause industrial countries unlikely to join in a stabilization and supply assurances. They may becartel are important producers who could increase expected to continue to oppose developing countrytheir output (phosphates, sugar, cotton, oilseeds). demands for price support at higher than longIn these conditions, any attempt to rig prices is term competitive levels. It is for this reason thatlikely to backfire sooner or later as it will stimu they have thus far resisted pressures to establishlate production by nonparticipants and the devel a centralized political, administrative andopment of substitutes. financial structure in the United NationsThe possibility that producer cartels will be designed to predetermine and control the policiesformed cannot be ruled out. In some cases, the of the various commodity councils. They will
short-term rewards could be substantial. Their undoubtedly continue to be wary of attempts to
magnitude is suggested by the upsurge in prejudice the outcome of specific commodity nego
exporter earnings of over $10 billion-$6 billion tiations.


in real terms-which accompanied the recent What can the developing countries expect to
shortfalls in world production of coffee, cocoa and 
 get out of the 
 commodity negotiations undersugar.7 It is more likely, however, that the devel these circumstances?
oping countries will continue to press for inter Clearly they cannot expect the industrialnational agreements designed to stabilize and, if countries to ratify floor prices deliberately set topossible, increase their export earnings with the transfer sizable monopoly profits to a praducerconsent of importing countries. cartel. In fact, the industrial countries should

insist on safeguards against such action. But con
Producer/Consumer Agreements sumer acquiescence in the establishment of floor

prices that imply a modest improvement in theAttitudes in th~ industrial countries toward long-run terms of trade may possibly be securedinternational commodity agreements have become in some cases in return for guarantees againstmore favorable in the wake of recent upheavals unilateral producer action. For commodities comin world commodity markets. The belief that peting with domestic production in the industrialbasic commodities can safely be left to the countries (e.g., sugar), developing countryunfettered play of market forces has been shaken. exporters may be able to negotiate improved marThere is a growing conviction that extreme ket access. Greater stability of prices and exportinstability is undesirable and should be avoided. earnings would seem to present advantages forShortages and high prices of food, fuels and raw exporting countries in that it should facilitatematerials have been major factors in the world long-term planning and investments and, in somewide inflation of the past 4 years. Structural cases, improve the competitive position of primachanges have made the industrial r.conomies ry commodities exported by developing countriesmore inflation-prone and hence more vulnerable vis-a-vis more expensive but more stable substito external shocks originating in commodity mar tutes. In any event, the attractions of greaterkets. The inflationary effects are irreversible as stability are perceived more clearly by producersthey get locked into the wage and price structure when prices recede from their peaks. 

7Current export earnings from coffee and cocoa are REFERENCESup about $5.0 and $1.6 billion, respectively, from 1972- (1)
about 3 times in nominal terms (2 times in real terms). Food and Agriculture Organization of the
LDC export earnings from sugar tripled between 1972 United Nations, Assessment of the Worldand 1974, from $2 billion to $6 billion. Food Situation, Rome, 1974. 
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COMMENT 

by 
 
Vernon L. Sorenson 
 

Professor of Economics 
 
Michigan State University 
 

I want to congratulate both Mr. Josling and 
Mr. Sanderson for presenting interesting and per
ceptive papers. Each has dealt with a set of 
complex issues which could be extensively dis
cussed c~d debated. I will leave that to open 
discussion at the end of the session. I want to 
make only one comment that is directly related io 
Mr. Sanderson's paper, but it also has broader 
application. 

In common with other assessments of the food 
picture that will face poor countries by 1985 or 
1990, no issue is made of the effect of price on 
potential deficit levels. Grain prices in most poor 
countries will be strongly influenced by inter
national trading prices. If the United States and 
Russia, in particular, have a series of good crops 
and if wheat starts flowing into world markets at 
$2 per bushel f.o.b. Gulf ports, this will have a 
quite different implication for output eXPflnsion in 
poor countries than if a series of paO'i crops 
results in a price of $5.00 per bushel. A sec~Jnd 
aspect is the degree of variability around any 
overall level that prevails. 

My experience in poor countries, though lim
ited, is sufficient tc convince me that even the 
most illiterate farmers respond to favorable price 
condi\\ions. There would also be some demand 
effect, p&rticularly where grain is l~'d to livestock. 
Though I know that data problems are severe, I 
would encourage aUempts to incorporate this 
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variable into assessments of developing food defi
cits. 

What I will spend my remaining time on is 
something that a number of recent events have 
led me to ponder. The papers 'by Mr. Sanderson 
and Mr. Josling reinforce lily feeliD>~J that there is 
a need to increase dialogue on the question of 
how the United States should approach the prob
lem of agricultural trade policy formulation. 

First it is clear that the problem facing the 
United States in formulating international policy 
for agriculture has changed greatly during the 
s~venties. This is in part a result of change with
in U.S. and world food markets, and in part it 
reflects a new linkage between the world econo
my in general and the functioning of the U.S. 
economy. This new relationship reflects a greatly 
increased degree of interdependence that has 
many dimensions. In agriculture, the rapid 
expansion of export sales has led to a situation 
where U.S. farm and food markets are dependent 
on economic and other policy considerations and 
weather conditions around the world, and over 
which we have no control. We have become high
ly dependent on petroleum imports and are 
increasingly dependent on imports of a number of 
other raw materials. Our competitive position on 
a substantial :range of products from shoes to 
television sets has continued to deteriorate. 



Changes in economic structure have been long run, be best served by policies that increaseaccompanied by changes in the power structure their foreign exchange through such means asthat affect international commercial relations. preferences and international commodity arrangeThe milst striking of these during the seventies is ments, is not clear. Nonetheless, assisting develthe formulation of the OPEC and its ability to opment is a significant objective held by theimpose a fourfold increase in world oil prices. United States that should be considered in formuThis, in tum, has provided a rallying point for lating a comprehensive trade policy.the world's poor countries who have retained an Expansion of world food production is anotheramazing coh~siveness and have become a major central concern that ehould be reflected in U.S.force in international polk'Y fora. The European agricultural tr-'lde policy. The role of trade policyCommunity expanded to nine members and was passed over lightly at the world food conferdespite substantial internal conflict on ecollOmic ence, presumably because this is the business ofpolicy matters manages a united front vis-a-vis the GATT negotiations in Geneva. Existing tradethe United States in trade nlatters-especially in constraints inhibit output expansion in the Unitagriculture. ed States and a number of other countries withThe meaning of these ,'!onditions is that the potential, many of them developing countries.United States faces an unprecedented challenge Beyond this, the question of expanding producof leadership in developing international trade tion in food deficit poor countries contains a setpolicy. We no longer can view trade policy as a of trade-aid policies of great complexity. LDC'sseparate entity related to the domestic economy have repeatedly asked for additional means ofonly through its impact on special interest groups resource transfer and greater access to industrialwho may gain or lose thro11.gh actions that are countries' capital markets.
taken. We need an approach that seeks to define A fourth objective that needs to guide U.S.lind implement the international aspects of a agricultural trade policy is our increasing concerncQmposite domestic-international economic policy. with retaining access to supplies of raw materialsAny such policy should be grounded in a set of and commodities. The extent of dependency ofobjectives that recognize the national interest of the United States on foreign sources for manythe United States and not those of selected raw materials has increased sharply, and this,groups who have political power. along with our declining influence in foreign eco

Formulating objectives for U.S. trade policy is nomic policy, creates a vulnerability not here
a major task that will require the input of many tofore experienced by the United States. Both
groups and involve the most difficult of political import and export policies become relevant to
processes. Without any pretense of completeness, implementing this kind of objective. The
I want to suggest some elements tha~: are of increasing power of nations that control raw
particular relevance to agriculture. materials and the recent proliferation of export

First, iil light of current conditions of inter
controls by a large number of countries for a
variety of reasons have become a major ,newdependence and uncertainty in world markets, dimension of international policy.achieving a greater degree of market stabilization

is a central objective that should be sought. Wide 
As a final point and somewhat repetitive of

some of the objectives stated above, food andprice swings have been generated that affect con agricultural trade policy must seek to contributesumers, especially those who are poor. Producers
face great uncertainty in making production deci

to resource use efficiency and should not under
sions. Land prices have skyrocketed, and through 

mine the economic well-being of the United
States. It is important that policies assure thewhat has come to be called the "ratchet effect"

food prices have contributed to inflation. Longer 
continued strength and stability of the U.S. food

term implications flow from their potential effect 
system. Consumer interests must be protected
through assurances of a continuing and adequateon investment in agriculture and growth in pro

duction both in industrial and poor countries. 
supply of food from domestic and international
sources. Abrupt shifts in policy that create anSecond, agticultural trade policies should be undue cost on either consumers or producers needgeared toward assisting development in poor to be avoided.

countries. The less developed countries (LDC's) Trade policy can also serve as a deterrent orare asking that their development interests be stimulus to already strong inflationary forcesconsidered and that instruments be devised that through direct impact on prices. More fundaserve this end. They argue that simple trade lib mentally, in an economy with increasing industrieralization and multilateral reduction in barriers al concentration, trade measures can be used towill not serve that end and that policies are improve the competitive environment and stimuneeded that perform a redistributive function. late adjustments to more efficient and lower costWhether the objectives of development can, in the production. 
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1] At the international level agricultural trade 
.~ policy needs to be developed with a recognition of 
~ its implications for the objectives of overall U.S. 
rl foreign policy, and the increasing role that the 
1'" American food system plays in protecting the
l~ integrity of the U.S. international financial posi;.~ . 
i~ bon.
H Though these objectives may seem obvious and 
'i! are n<'t ;lecessarily comprehensive in scope, it is 
~ importailt that we seek to clearly specify the 
!i foundation upon which future policy is built. 
~ Only within such a framework will it be possible 
a to arrive at a workable set of instruments that 
l'! mmimize conflict among alternative objectives 
~ and best serve the composite domestic and inter
n national interests of the United States. A total 
H strategy which weighs each policy instrument in 
~ terms of its effect on alternative objectives is
d required. The problem of formulating trade policy 
fJ in this kind of framework is obviously very com-
Y plex. A wide range of instruments and strategies 
N related to multilateral trade negotiations, food 
U reserves, food aid, preference arrangaments for 
~ LDC's, commodity agreements, and other dimen
;1 sions of the new economic order as proposed by 
~ the LDC's are involved. 
if There are alternatives to the U.S. approach to 
~ these problems. Central to this is the philosophi
~ cal difference that has existed between the 
~ approach of the United States and that in most 

other parts of the world. As pointed out by War
ley,l this difference is deeply rooted in the eco
nomic and po:1itical systems of the countries 
involved and will not be easy to overcome. Basic
ally, it results in the United States continuing to 
place heavy reliance on the free mark.:!t while 
other countries seek to move in the direction of 
governmental organization of international mar
kets. This position is 2trongly held both by the 
European Economic Community and by the less 
developed countries. This impasse will have to be 
broken before really comprehensive international 
negotiations can occur. 

There are other important constraints to 
achieving effective trade policy. One of these is 
the resurgence of economic nationalism and neo
mercantilism that has occurred since the end of 
the Kennedy Round trade negotiations. Protec
tionism within th~ "Jnited States has become 
more important as the result of a deterioration in 
our competitive position in a fairly wide range of 
industrial products. This has led to a strong pro
tectionist position on the part of labor unions, an 
obvious political force, and the call for import 

I'r.K. Wal'ley, "Agriculture In International Economic 
Relations", American Journal of Agricultural Eco
nomics, Vol. 58, No.5, December 1976. 

quotas by a large number of industrial and com

modity groups. There are political and economic 
 
elements in the question of economic nationalism. 
 
The gains from international trade have been 
 
spelled out for a long time. The problems that 
 
arise through increased uncertainty, the some

times disruptive impact of interlinkage of econo

mies, and the longer term implications, particu

larly for depletion of nonrenewable resources, are 
 
now just being discovered. 
 

Another impediment stems from the complexity Iof the interaction$ that exist and our ability to 
 
evaluate the implications and workability of vari- ~. 

ous policy thrusts that currently are being con sid

ered. The conditions under which workable com

modity agreements or an effective food reserve 
 
system can be established and managed are not 
 
clear. We have little informatior. on the effective 
 
protection levels that exist for agricultural com

modities in most countries and hence are not 
 
really in a position to assess the effects of poten

tial decisions that might be made. The 
 
relationship between various international policies 
 
promoted by the developing countries and achiev

ing development is not clear. Much of the intel

lectual and empirical work needed to develop and 
 
support a comprehensive policy by the United 
 
States has not been done. 
 

A final problem is simply the question of how 
decisions are made within the U.S. Government. 
The General Accounting Office recently reported 
that no less than 24 agencies and 36 congress
ional committees currently are involved in some 
aspect of agricultural and food policy. It has been 
clear in recent years that decisions related to 
international food policy have been made in vari
ous departments, in some cases without linkage 
to, or consultation with, other relevant agencies 
or with Congress. The role of the Department of 
Agriculture and agriculturalists clearly has dimin
ished. This represents a challenge that can be 
overcome only through establishing a solid infor
mation base and by adopting a broadly oriented J 
and comprehensive focus on the problem. The 
greatly increased complexity of the policy process 
due both to the much more diffuse linkage of the IU.S. economy and the food system to the inter
national economy, and the fragmented decision 
process within tbe U.S. Government leads. to 
uncertainty about our capacity to formulate a Icomprehensiv(J and coherent policy. This can 
become a critical factor in determining whether 
the United States is able to effectively perform its 
traditional leadership role in formulating inter
national commercial policy. 

I don't want to end on a completely negative 
note, so let m.e comment on the positive side. 
First, there is some evidence of flexibility in the 
philosophical position held by the United States. 



We are more willing to discuss organized trading 
arrangements. Hopefully this will lead to conces
sions by our adversaries and some movement 
toward formation of more reasonable trade policy 
for agriculture. Second, the analytical capacity to 
support formulation of a trade policy for agricul
ture is available and needs only to be organized 

and directed. If this is accomplished, and I have 
considerable optimism, it should affect decision 
processes. The only place I remain completely 
pessimistic is on the question of pressures for 
increased protection. They will likely increase and 
become a more difficult part of the problem of 
formulatir..g a logical agricultural trade policy. 

COMMENT 
by 
 

Alberto Valdes 
 
International Food Policy Institute 
 

Washington, D.C. 
 

Fred Sanderson's paper about the problems 
and perspectives of developing countries and Tim 
Josling's paper on the conditions of tl'ade in 
major temperate zone products are largely com
plementary, and offer a rich menu of topics. My 
comments will explore some of Mr. Sanderson's 
implications about developing countries and then 
raise aquestion about Mr. Josling's paper. Basic
ally, I will not be contradicting any major points 
presented in either paper. 

Financin(4 Rising Grain Imports 
in Developing Countries 

Josling and others have suggeated that the 
costs of rising grain imports are perhaps the 
most significant constraint to developing 
countries ability to import grain. Sanderson's 
paper takes this into account by analyzing the 
food gap not only with regard to agriculture, but 
in relation to the overall trade position of various 
countries, a perspective that is often ignored in 
many discussions. 

If taken at face value, the magnitude of food 
deficits projected for the developing countries as 
a group is frightening. And it is true that food 
imports to developing countries have accelerated 
over the recent past. Howeyer, there are other 
facets to the problem. For example, when the 
food and oil import coats are compared with total 
national importa, in several fO(ld-deficit countries 
for which data were readily available, food 
imports as a share of total national imports rose 
only 1 percent between 1971-72 and 1974. On the 
other hand, fuel's share of total imports jumped 8 
percent during the same period (1). Thus the abil
ity to tinance needed food imports might depend 
more on nonagricultural factors such as oil prices 
than on the prices and/or production of agricul
tural commodities including grains. 

Moreover, as Sanderson points out, the 
relationship between food deficits and trade pros
pects varies in each country. Th~ese individual 
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country situations must be examined in the con
text of a world food trade strategy. How essential 
this strategy will be to increasing food supply in 
the developing countries will depend to a large 
extent on the specific relationship between the 
food deficit and trade prospects in these 
countries. 

ReF-earchers at the International Food Policy 
Research Institute are currently developing a 
country typology of developing countries, based 
on the degree of food self-sufficiency, balance of 
payment position, per capita income, ::md produc
tion trends. Based on this typology, the potential 
benefit of trade liberalization to the developing 
countries is being explored. The analysis shows 
remarkable diffp.rences among selected countries 
in their potential for financing food imports (2). 

For example, as one wm,lId e..:pect, there is one 
group of countries that require no food imports 
(Argentina, Thailand, Brazil). A second group has 
minor food import requirements that can be 
financed by agric.ultural exports (this group 
includes Pakistan, Ethiopia, Indonesia, and the 
Philippines). The third group has a sizable regu
lar food import requirement, although these 
countries have relatively good agricultural produc
tion levels. Only some of these countries, for 
example, Egypt and Malaysia, are likely to need 
financial assistance because of the size of their 
food deficits. The fourth group consists of 
countries that have performed poorly in terms of 
food production per capita and will probably 
depend on financial aid for part of their needed 
food importr. 'Chis group includes Tanzania, Indi
a, Banglad•. t;', Ghana, and Sri Lanka. Finally, 
there are a number of food importing OPEC 
countries and pemi-industrialized food-deficit 
countries that are C~~Qrly in a sufficiently strong 
balance-of-payments position to purchase commer
cially whatever level of food imports they might 
require (e.g., Korea, Taiwan, Nigeria, Venezuela, 
and Algeria). 



Although the balance of payments problems 
created by financing fout! deficits are more press
ing in South Asia, they are not restricted to that 
region; some African countries might also face a 
serious balance-of-payments situation. For some 
of these countries, the financial requirements 
needed to pay for their food deficits seem unreal
istically high relative to their export sectors. The 
main point is that, given the limi.ts of finances or 
food available, we must try to identify our "tar
get group." For this purpose, economists can gen
erate the relevant criteria, apply them to avail
able infonnation' and specifically identify those 
developing countries' concessionary terms in 
order to finance food imports. 

Multilateral Trade Negotiations 
 
and Potential Benefits to Developing Countries 
 
from Trade Liberalization 
 

Sanderson concludes that one of the most 
important contributions that rich nations can 
T.!ake to less developed countries is to reduce 
trade barriers for less developed country exports. 
I concur. However, I believe that by far the 
major potential benefits in terms of foreign 
exchange earnings would come from semipro
cessed and manufactured goods rather than agri
cultural goods-although on the aggregate, poten
tial beD"fits for developing countries from 
agricultural products are n<'t insignificant. These 
benefits would, on one hand, be highly concen
trated in a few already export-oriented countries, 
such as Argentina, Brazil, the Philippines, Mex
ico, and Taiwan, and other countries that are for 
the most part not food-deficit. But perhaps more 
relevantly, potential benefits from trade liber
alization of agricultural products relative to the 
size of each country's external sector are "signifi
cant" for only a few countries. Unfortunately, the 
relative gains could be trivial for most of the 
developing countries, including most of the food
deficit countries. 

Therefore, for most developing countries, sig
nificant benefits from trade liberalization would 
be more likely to accrue from semiprocessed and 
manufactured labor-intansive commodities. 
Unfortunately, these benefits would not be cap
tured by all of the poorest of the developing 
countries; however, large food-deficit countries 
such as India could make significant gains in 
these commodities. 

Performance of International 
Commodity Markets 

In addition to his excellent discussion of per
fonnanc~ of international commodity markets, 
Professor Josling usefully links the question of 
market instability with degrees of production. In 

the case of grains, Josling is relatively optimistic 
when he argues that the present round of Multi
lateral Trade Negotiations (MTN) offers a good 
opportunity to improve trade conditions in the 
major temperate ~one products. 

I share his opinion that there has bee.n a 
change in attitude among the major actors 
(OECD members) in recognizing the need to 
reduce market instability and improve food secu
rity. Building grain reserves seems to be a mutu
ally acceptable objective among trading partners. 
However, it is not dear that the EC countries 
and Japan, as major grain importers, have had a 
significant change in attitude about a reduction 
in their trade barriers. Can we realistically expect 
a cha.nge in domestic policies-which Josling and 
Johnson. have linked so well to the trade policies? 
Let's explore it very briefly. 

As Josling points out, market instability and 
trade barrield are related, and moreover, 
improved security in world markets will facilitate 
adjustin.(lnts in domestic policies in developed 
countries. In this same vein, Dale Hathaway sug
gests that greater security would improve the 

, prospects for reduced trade barriers. I agree, how
ever, the existence of stocks to reduce price fluctu
ations does not necessarily imply a reduction in 
trade barriers, although it might facilitate such a 
reduction. It does necessarily imply changing the 
prevailing system, or the fonns of trade barriers 
(i.e. variable levies, or variable import quotas), 
but without necessarily reducing the average level 
of protection. 

Other than market instability, are the circum
stances in the mid-seventies so different that the 
major trading partners have real incentives that 
did not exist in the sixties to make adjustments 
in their domestic policies? From a consumer ori
ented viewpoint, the EC and Japan would receive 
important gains; however, typically, concern 
about trade balance effects tends to dominate 
negotiations. In this sense, trade liberalization 
could present difficulties to the EC and Japan 
while it offers good opportunities for Canada, the 
United States, and Oceania. 

Another barrier to liberalization is that the 
"real" cost of fann programs-real meaning the 
welfare cOlilts in tenns of resource allocation 
losses plus consumer losses-are quite small in 
absolute tenns, or as a proportion of national 
income (3, 4). Further, the budgetary cost of the 
programs does not seem to be intolerably high 
for the rich countries with a small and declining 
fann sector. In the past, the trade-disruptive 
effects of the income support policies centered on 
product prices hal:; hindered approaches to trade 
liberalization. Moreover, a reduction in protection 
in Japan and Western Europe would benefit pri
marily fanners in North America and Oceania. 
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So, for those countries with potential export REFERENCES
gains, the incentive is clear. Never'~heless, for the 
potential importers, reductions in barriers imply (1) 
major domE\Rtic structural adjustments (i.e., 
employment effects). Given the problems of struc
tural adjustments implied in his paper, Josling 
does not clearly present the change in circuln
stances that supposedly will provide an incentive (2) 
for the EC and Japan to significantly reduce the 
degree of effective protection for farming activ
ities. (3) 

This is, I believe, a relevant issue, and I would 
be interested in Josling's impressions about the 
circumstances changing attitudes about and cre
ating incentives for a reduction of trade b~rriers (4) 
in the EC and J£lpan. 

Valdes. Alberto and Barbara Huddleston, 
"Financing Needed Imports-Selected Food 
Defic.it Developing Countries," presented to 
the Symposium on Trade and Agriculture, 
Tucson, Arizona, April 17-20, 1977. 
Valdes, Alberto and Barbara Huddleston, 
op. cit.. 
J osling, Timothy, "Agriculture and 
Britain's Trade Policy Dilemma," Thames 
Essay No.2, Trade Policy Research Centre, 
London, 1970. 

Johnson, D. Gale, World Agriculture in 
Disarray, MacMillan, London, 1973. 
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INTERNATIONAL FOOD SECURITY: 
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ABSTRACT 

Food security in the low income countries 
has improved significantly during the past 
century. Much of the improvement has 
resulted from changes in communication 
and transportation. Three alternatives for 
further improving the security of food sup
plies for the low income countries are con
sidered. Trade liberalization for agricultural 
products would contribute to greater price 
stability in international markets and make 
it easier for low income countries to import 
food when domestic production is adversely 
affected. Grain reserves, whether held by an 
international consortium or by agreement 
among the major exporters, could contribute 
to price stability, but without trade liber
alization it is very difficult to estimate the 
size of reserves required. Given that trade 
liberalization is either unlikely or will 
require a long transition period, a grain 
insumnce proposal is presented. Under this 
proposal all production shortfalls below 
trend in excess of 6 percent would be met 
by the United States or a group of donor 
nations. This would minimize the hardship 
arwing from variations in food production 
in the low income countries. 

World economic growth and its associated tech
nological changes have greatly increased inter
national food security over the past century. Sub
stantial-one might say revolutionary
improvements in the apeed of communication, the 
almost universal availability of rapid means of 
communication, and the reductions in the costs of 

*This paper is based in part on research supported 
by grants to The University of Chicago by the National 
Science Foundation and the Rockefeller Foundation. 
Dan Summer, Chung Ming Wong, and Gabrielle 
Brenner have participated in the reaearch. The views 
expressed are entirely my own responsibility. 
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and time required for transportation have signifi
cantly decreased the hard3hips and Buffering 
resulting from shortfalls in food production in 
specific geographic areas. These dramatic 
changes in communication and transportation 
have enormously expanded the extent of the .mar
ket from which food supplies could be drawn for 
almost any local community or region in the 
world. Only a century ago in many parts of the 
world, food 100 miles a',yay was no more avail
able to relieve the impacts of crop failure than if 
the food were on another planet. There remain a 
few areas of the world that are so isolated that 
relief in case of need may be delayed because of 
limited communication facilities and high trans
port costs. But such areas involve but a tiny 
fraction of the world's population. And even in 
these cases if an early warning system were cre
ated, most of t..lte suffering from food insuf
ficiency due to natul'al causes could be avoided. 

Two other factors have operated to improve 
international food security, though both together 
are probably much less important than the 
changes in communications and transportation. 
The first is that the variability of grain produc
tion for the world has declined significantly dur
iIlg the past century. This statement cannot bp, 
proven b':yond a reasonable dou.bt becauB,e of 
data inadequacies, but we do know that in specif
ic regions of the world, variability of grain pro
duction has been substantially reduced. The sec
ond is that with· the incre'lses in per capita 
incomes for a considerable fraction of the world's 
population, there have been created reserves of 
food that could be and have been drawn upon. I 
refer to the substantial increase in the amou.nt of 
cereals fed to livestock, other than draft animals, 
that has occurred in the twentieth century. In 
recent years, more than a third of the world's 
grain production has been fed to livestock and 
most of this to animals other than draft animals. 
As a part of the same change in the structure of 
food production and consumption, the inventories 
of animals also provide a significa.nt food reserve. 



It is true that during the past century the 
world's population has almost trebled. But the 
changes referred to have been sufficient to 
improve the food security for the much larger 
population of the world. Instead of the incidence 
of famine having increased over the past century, 
it has declined substuntially.l This is a remark
able achievement that appears to have gone 
largely unrecognized in recent and current dis
cussions of world food problems and world food 
security. 

But the changes that have occurred in tech
nology and the world economy have a potential 
positive impact on world food security greater 
than has so far been realized. The means now 
exist to prevent nearly all deaths and most of the 
hardships due to food production shortfalls in 
any and all parts of the world. This may seem 
like an extrem<.l statement, but it should be noted 
that it addresfles only one part of the problem of 
food insufficiency and malnutrition. The state
ment does not refer to the interl"elationships 
b,,;,ween poverty and the inability to acquire ade
quate food for good health and normal work 
activity. But 1 am serious in saying that it is no 
longer necessary for food production shortfalls in 
any part of the world to result in serious human 
hardship due to food insufficiency. 

CAUSES OF INTERNATIONAL FOOD 
INSECURITY 

The primary reason why we have failed to 
achieve the degree of international ff1::id security 
that is now possible is not nature but man. And 
the aspect of man that is responsible for our 
failure is not man as a farmer or scientist or 
extension wOi:'ker or grain marketer or food 
retailer but man as a politician. I use the term 
politician very broadly to include all of thosp, who 
have influence with respect to decisions that 
affect production, pricing, and trade involving 
food. 

Variability in the world's production of grain 
may be used, I believe, to give an approximate 
indication of variability of world food production. 
Since 1970171, there has been much concern 
expressed about climatic variability, but the max
imum negative deviation from trend in grain pro
duction appears npt to have been in excess of 3 
percent. The positive deviations may have been 

lSee the article on Famine in the Encyclopedia 
Britannica, 1970-73 issues. The article is not in the 
most recent revision. 
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rather larger, perhaps as much as 5 percent in 
two of the last 6 years.2 

With allY reasonable assumption concerning 
the price elasticity of demand for grain for use or 
consumption, the negative deviations from trend 
cannot be considered to be large. A negative dp.vi
ation of 3 percent and a price elasticity of 
demand of -0.1 would result in a price change of 
30 percent-assuming that stocks remained 
unchanged. Even if the price elasticity of dpmand 
for grain in the world were as low as -0.05, it 
would have required only a 35-million-ton reduc
tion in stocks to have held price increases during 
recent years to 30 percent. But the price changes 
in international markets for grains between 19721 
73 and 1973174 and 1974175 were substantially 
larger than this in real terms. 

In two previous publicativns I have argued 
that the substantial increases in international 
grain prices in the years following 1971172 could 
not be explained primarily by production short
falls plus a variety of other factors such as the 
decline in fishmeal production, the Russian grain 
purchases, increased affluence (including b'.l.siness 
cycle effects) and the devaluation of the doHar.3 

After the effects of these variables upon inter
national grain prices were taken into account, 
there remained a substantial part of the rise in 
grain prices between mid-1972 and 1973174 that 
had to be attributed to other factors. 

The primary factor responsible for price 
increases over and above those explained by the 
reduction in grain production and the other 
changes noted was the policies of most govern
ments of the wor.ld that affected the pricing of 
grain within their national boundaries. In 
countries that consumed well over half of the 
world's grain, prices were not permitted to reflect 
the changes in the world demand and supply 
situation that had occurred. Domestic prices paid 
by consumers and received by producers in these 
countries were stabilized by control of net grain 
trade. This was the effect of policies followed in 
the Soviet Union, in China, in the European 

2These estimates are derived from world grai.., pro
duction estimates of the U.S. Depa!iment of Agricul
ture. The deviations are estimated from a linear trend 
line and thus may underestimate the absolute mag
nitude of the negative deviations and overestimate the 
positive deviations. However, it is highly unlikely that 
the maximum negative deviation from trend exceeded 4 
percent. Due to variations in stocks of grains, the devi
ations of world grain consumption from trend levels 
were smaller than for grain production. 

3World Fooi Problems and Prospects. Wa.shington, 
American Enterprise Institute, 1975, ch.3. and "World 
Agriculture Commodity Policy and Price Variability," 
Am. JL. of Agric. Econ., 57, no. 5 (Dec. 1975), pp. 823
28. 



Community, and in most other countries in West
ern Eurupe. Thus, consumers were given no 
incentive to economize in the use of grain. and 
producers were given no incentive to expand 
grain production. The consequence of these poli
cies was that all of the adjustments to the 
changed conditions were imposed upon the inter
national grain market and those countries in 
which domestic and international grain prices 
were permitted to vary together. This mpant ~__ '. t 
most of the adjustments had to be made by the 
United States and many developing countries.4 

There is considerable resistance to acceptir.g 
the view that it was rna'tl and not nature that 
was responsible for a large fraction of the sub
stantial increas(;s in intenlational grain prices 
that occurred after mid-1972. To accept this view 
means to conclude that much of the human suf
fering that occurred in the low-income countries 
of the world due to higher food prices in inter
national markets was the result of human action 
and not the inevitable consequence of the adver
sities imposed by nature. I am not arguing that 
the advereities imposed upon poor people were 
th<: intended effects of the policies followed. In 
:>LIler words, I am not saying that the deci
sionmakers in the Soviet Union or the European 
Community intended to reduce the fuod su...~plies 
available to South Asia or Central Africa. But I 
do hope that I have made the point that national 
policies that insulate domestic prices and con
sumption from the effects of world variations in 
demand and 'supply have inevitable and. at time s, 
adverse eff~~ctB upon others. And often those 
who are adversely affected are much, much less 
capable of coping with the ;::onsequences tha.n 
those who are being prutected by the policies. 

4An unpublished study by Thomas Grennes, Paul R. 
Johnson, and Marie Thursby-"Devaluation, Foreign 
Trade Controls, and Domestic Agricultural Prices" 
(North Carolina State University, 1976)-provides esti
mates of the effects of the changes in domest' price 
and trade polick..l of Canada, Australia, Argentina, 
Europe, and Japan upon the U.S. internal prices of 
wheat betwel·~. 19'72173 and 1973174. While my conclu
sions were basad upon some rather simple demand
supply relationships, their study was based on a quite 
sophisticated. world wheat model. They found hat 
approximately & third of the actu~i increase in real 
prices between the 2 years was explained .by changes in 
product;m, 'lnd world demand and by changes in trade 
with the rest ot ~he world. Approximately a sixth of he 
increase in the U.S. inte:..nul wheat price was explriued 
by the change in the EC variable levy and app.roxi
mately another sixth was explained by policy chl:tng'es 
that occurred in Canada, Australia, and Japan. I 
believe that t.hese results are reasonably consistent with 
my rough calculations, though my references were to 
total grains ratiler than to wheat. Included in the 
changes in exports to the rest of the world were the 
policy changes in the Soviet UniC'll, China, and Eastern 
Europe. 

ALTERNATIVES FOR INTERNATIONAL 
FOOD SECURITY 

I shall consider three approaches for 
improving international food security-liber
alization of barriers to trade in agricultural prod
ucts, grain reserves, and a grain insurance pro
gram for the developing countries. I shall discuss 
these alternatives primarily in terms of their con
tributions to food security for the poorer people of 
the world. 

There aTe interrelationships among the 
approaches, especially between trade liber
alization and grain reserves. The appropriate 
sizes of grain reserves for the world are signifi
cantly affected by the domestic price and trade 
policies affecting food products. Because of these 
intern'';'ltionships, I use some of our work on 
grain reserves to show the potential effects of 
trade liberalization on food Se'!i.1rity. 

Trade Liberalization 

The cOi1Ventional argument for a grain reserve 
is to offset uncontrollea variations in production. 
While this argument may be valid for an individ
ual country that does not engage in international 
trade, it is not a valid explanation for the hold
ing of reserves significantly in excess of working 
stocks for the world as a whole. 

We have made estimates of optimal reserves 
for individual countries, for regions, and for the 
wo;dd as a whole, and these estimates will be 
used to indiNl.te the effect of free trade upon the 
appropriate size of grain reserves.5 Since these 
results depend upon the aRsumptions that we 
have made, let me first btH .:, describe what we 
have done. 

Optimal grain reseives are defined according 
to a storage rule in which the expected gain from 
adding an amount to reserves equals the expected 
cost of holding that amount of grain until it 
would be withdrawn.6 In other words, the amount 
of storage is based upon the expectation that 
investment in holding reserves would yield a nor
mal or ueual rate of return on that tnvestment. 

5For a presentation of the theory, empirical assump
tions, and some estimates of reserves, see D. Gale John
son and Dan Summer, "Ar, Optimization Approach to 
Grain Reserves for Developing Countries," .4nalyses of 
Grain Reserves, A Proceedings, compiled hy D~vid J. 
Eaton and W. Scott Steele, Economic Research Service, 
Report No. 634, Aug. 1976, pp. 56-76. 

sput another way, the assumption is thlit the change 
in price for the grain from the time the grain is added 
to the reserve and when it is l~moved from the reserve 
equals the costs of holding the grain for the period of 
time. 
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As with all other investments, there is no certain
ty that when grain is added to a reserve that the 
investment will yield the expected return, but 
over a period of time the actual return should be 
approximately the expected return. In our esti
mates we have assumed that the physical costs 
of storage were $7.50 per ton-year and that the 
real rate of interest was 5 percent. 

The estimates of optimal grain reserves pre
sented below are based on two assumptions that 
must be borne in mind. One is that only produc
tion variability has been taken into account; 
demand vadability can also affect the size of 
optimal reserves and has not been taken into 
account. For food grains, however, demand vari
ability is very small and would have little effect 
on the estimates though the same cannot be said 
for feed grains. The second assumption is that 
for the country and region estimates, there is free 
trade in grain within the country or region but 
net grain trade among countries or among 
regions js held constant at the 1970 level. Since 
changes in b!.lPOriS and exports of grain are 
alternatives to storage for a given country or 
region; th~ assumption of con~tant net trade 
results in an overestimate of optimal reserves for 
all countries and regions except possibly North 
America.7 

Estimates of oJ:Hmal reserves (in excess of 
working stocks) are given in table 1 for some 
individual countries, certain regions, and the 
world as a whole. The top part of the table 
indicates the optimal reserves for six individual 
countries and all other developing countries of 
the Far East (except China). The sum of the 
optimal carryover levels for the individual 
countries at a l;lrobability level of 0.50 for the Far 
East is 14.8 n_:Jlion. tons. 8 However, if there were 
free trade within the Far East, the optimal carry
over at the same probability level would be just 
3.0 million tons. Ii may also be noted that if 
there were free trade among all developing 
regions (excluding China), the optimal carryovers 
would be very small. Thus, the developing 
countries could-if they made the effort-achieve 
a remarkable degree of food security by tr~djng 

7North America may be an exception because of the 
great importance of net exports in total use of grain 
produced. Our research is now concentrating on the 
effects of variability of export demand on the optimal 
size of reserves. 

8The optime.! carryover levels for 1975 indicated for 
that year I?>:e not meant to imply carryo'Ver levels for a 
specific yeat'. The carryover levels given ara based on 
the distribution of possible supplies (~arryin and pro
duction) et the beginning of a year. In an actual case, 
the available supply would be known at the beginning 
of the y,,7ar and the optimal carryover level could be 
estimated. All references are to metric tons. 

freely among themselves. It should be noted that 
if transportation costs were included in the mod
el, optimal carryovers for the developing regions 
would be increased somewhat. for regions, or 
countries that vary between being net importers 
and net exporters. However, the effects of this 
modification would be small. 

The estimates of optimal carryover level;s for 
the world indicate the striking effects of free 
trade upon food security. At least half of the 
time, optimal carryovers would be nil; in only 1 
year out of 20 would such reserves (in excess of 
working stockE,;) equal or exceed 18 million tons. 
Thus, a low cost means of achieving a significant 
degree of supply and price variability would be 
free trade; for the developing countries the free 
trade would not have to be with all countries but 
only the other developing countries.9 

The previous discussion has been in terms of 
free trade in grains in the world or within large 
regions. Actually, the assumptiun of free trade is 
not necessary fo1' meeting the objective of 
increased stability of international grain prices. It 
is not trade interferences per se that increase 
instability of international prices but the fmms of 
trade interferences. The Common Agricultural 
Policy results in a high average degree of protec
tion for grains produced in the European Commu
nity (EC), but it is not the degree of protection 
that increases the instability of internatior1al 
grain prices. The EC-induced instability of inter.
national grain prices results from the imple
mentation of 8. policy of internal price stability 
that results in variable degrees of ;::>rotection for 
domestic production. The protection is high when 
international prices are low and increases as 
international prices decline; the protection is low 
(or negative) when internatil-nal prices are high 
and decreases further as international prices 
increase. If the same average degree of protection 
over a period of time were achieved bv the use of 
constant ad valorem (fixed percentage) tariffs, 
producer and consumer prices in the EC would 
":eflect changes in international grain prices. Net 
grain trade of the EC would thus be responsive 

9Perhaps a word of explanation is in order about the 
implications of estimates of nil or low optimum stocks 
to price stability and food security. If optimal carryover 
levels are nil half the time, this means that there is a 
very small probability that the price increase from one 
year to the next is e:rpected to exceed the cost of 
storage. With grain at $100 per ton, this would mean 
that price increases from one year to the next are likely 
to be less than 12.5 percent in ree] terms. As reserves 
become larger, the probability of price increases being 
greater than the costs of storage for one year increases. 
However, when the optimal reserves for the world are 
equal to or less than 1.5 percent of world production in 
19 years out of 20, price variability would be held to 
plus or minus 25 percent with a very high degree of 
probability. 
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Table l--Optimal carryovers for selected countries and regions, 1975 

Cumulative probability levels 
1975 trend: 

Country or region production: 0.950.50 0.75 

Million metric tons-

A. Demand elasticity n=-.lO: 

6 0.3 0.7 1.2Burma ••••••• "•• (" ••••••••• : 
 
6.5 9.5 13.5India .•.••...••..•.. t •••• :
 

100 
16 1.6 2.9 4.4Indonesia •••••••••••••••• : 

Pakistan-Bangladesh •••••• : 
 23 1.4 2.4 4.2 
0.1 0.2 0.3Philippines •••...•••••••••• : 
 6 

13 3.5 4.7 6.2Thailand •... f,. ............. : 
 

Other Far East ••••••••••• : 19 1.4 2.1 3.1 
1.5 3.0 5.0Africa .................... : 
 46 

3.0 12 .5Far East ••••••••••••••••• : 
 184 7.5 

73 2.5 5.0 8.5Latin America •••••••••••• : 
2.5 4.5 8.5Near East •••••••••••••••• : 48 


All developing regions .: 353 2.5 7.5 15.0 


Europe ••••••••••••••••••• : 231 1.3 5.5 9.5 

18.0 33.0North America •••••••••••• : 270 10.0 

8.0 15.4Oceania ••••••• a •••••••••• : 18 10.5 
USSR ••••••••••••••••••••• : 199 28.0 41.0 49.0 

2.0 18.0Wor ld •• ~ ••••••••••••• : 1,304 0.0 

B. Demand elasticity n=-.20: 
·· India •..•.••.• 8 ••••• ~ •••• : 

2.0 4.0 7.5 
Africa ••••••••••••••••••• : 0.0 0.5 2.5 

0.0 1.0 7.0Far East ••••••••••••••••• : 
Developing regions ••••• : 0.0 1.0 7.0 

1.5 8.5 22.0North America •••••••••••• : 
13.0 24.0 37.0USSR ••••••••••••••••••••• : 

World .................· 
 0.0 0.0 7.0 


be managed to minimize fluctuations in availableto international prices, while under the current 
supplies and prices of grain for the world. Butpolicy it shows little or no responsiveness. Con

sequently, it would be possible to achieve a high iOThe conclusion that fixed ad valorem tariffs do not 
degree of international food security with sub contribute to international price instability is exactly 

correct only if the grain demand function has a constantial degrees of protection to domestic agricul
stant elasticity. With other types of demand functionst are if form the protection werethe of the conclusion would be affected somewhat. With a 

appropriate.10 linear demand function an ad valorem tariff would 
limit the price increase from production shortfalls (com

Grain Reserves parl;!d to free trade) and would increase price declines 
from above average production, for example. There is no question that grain reserves could 
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once this is said, it must be noted immediately 
that given the agricultural and trade policies fol
lowed by the nations of the world, no one knows 
what the appropriate reserve rules should be. athe 
work that we have so iar done on optimal carry
overs does not provide the answers nor does any 
other of the numerous studies of grain reserves. 
It is our hope that we will have some answers, 
but at the moment it is not obvious that we can 
adequately measure the international demand 
destabilizing effects of domestic policies of grain 
price stability. Without further research work, it 
is not possible to estimate either the distribution 
of optimal reserve quantities or the size of 
reserves required to hold price variability within 
a given range with a specified probability of suc
cess. 

It is, I beliE-ve, fairly obvious that with the 
current goverr.inental interferences with trade in 
grains, a grain reserve, whether operated by the 
major exporters or an in~ernational consortium of 
both importers and exporters, with the objective 
of holding international grain prices within speci
fied limits would have a high probability of 
exhausting available supplies unless the price 
limits were very wide. If nothing else, this lesson 
can be learned from the experience of 1972 and 
1973. 

Obviously, there is some size of grain reserves 
that would be large enough to compensate for the 
demand variability induced by national policies 
as well as the production variability. But it is 
certain that the costs of such a reserve would 
substantially exceed the revenues realized by the 
stockholding agency. But would this represent an 
efficient use of economic resources? Are the gain
s, however evaluated, from the added price sta
bility large enough to compensate for the 
unrecovered costs? III my opinion, there is an 
alternative prograrn that would make a signifi
cantly greater contribution to food security for 
that part of the world's population that most 
needs assistance. I refer, of course, to the people 
of the low income countries. . 

A Grain Insurance Program 

The proposal for a grain insurance program is 
a simple one. It is that the United States, either 
alone or in cooperation with other industrial 
countries, guarantee to each developing country 
that in any year in which grain production 
declines more than a given percentage below 
trend production that the shortfall in Excess of 
that amount would be supplied. This would per
mit each developing country to achieve a high 
degree of stability in its domestic supply of grain, 

and such stability could be achieved at a relative
ly low cost to the donor nations. If the devel· 
oping nations were willing and able to adopt a 
modest storage program of their own, year-to-year 
variability in grain supplies could be held to lev
els within 3 or 4 percer~j; of trend production. 
Thus, a substantial degree of internal price sta
bility could be achieved at low cost for each 
developing country. 

The selection of percentage shortfall from 
trend production that would trigger the transfer 
of grain should reflect two considerations-the 
incentive for holding reserves in the developing 
countries and the effect of the insurance pay
ments on the output behavior of the producers in 
those countries. If the percentage is too low, say 
between 1 and 2 percent, there would be no eco
nomic incentive for holding reserves and the 
magnitude of the grain transfers would be large 
enough to significantly reduce the average 
expected retum to local producers and thus lower 
the rate of growth of domestic grain production. 
By a process of trial and error, I have concluded 
that the most appropriate criterion would be 6 
percent-all production shortfalls in excess of 6 
percent would be met. I I 

The primary objective of the proposal is to 
assist the developing countries to hold year-to
year variations in grain consumption to a rea.son
able or acceptable level. In my opinion, this is 
the most meaningful definition of food security. 
The proposal should constitute the primary form 
of food aid provided by the countries that par
ticipate in the provision of the gyain insurance. If 
nothing else, I believe that the insura.nce feature 
of the proposal constitutes the most reasonable 
rationale for food aid to the developing countries
.12 The proposal provides a solution to an 
important problem confronting many developing 
countries-variability of food availability at times 
so extreme that significant hardship results. I 
know of no similarly important objective that has 

III have called thp. proposal an insurance program. 
An insurance program usually implies the payment of a 
premium. Elsewhere I have briefly discussed the possi
bilities of charging premiums, at least for some of the 
higher income developing countries. See "Increasd Sta
bility of Grain Supplies in Developing Countries: Opti
mal Carryovers and Insurance," Jagdish Bhagwati, ed., 
The New International Economic Order: The North
South Debate, Cambridge, MIT Press, 1977, p. 258. 

121 do not mean to imply that the insurance program 
should be the only form of food aid but only that it 
should be the primaiY form. There are natural disas
ters, such as the earthquake in Guatemala, that can be 
partially alleviated by food aid. And some food aid can 
be effectively utilized in particular development projects 
or in special nutrition programs. By being "effectively 
utilized" I mean that the food aid would approximate 
the effectiveness of an unrestricted cash transfer. 
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been met by most of the food aid that has been 
distributed over the past two decades. 

The proposal is not put forward as a solution 
to the long-run objective of expanding per capita 
food production and consumption in the devel
cping countries. Neither this proposal nor any 
other form of food aid can make a significant 
contribution to the expansion of food production. 
But I am confident that the insurance proposal 
will not have significant negative effects upon 
the growth of food production and the same can
not be said about other methods of distributing 
food aid. 

Table 2 presents estimates of the annual pay
ments that would have been made under the 
insurance program for 1954 through 1973. The 
countries included in the estimates are all devel
oping countries that produce more than a million 
tons of grain annually. Developing countries are 
defined to include all the countries of Latin 
America, Africa and Asia excluding Japan, South 
Africa, Argentina, China, North Korea, and 
North Vietnam. The limitation of the analysis to 
countries producing more than a million tons of 
grain was done to limit data collect!chi. and pro
cessing and has little effect on the }"esults. Some 
countries, such as Iran and Chile, are included 
that no longer merit the classification of devel
oping countries, if that concept is synonymous 
with low-income countries. 

The average annual payment for the 19 year 
period would have been 4.0 million tons if the 
i'~!.-ilrance payment covered all shortfalls in 
excess of 6 percent for each developing country 
producing more than 1 million tons. The largest 
payments would have been 14.8 million tons in 
1966 and 13.4 million tons in 1973. The average 
annual payments under 5-percent and 4-percent 
programs would have been approximately 13 per
cent and 30 percent larger, respectively. 

The grain insurance proposal requires reason
ably accurate data on annual grain production
for the current year and for enough prior years to 
permit the calculation of the trend level of pro
duction for the current year. The proposal does 
not require data on stocks held in the recipient 
countries. 

The accuracy of data on grain production in 
many developing countries leaves something to 
be desired, to put it mildly. The existence of the 
insurance program could provide an incentive to 
a government to minimize its estimates of grain 
production in a given year in order to increase 
the grain actually transferred. Over time, this 
practice would be self-defeating since estimates of 
trend production for future years would be affect
ed by such underestimates. However, since many 
_~overnments may have a brief expected life, this 

self-correcting feature may :lOt be of much value 
in some cases. It might be necessary for the 
insurance agency to have the right to obtain 
grain production estimates from an organization 
that was independent of both the developing 
country and the countries llroviding the grain. It 
should be noted that for most countries, there 
will be time within any crop year to adjust and 
revise production estimates. The insurance pay
ments would normally be spread out over the 
crop year and in IT'.ost cases would not be 
required in the months immediately following the 
harvest as long as it was known that the ship
ments were to be forthcoming. 

It should be recognized that there are popu
lations in developing countries that rely on food 
products other than grains for a significant part 
of their caloric intake. The grain insurance pro
posal could be adapted to these circumstances 
and probably should be. It would be possible to 
translate manioc and potato production, for 
example, into grain equivalents and include such 
products in the production data. Unfortunately, 
the production data for such products are less 
reliable than for grains. In addition, some recog
nition should be given to the small populations 
that depend upon livestock pl"Oducts for a major 
source of calories. 'rhe malnutrition and deaths 
that occurred in the Sahel were due !)rimarily to 
the devastation of the livestock herds and not to 
a reduction in grain production. 

CONCLUDING COMMENTS 

At the beginning of this paper, I said that it 
was now possible to prevent nearly all deaths 
and most of the hardships due to food production 
shortfalls. If it were not for the existence of civil 
strifes and wars, I believe that it would be possi
ble to essentially eliminate all deaths due to the 
direct effects of food production variability. If 
achieved this would be a remarkable accom
plishment, one that could not have been imag
ined as recently as the beginning of this century. 
The objective cannot be reached solely through 
the efforts of the United States and the other 
high-income countries. It requires the cooperation 
of the governments of the developing countries 
and, particularly, their willingness to participate 
in early warning efforts of actual or possible crop 
failures. While communication difficulties can 
now be overcome at modest cost, there are still 
some areas of the world where transport is slow 
and costly. Where transport facilities are limited, 
it is essential, if hardship due to weather hazards 
is to be minimized, that early warning be obtain
ed of pending dif:iiculties. 
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1955 ·...............· 
 2.2 

1956 ·.. ............· 
 1.0
~ 

1957 ·...............· 
 4.5 

1958 ·...............· 
 3.0 

1959 ·...............· 
 2.8 

1960 ·...............· 
 3.3 

1961 ·...............· 
 2.9 

1962 ·...............· 
 0.1 

1963 · 2.1• ••••••••••• 0 ••• 

1964 ·...............· 
 1.0 

1965 ·...............· 
 801 

1966 " ...............· 
 14.8 

1967 ·...............· 
 2.2 

1968 ·...............· 
 2.2 

1969 · 0.6• ••••••••• 0 ••••• 

1970 ·...............· 
 1.2 

1971 ·...............· 
 3.6 

1972 ·...............· 
 7.9 

1973 ·...............· 
 13.4 


Total ..... .........· 
 76.9
~ 

My statement that it is now possible to pre
. vent nearly all deaths and most of the hardships 
now caused by production shortfalls assumes that 
governments will use part of the insurance pay
ments to directly benefit agricultural producers 
whose output is adversely affected. Unless this is 
done, limiting price increases in the national 
market. may be of little benefit to many food 
producers. Further, food production shortfalls can 
be very large in limited arp.as of a country and 
hardship-perhaps even starvation-could result 
from income loss. However, if the area adversely 
affected is relatively small, the probability is 
quite high that the population will make suf
ficient adjustments to prevent starvation.13 

I wish to repeat that the grain insurance pro
posal is not intended as a panacea or solution for 
the long-run problem of food insufficiency, mal
nutrition, or undernutrition. It would not elimi
nate hunger due to poverty or general insuf
ficienqy of food in any economy. The proposal 
has an important but limited objective-to mini
mize the hardships that can and do arise from 

Million ~~~ 

2.4 2.8 
1.2 1.6 
5.8 7.3 
3.6 4.4 
3.1 3.4 
3.7 4.1 
3.2 3.6 
0.2 0.3 
2.4 2.7 
1.1 1.3 
9.3 10.5 

16.3 18.1 
2.5 2.8 
2.3 2.5 
e.9 1.2 
1.5 1.9 
4.4 4.9 
8.7 10.3 

14.5 15.7 

87.1 99.4 

fluctuations in food production in the low-income 
countries. It is important that the progress the 
world has made in this century in reducing the 
incidence of famine be continued. The food insur
ance proposal and further improvement in com
munication and transportation would contribute 
significantly to that end. 

My final comment is that the grain insurance 
proposal is inferior to a liberalization of trade in 
agricultural products as a means to achieve world 
food security. Trade liberalization would not only 
contribute to stability of prices and supplies of 

131 especially commend a remarkable article by Mor
risDavid Morris, "What is Famine?" Economic and 
Political Weekly, Vol. IX, No. 44 (Nov. 2, 1974), pp 1855
64. He provides an excellent analysis of the means used 
by Indian farmers to adjust to famine conditions, 
especially in areas subject to a high probability of 
drought. These range from choice of crops, storage of 
water, accumulation of gold and silver (often in the 
form of jewelry), .0 migration. Morris quite rightly 
points out that great care must be exercised in 
designing relief efforts for areas subject to periodic rain 
deficiency in order that the local mechanisms designed 
to preserve life and activity will not be destroyed. 
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food, but would also increase the per capita real reliable means for reducing food insuf~ciency 

income of the low-income countries. The most among poor people is to increase their incomes. 
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I. Introduction 

International or world food security can be 
broadly or narrowly defined. At its narrowest 
poiht it centers on food reserves, especially cereal 
reserves, which are the basic food. At its broadest 
point it encompasses practically every dimension 
of the world food system, including balanced food 
production, food aid, food reserves, emergency 
food assistance, nutrition programs, marketing 
and distribution of food and of the inputs to 
produce food, food trade, and systems of infor
mation about food production and consumption. 

The issues and alternatives before us are fairly 
clear. The most critical, immediate issue, which I 
shall return to later, is whether a grain reserve 
will be established and if so, how large will it be 
and how will it be managed, financed, and held. 
The more fundamental issuer! involve (1) whether 
the worli! food system will be restructured so that 
food production is more directly related to 
demand and needs, regionally, by country, and 
within countries; (2) whether a serious effort will 
be undertaken to reduce malnutrition and hunger 
in the world; and (3) whether the world food 
trade system will be restructured to facilitate the 
above and provide greater diversification of food 
supplies and more stability and security in food 
markets. 

Let me tum first to these fundamental issues 
because they determine, in important respects, the 
need for and the dimensions of a grain reserve. 
But before doing so, I want to be clear on one 
point, my bias if you will: a grain reserve is the 
basic pillar of any system of food security. A 
grain reserve is necessary now and one will be in 
the future, even with maximum improvements in 
the world food system. The need for a grain 
reserve springs from the basic economic 
relationship that affects cereals: the inflexibility 
(inelasticity) of the demand for basic foods and 
the inconsistency of the supply of the basic foods. 
lt is depressing that in the last quarter of the 
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twentieth century this well-known characteristic 
of the demand and supply of basic foods is so 
poorly understood. Its relevance is simple and 
direct: without grain reserves, fluctuations in 
grain supplies, which are unavoidable, result in 
greater than proportional fluctuations in prices. 
These disproportionate fluctuations in prices-the 
extremes of which were demonstrated in 1972-76 
-balloon outward to the rest of the economy 
which is linked to grains-not only consumers of 
other foods and livestock producers, but the 
whole structure of the economy including govern
ment expenditures, and they feed back to produc
ers, giving distorted signals to' increase produc
tion or to reduce it. Especially significant is the 
impact on poor consumers-in Bangladesh and in 
New York-who spend much of their income on 
food and much of that on basic foods (flour, 
bread, rice and beans). Upward movements in 
grain prices have an immediate detrimental effect 
on the food consumption of these poor consumers, 
many of whom already suffer from inadequate 
diet. 

II. A Better Balance Between Food 
Production and Demand 

True world food security d.epends on a better bal
ance between food production and demand in the 
world as a whole. The imbalance which has long 
been recognized and has been worsening since 
1950-increasing food deficits in developing count
ries and persistent food surpluses in many devel
oped countries-is producing a progressively 
greater degree of food insecurity because of the 
dependence of one part of the world on the surplus 
food production of another. Any disruption of this 
system, as happened in 1972-74, immediately 
reduces the food security of the dependent element. 
Moreover, the dependent element-the poor, food
deficit developing countries and especially their 
poorest consumers-is especially vulnerable since 
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in times of food scarcity and high prices, its com
mand over available food supplies is much weaker 
than that of the higher income developed or devel
oping importing countries, and the exporting 
countries can and have restricted exports to protect 
internal supplies. 

One of the issues to be faced, therefore, is the 
degree to which efforts will be made and 
resources expended to increase the food produc
tion of those developing countries, and of those 
producers in them, which do not now produce 
sufficient fool and cannot be reasonably expected 
to provide for their food supply through imports. 
The "food gap" of the developing countries has 
been varicusly described as having grown from 
zero in 1950 to around 20 million tons by 1970 
and to around 45 million tons in 1974. Projec
tions place the gap at 80 to 100 million tonlS by 
1985, and at substantially larger quantities there
af.:er, unless past production trends are reversC'd. 
In truth, however, the "food gap" of major con
cern is about half these amounts, the proportion 
accounted for by those developing countries 
which cannot depend upon food imports. 

An alternative has been proposed that the 
world should, or will inevitably, become progres
sively more dependent on the major food 
exporting countries. But this "alternative" is 
hardly realistic. Certainly the growing world 
demand for food requires continued increases in 
food production in the developed countries, but it 
is out of the question that food transfers of the 
magnitude projected could take place. Also, it has 
been evident since 1972 that many producing 
countries are unwilling to continue to produce 
surpluses. A more fundamental reason why this 
is not a realistic alternative is that food produc
tion is the core of economic, social, and human 
viability in the poorest, food-deficit developing 
countries. Employment and incl-me possibilities in 
these countries depend to a very large extent on 
the development of their food and rural sectors. 

Thus, the issue is not whether food production 
should be increased in the developing countries, 
but how it can be increased, especially among 
these producing groups where the need is great
est. The extent and degree to which resources 
and efforts are directed toward this end, by the 
developing countries involved and by the rest of 
the world, will therefore be a major determina.nt 
of world food security in the future. 

III. The Malnourished-Wherf! Food 
Insecurity Is Greatest 

Another fundamental determinant of world 
food security is the degree to which the goal of 
the World Food Conference, to "Eradicate Hunger 
and Malnutrition," is seriously undertaken on a 

national and international basis. Governments at 
the World Food Conference considered this under
taking feasible within a decade, although since 
the World Food Cont~Jrence little has been done 
to indicate that a serious intent to commence this 
process is underway. 

Nevertheless, the major objective of any sys
tem of world food security should be to secure the 
food supply of those human beings who do not 
have enough food to eat. The World Food Council 
is considering this June some basic elements nec
essary to undertake a systematic reduction in 
malnutrition. These elements consist of a com
bination of food production, food aid, nutrition, 
and belated efforts directed at the hungry and 
malnourished, In association with rural devel
opment and basic needs programs combined with 
socio-economic reforms. To the extent that such 
an effort is supported, the element of world food 
insecurity which lies outside the "effective 
demand" spectrum can be progressively reduced 
and food security thereby improved. 

While the idea of attempting to eradicate or 
significantly reduce malnutrition is often consid
ered a pious hope at best and ridiculed at worst, 
it is in fac both realistic and feasible. There are 
countries and economic systems which have done 
it and it can be accomplished by all systems. 
Moreover, it would make little sense to talk about 
world food security in a world where something 
like 500 million people are daily unable to obtain 
an adequate diet. Therefore, any serious consid
eration of achieving world food security must 
include a combined effort, on a substantial scale, 
directed at increasing food production among 
malnourished farmers, and increasing employ
ment and income among those malnourished who 
are not farmers. In the meantime, however, and 
that "meantime" is probably 10 to 20 years even 
with a massive effort, rapid reductions in mal
nutrition will i"equire large amounts of food aid 
(substantially larger than now exist) and major 
nutrition improvement programs. 

IV. The Food Trade and Marketing 
Components of Food Security 

To the extent that food, like other commodities, 
moves freely, rapidly, and efficiently between 
communities, within countries, and between 
nations, and to the extent that all consumers are 
effectively able to command a basic food supply, 
the degree of food security is maximized, so long 
as the food supply is not disrupted. 

It is often argued that liberalized food trade 
and improved marketing and distribution systems 
for food would greatly reduce the cost of food and 
improve world food security. This is undoubtedly 
correct, but food has proven to be an esp~cially 
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difficult commodity to -deal with in internatior.",l 
trade negotiations. Developed countries, both food 
importers and food exporters, have systems of 
protection for their food sectors which greatly 
distort the pattern of world food production and 
seriously limit the possibilities for improving food 
security through trade liberalization. Furthermore, 
the absence of food reserves in recent years has 
greatly reduced the limited degree of world food 
security that existed before 1972. 

The poor food production performance of the 
developing countries over the past two decades 
and the resurgence of efforts to achieve food self
sufficiency since 1972 cannot be disassociated 
from these phenomena. Limited export markets 
for food, further reduced and made more unstable 
by the disposal of surpluses in international mar
kets, reduced the incentive to produce food and 
agricultural products in the developing countries. 
The unattractiveness and instability of food 
export markets, combined with the relative abun
dance and low cost of food in international mar
kets, due in part to subsidized production, con
tributed to the development policies of many 
developing countries which emphasized industry 
and gave a low priority to food and agricultural 
production. 

In a world where the availability of food 
through imports is neither stable with respect to 
price nor secure with respect to quantity, as has 
been the case since 1972, the tendency of many 
countries to be as self-sufficient as possible in 
food is reinforced. In addition, the greater the 
degree of instability and insecurity that prevails 
in the world, the greater is the nt!ed for large and 
locally maintained food reserves to overcome 
these high degrees of instability. 

V. The Relevance of Food Reserves 
to World Food Security 

While the above mentioned changes in the 
world food system are necessary eomponents of 
any fundamental system of world food security, 
attention has centered upon a !~ain reserve 
because with the existing system of food produc
tion and distribution in the world, a gl'ain reserve 
would at least ensur\~ continuity in the supply of 
basic cereals within that system. For largely 
unintended reasons, the major grain exporting 
countries accumulated and maintained grain 
stocks after World War II which were more than 
sufficient to overcome any disruption in the world 
grain supply. As a result, little attention was 
given to the role .:.f grain reserves as a sta
bilizing and food security-providing device bene
fiting producers and consumers and exporters 
and importers. These stocks were maintained and 
financed by the grain exporting countries, and 

while they came into being originally to assist 
producers, they gradually came to be looked upon 
by both producers and consumers as a large and 
unnecessary financial burden. In the late 1960's, 
decisions were made to reduce the burden of large 
stocks, and production, especially of wheat, was 
cut back-sharply in the United States, Canada, 
Australia, and Argentina-and grain prices to 
users were allowed to fall to extremely low levels, 
etimulating the use of wheat for livestock feed 
and other nonfeed uses. 

The effect of this action, in conjunction with 
large imports by the Soviet Union and production 
shortfalls in 1972 and 1974, is still not ade
quately recognized as a major contributor to the 
world food crises of 1972-74. The production 
shortfalls of 1972 and 1974 would have had little 
impact on the world food system had production 
and stocks not been deliberately reduced. 

Since the catastrophic undercutting of world 
food security which took place in the late 1960's 
and early 1970's, there have been a flood of pro
posals for and analyses of grain reserves and 
systems of world food security. The most compre
hensive is that proposed by FAO in 1973 and 
supported by a resolution of the World Food Con
ference in 1974, which calls for a system of 
nationally held stocks, developed along voluntary 
guidelines, visualizing regular consultations 
among countries regarding the adequacy of exis
ting stock levels and assistance to developing 
countries to build up their own stocks. The pro
posal also continued provisions for an improved 
food information system. 

But this proposal, as well as numerous others, 
has received scant attention in the face of the 
absence of grain stocks, short grain supplies, and 
high grain prices which characterized the period 
from mid-1972 to mid-1976. But things have 
changed now and it is time to change our atti
tude about a grain reserve. 

VI. Improved Opportunities for a Reserve 

Since 1972, discussions of a grain reserve have 
been largely academic. The positions between 
conflicting groups within countries and in the 
International Wheat Council (IWC) and the Gen
eral Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) 
have been immobilized by the distortions in grain 
markets; and since there were no stocks there 
seemed little possibility of creating a reserve. But 
this situation has now changed drastically. For 
the first time since 1972, the question of grain 
reserves can be taken up in an atmosphere in 
which the stf)cks from which reserves must be 
built exist. 

Discussions at the' IWC-{which could lead to 
a formula for negotiations within GATT or the 
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United Nations Conference on Trade and Devel
opment (UNCTAD)-have been stymied by two 
issues. First, the preference of the United States 
for quantity rather than price indicators, which 
was resisted by other interested parties. Recently, 
the U.S. Secretary of Agricilture has expressed 
the belief that some sort of "price corridors" 
might be agreed upon, thereby signalling the 
prospect that this key issue might be resolved. 
Second, the European Economic Community 
(EEC) has taken the position that the grain 
reserves question should be taken up in the Mul
tilateral Trade Negotiations (MTN's) instead of 
the IWC. In view of the central role of wheat in 
any reserves agreement, and of the close 
relationship of any such agreement to any eco
nomic provisions of a renewed wheat agr\..3ment, 
it would seem that the IWC-with its established 
specialization in wheat-would be the appropriate 
body in which to continue these discussions, rec
ognizing that official negotiations over the results 
of these discussions could be moved to the MTN's 
or UNCTAD. Of critical importance is to seize 
the present opportunity, with ample current 
stocks of wheat at low p;'ices, to establish some 
reserves as insurance against any repetition of 
the disaster of 1973-74. This opportunity must not 
be lost in protracted discussions over which is 
the proper agency or which is the proper indi
cator-every government, and especially those of 
the major importing and exporting countries, 
should bring to intensified reserve negotiations a 
fresh spirit of compromise born out of the replen
ishment of world stocks. 

World carryover stocks of cereals are presently 
some 40 million tons larger than they were a 
year ago. FAO estimated a world carryover of 
109-112 million tlJns in April 1976. The estimated 
carryover for this crop year was 155 million tons, 
which-apart from the possibility of further 
upward revisions-do~s not take account of the 
much-improved Soviet crop and the improved 
stocks 'situation which that strongly implies. The 
stocks recovery from the depressed level of recent 
years is shown in figure 1. The major 
improvement has been in wheat stocks, which in 
April 1976 were forecast to be 48 million tons, 
and in March 1977 Wbre forecast to be 83 million 
tons, for 1977. World carryover stocks of wheat, 
even excluding stocks in China and the Soviet 
Union, are projected to be the highest in history, 
higher even than in the late 1960's. Export prices 
of wheat have been at or below $110 per ton 
since November 1976, compared with $144 a year 
ago, and $221 in February 1974. But these prices 
in current dollars do not reflect the full picture of 
wheat price levels. In terms of the U.S. cost of 
production, wheat prices have declined signifi

cantly from the le'lel prevailing in 1970, before 
,he food crisis. 

Since 1971, wheat prices first rose dramatically 
and have subsequently declined to a current 
farm-price level of $2.40 per bushel ($88 per met
ric ton). Meanwhile, the index of prices paid by 
(all) U.S. farmers for production inputs has dou
bled since 1967 (table 1). Even though produc
tivity gains may have partially offset the rise in 
the cost of production, the current wheat price 
level (only 20 percent higher than the level of the 
decade ending in 1971) if, much lower than the 
1971 price relative to production costs. A sindlar 
pattern of price relationships is evident in data of 
ot~,~)r major grain exporting countries.. Moreover, 
eXl>(;:ri prices of wheat are currently lower than 
those for corn; which means that wheat is being 
priced as ani:nal feedstuff because of insufficient 
commercial demand for wheat as human. food-a 
relationship which is historically rare. In several 
respects, wheat is actually cheaper than it was in 
1970: relative to the cost of production in the 
major exporting countries; relative to other cere
als; relative to the unit value index of agricul
tural exports of developing countries; and relatjve 
to the unit value index of all their exports, 
excluding petroleum. In consequence of the 1976 
record wheat crop, imports have declined by 10 
million tons, and most of the stocks above cur
rent consumption requirements are held in the 
major exporting countries. 

At the end of the current crop year, the world 
is expected to have some 40-50 mi1lion tons of 
wheat over and above current requirements. What 
happens to this wheat will have a greater impact 
upon world food security than any other single 
event within the power of man. Judging from 
past history, one of two courses might be taken, 
either one of which could invite disaster. The 
governments of the exporting countries could 
view this wheat as a surplus. If this occurs, 
efforts could be made by governments to dispose 
of the wheat (through export subsidies, price war
s, indiscriminate increases in footi aid, conversion 
to nonfood uses, etc.) in order to avoid the costs 
of holding it. Moreover, if this wheat is seen as 
surplus, efforts to restrict production could ensue. 
The margin against disaster which now exists 
could be deliberately reduced because of the 
immediate economic problem caused by surpluses 
in the exporting countries. Without a shared 
sense of responsibility among producers and con
sumers and exporters and importers alike to cre
ate a reserve now, these "surplus" problems could 
take precedence over the disaster which is uncer
tain in its later timing and which will be largely 
felt elsewhere. 

The other course which could prove equally 
disastrous would be for governments to '«ake no 
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SOURCE: FOOD AND AGRICULTURE ORGANIZATION. 
 

Figure 1 

policy initiatives at all with regard to this wheat, prospects for trade liberalization and agricultural 
leaving its eventual utilization to the whims of adjustment cannot accomplish, in the short run, 
the market or the weather. This would leave the what can be accomplished by converting some 
world in its present unstable and critically dan CUl'J.'ent stocks into reserVE>S; namely, assurance 
gerous state of food insecurity. A repetition of the that the price convulsions and supply distortions 
1972-74 disaster would only be a matter of time. of 1973-74 will not be repeated again. 
With grains, especially wheat, relatively low It is critical that governments recognize the
prices, their use for less essential purposes would influence of relatively minor changes in the level
be stimulatecl and the incentive to produce them of world carryover stocks \lpon cereal price levels 
reduced. If this were to happen and if the coming and therefore upon world food security and deci
year produced important grain shortfalls, the sions to produce m' use gi'ain. World carryover 
world would again be without stocks and prices stocks at, the end of the current crop year are
would rise sharply. 

projecte~ to be not more than 50 million tons 
above the 1973-74 level (excluding stocks in Chi

VII. The Urgent t-~eed for a Grain Reserve na and the Soviet Union). This is less than 4 
The third course of action is the only one percent of total world production. Fifty million 

which does not court disaster. That is for govern tons equals the change in North American pro
ments to exert the political will, now, while the duction between 19'f4 and 1975 owing to weather; 
wheat is available, io acquire and hold a sub and it is less than the change in production in 
stantial portion of the carryover as a reserve the Soviet Union between 1875 and 1976 owing to 
against well-defined emergencies and commercial weather. It represents also only 2 years' produc
contingencies, and to earmark part of these tion from the area that the major exporters held 
reserves for the needs of low-income, food-deficit out of prodl.!ction in 1970. Thus, 50 million tons 
developing countries. Even the most optimistic can easily be lost to production restrictions or to 
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Table 1--Prices paid by farmers, United States, index numbers, 
annual 1970-75 and December 15, 1976 

All 
Tractors OtherYear :production •Fertilizer Fuels LivingInterest. etc • machinerycosts costs 

1967 = 100 
 

1970 ............... : 112 116 
 116 
 88 104 
 135 114
1971 ............... : 120 
 122 122 
 91 107 147
\Q 118 
 
0"- 1972 •..••••••.•••.• : 126 128 130 
 94 108 164 123
1973 ••.•.•..•.•.... : 149 
 137 139 
 102 
 116 189 
 133
1974 .......••.•..•. : 169 161 
 159 
 167 
 159 227 
 151
1975 ••..••.••••..•• : 186 
 195 197 
 217 177 265
 166 
1976 .•.•........•.. : 201 
 !/ 224 !/ 233 ];./ 177 191 302 3/ 174 
 

1/ Sept. 15, 1976. 
 
2/ Oct. 15, 1976. 
 
3/ Nov. 15, 1976. 
 
Source: Current Economic Indicators, U.S. Department of Commerce. 
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weather fluctuations. Fifty million tons is thus a 
small quantity of cereals. But it also represents 
more than one-third of world cereal exports and 
about one-half of the minimum carryover stocks 
required (the FAO estimate is 105 million tons, 
excluding stocks in China and the Soviet Union). 
Because of the significance of 50 million tons at 
the margin, its leverage effect upon price is great
ly magnified. The difference between having and 
not having the marginal 50 million tons-worth 
only $5-$6 billion at current prices, costs which 
could be largely recovereci when these grains are 
used in times of shortfall-can mean many bil
lions of dollars in the internal food bills of devel
oped as well as developing countries, lind many 
billions of dollars in the balance of payments 
between importing and exporting countries. Fifty 
million tons is also approximately the amount by 
which 1976 world cereal production will exceed its 
(1960-75) trend value, as it did also in 1971 and 
1973. But those abundant harvests (no other 
grain crops have su greatly exceeded the trend 
value) were not managed so as to ameliorate the 
impact of subsequent shortfalls. Opportunity has 
knocked once again, and this time governments 
must respond. 

VIII. Elements of a Reserve 

If the stocks exist out of which to build a 
reserve, do we know enough about one to get 
started? I think we do. The analysis is extensive 
on the quantities needed, alternative forms of 
participation, the costs and how costs might be 
shared, release mechanisms, and the location of a 
reserve. The alternatives have been spelled out 
rather clearly. The vast majority of analytical 
efforts center around three different types and 
levels of reserves: 

(a) an insurance reserve of around 20-30 mil
lion tons; 

(b) a stabilization reserve of around 60 million 
tons; and 

(c) a combined food aid-emergency relief-con
tingency reserve - ranging between 30 and 60 
million tons. 

The general case for an insurance reserve of 
from 20 to 30 million tons has been presented in a 
number of studies (1-4). The advantages of an 
insurance reserve are that the quantities involved 
are moderate, as are the costs, and considerable 
room is allowed for market forces to reflect demand 
and supply within vide price bands. Such reserves 
would not become available until prices or produc
tion or consumption shortfalls had reached prede
termined levels. The intent is that individuals and 
countries would absorb Gome fraction of their 
shortfalls in grain availability, while the insurance 
reserve would become effective to halt the extreme 

.I 
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of such occurrences. The costs of slch a reserve are 
minimal. 

Studies with the objective of determining the 
size of a reserve needed to offset deviations in 
trend production or consumption, with the under
lying objective of providing a high degree of sta
bility to grain prices and supplies and offsetting a 
large fraction of grain shortfalls, arrive at quan
tities in the neighborhood of 60 million tons (5-7). 

Proposals have also been made during the past 
2 years, when action on a reserve was hopelessly 
deadlocked and stocks were precariously low, of 
linking minimum levels of food. aid (10 million ton
s), emergency relief (500,000 to';lS), and some mini
mum contingency reserve (15 to 20 million tons), 
forming a package which would provid.e some mea
sure of food security to poor developing countries 
and some measure of international grain stability 
within wide price bands (8 and 9). 

These approaches are mutually consistent. 
Depending on what a reserve is expected to accom
plish, the level would need to be somewhere 
between 30 and 60 million tons. 

All countries should participate in a reserve, at 
least the major importers and exporters. But, if 
this is not possible, those not participating 
should not benefit from a reserve at the expense 
of those who do. A wide variety of cost sharing 
arrangements have been proposed based on rela
tive GNP, share in exports and imports, or con
tributions to fluctuations in supply or demand. 
Ability to pay and relative contribution to 
instability or dependence on stability seem to 
dominate as a basis for cost sharing, with broad 
general agreement that poor, developing countries 
should not be required to clmtribute or should 
contribute at a reduced rate. 

Even on the issue of the release mechanism, 
there seems to be a convergence of agreement 
that prices aj:~ the relevant indicator, although 
some supporting production indicators might be 
employed. Whether stocks should be held in a few 
countries or many has also been explored exten
sively, with the general conclusion that if supply 
is assured ~he bulk of the reserve could ~(l held 
in the major exporting countries, but that some 
reserve capacity is needed in vlilnerable devel
oping countries. 

An international reserve would be preferable 
because of the cost effectiveness and flexibility 
such a reserve would have. But in the face of the 
political complexity of worKing out an inter
national reserve, a system of national grain 
reserves worked O!lt in th" IWC and negotiated in 
GATT or UNCTAD seems f~asible now. But, if 
this is not possible, then a system of national 
reserves, along the lines proposed by F AO is 
preferable to no reserve (10). 
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A disturbing note that persists in the dis
cussion of grain reserves is that they impose a 
large financial bardship. A number of studies 
have pointed o .. i-. that, once esta1'Jlished, a 22
million-ton wheat reserve in the United States 
would cost annually about $300 million, and a 30
to 40-million-ton stock of coarse grains and 
wheat, $400 to $600 million. To establish such 
reserves would, of course, initially involve sub
stantial outlays, but these would be recovered 
when the stocks were l·eleased. Also, the annual 
costs would fluctuate substantially because in 
some years large accumulations would take place 
while in other years there would be releases. An 
insurance reserve of 22 million tons, once in oper
ation, would cost substan!jally less, around $200 
million annually, while a stock of 60 million 
would cost between $650 and $750 million (3, 4, 
and 7). 

In my opinion, the high cost of grain reserves 
is a phantom. Relative to the cost of not having 
a grain reserve, the only reasonable conclusion is 
that the operating costs of either an insurance 
reserve of 20 to 30 million tons or a stabilization 
reserve of 60 million tons are modest. The cumu
lative cost to the developing countries of not hav
ing a grain reserve was nearly $12 billion during 
1973-75 (8 and 9). The costs to consumers in all 
countries where international price changes are 
reflected internally would be substantial multiples 
of the costs to the developing countries. 

Certainly there will be costs involved in hold
ing a reserve. But the relevant question is, are 
the costs justified by the benefits? If the benefits 
are properly calculated, rather than simply con
centrating on the costs of stocks as such, the 
phantom of the "burden" of maintaining reserves 
could be set aside. 

IX. The Advantages and Disadvantages 
of a Reserve 

The advantages of a reserve as usually given 
are providing for unexpected contingencies, pro
viding for emergency relief, and lending stability 
to grain markets. The first two advantages are 
fairly obvious, but the advantages of stability are 
often overlooked. Stability in grain prices greatly 
reduces the risk of grain production, speeding the 
adoption of new technologies and encouraging 
new investments. Also, stability discourages 
hoarding and smoothes o1,1t the supply of grain, 
especially in developing countries where both pri
vate and public action tend to distort price move
ments in periods of both shortage and surplus. 
And there is also an important "humanitarian" 
element deriving from stable prices of basic food
s. In periods of food shortages and high food 
prices, it is the women and children of the 

already malnourished population who must sur
vive with even less food. The longrun value of 
making sure this does not happen cannot be cal
culated, but it would be hard to argue that it was 
less than $300 to $600 million a year. 

Unstable world grain prices also do not give 
the right signals to farmers, especially developing 
country farmers, the very people who must 
increase their food production. The high prices of 
1973-75 had a tremendous effect on stimulating 
grain production in 1975 and 1976, as did thp, 
efforts to induce the "green revolution" in the 
late 1960's through subsidies and assistance. But 
what will happen now as grain prices are drop
ping rapidly, and what happened to the "green 
revolution" as prices fell and subsidies were with
drawn in the late 1960's and early 1970's? 

The disadvantages of a grain reserve are 
usually given as the "burdensome costs" men
tioned above. Recently, much stress has been 
placed on the depressing effect on production of 
large stocks overhanging the market and being 
used in surplus disposal programs facilitating 
price depressant policies ill developing countries. 
These are important criticisms and nobody would 
want to see a return to the indiscriminate buildup 
and use of stocks that characterized the 1960's. 
But there has been a tendency to lose sight of 
why the policies that eventually gave rise to the
se surpluses came into existence. They were 
intended to benefit producers by providing sta
bility to them, and especially guarding them 
against deep price declines. That the stocks 
which accumulated were not properly used and 
that they did depress prices in developed and 
developing countries and resulted in indiscrimi
nate uses of food, is now, I think, well recog
nized. But to conclude that producers will always 
benefit from low reserves seems to me to overlook 
the evidence of the past 4{) years. 

There has been an overemphasis in recent 
years on the gains and losses to producers and 
consumers and to exporters and importers from a 
reserve. This, in itself, could be considered one of 
the costs of not having a reserve: an enhanced 
concentration on the acquisitive aspects of deal
ing in basic foods. But the time frame has been 
short. Until the end of 1975 the benefits of no 
reserve largely favored producers and grain 
exporters and these short-term advantages have 
been reinforced by the widespread panic since 
1972 that the world was running out of fuod and 
that the future would be one of a persistent ten
dency toward supply shortage. 

But it should be clear by now that consumers 
and importing countri,es benefit from a reserve, 
probablY more than ~roducers. The analytic8I evi
dence points in this direction (1). But there still 
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seems to be limited recognition of this among 
consumers and importing countries, largely 
because of the failure to demonstrate forcefully 
the costs of not holding reserves. 

X. Conclusions 

To me the conclusions are obvious. A grain 
reserve can be created this year because the 
stocks exist to do so. That reserve can €ither be 
of an insurance type of 20 to 30 million tons or a 
major stabilization reserve of 50 to 60 million 
tons. In either case the costs, when measured 
against the costs of not holding stocks, are mod
est. All major developed countries, both importers 
and exporters, including the Soviet Union, should 
share in the costs of these reserves, and govern
ments should recognize that the maintenance of 
such a reserve is for the general welfare and 
proper management should benefit both con
sumers and producers. 

The most effective way of achieving a reserve 
rapidly is for those countries which have the 
stocks to create their own reserves now and 
return to the IWC and wo~k out the details of 
how such a reserve would be managed inter
nationally through a new grains agreement. 

It is imperative that wheat production not be 
reduced now and that new subsidies not be intro
duced. There are people in the world who are 
hungry. The poor, food-deficit. developing 
countries have not, with a few exceptions, com
menced the needed increases in their own produc
tion and it will be some years until they are able 
to. Therefore, any surpluses in grain production 
beyond those needed for a reserve should be 
directed toward improving nutrition and stimu
lating development through food aid. Only when 
a reserve has been achieved and these devel
opment and nutrition objective[~ have been satis
fied should consideration be given to modifying 
efforts to expand cereals production. 

While it is desirable that an ini:'Jrnational 
grain reserve with equitable cost sharing be 
achieved, a reserve cannot be foregone because 

some countries refuse to accept their obligations. 
The benefits of a reserve are so substantial and 
the m~ed for world food security so great that 
reserves should be established in all countries 
willing and able to do so, and the willingness to 
create these reserves should be used, if necessary, 
as a moral wedge to convince other countries to 
join in a hroader based reserve. 
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In his address to the World Food Conference, the human race. We have the means, we have 
convened in this city in 1963, then President Ken the capacity to eliminate hunger from the face of 
nedy said "... We have 'the ability, as members of the earth in our lifetime. We nlJed only the will." 
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Since then, much the same poir.t has been made 
by many speakers in many conferences, and the 
1974 World Food Conference reduced the time 
period to 10 years. Just now Professor Johnson 
has said, "The primary reason we have failed to 
achieve the degree of international food security 
that is now possible is not nature but man." This 
is a point we need to keep very much in mind as 
we continue our quest for food security. Given the 
political will to do so, on the part of both devel
oped and developing countries, the world's popu
lation could be adequately nourished, at least 
today and for some as yet undetermined time 
into the future. 

As a first observation, I want to elaborate on 
Harry Walters' reference to the comprehensive 
system of world food security proposed by FAO. 
FAO has learned, from a number of unsuccessful 
attempts in the more than 30 years of its exis
tence, that an internationally managed reserve 
scheme is not a politically acceptable approach to 
world food security. In 1973, we became more 
modest, or politically realistic, and presented to 
our Conference the International Undertaking on 
World Food Security. It has subsequently been 
endorsed by the World Food Conference and 
accepted in principle by 71 countries, not, 
unfortunately, including the USSR and the Peo
ple's Republic of China. 

The Undertaking provides a statement of prin
ciples and guidelines for voluntary national 
action, and international cooperation and coordi
nation, in establishing national reserves and a 
variety of other measures for achieving food secu
rity. 

'I'he essence of the Undertaking is agreement 
on seven points on the part 0 1: accepting govern
ments: 

(1) To recognize that world food security is a 
common responsibility of all nations, and to coop
erate with each othar to ensure the availability at 
all times of adequate world supplies of basic food
stuffs, primarily cereals, so as to prevent acute 
food shortages in the event of widespread crop 
failures or national disasters; 

(2) To sustain a steady expansion of produc
tion, to reduce fluctuations in production and 
prices, and to adopt national and international 
measures to ensure more rapid growth of food 
production and, in particular, to assist the devel
oping countries; it is on this expansion of produc
tion, as several speakers here have recognized, 
that the greatest emphasis must be placed for 
achieving longrun security for the poorer nations. 

(3) To adopt national cereal stock polici,es 
which take into account the policies of other 
countries and ensure a minimum safe level of 
basic cereal stocks for the world as a whole, i.e., 
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to establish stock targets or objectives which 
maintain stocks in each country at least at the 
levels necessary to ensure continuity of supplies 
(induding provision for emergency situations) 
and also to ensure that such stocks are replen
ished whenever they have been drawn below such 
minimum levels. Incidentally, FAO, through its 
food security assistance scheme, is helping less 
developed country governments develop their 
srock policies and establish stocks. 

(4) In periods of acute shortages, to make 
available for export, on reasonable terms, any 
stocks in excess of minimum Bafe levels for meet
ing domestic needs and emergencies, and to ear
mark, where possible, stocks 3r funds for inter
national emergency relief; 

(5) To promote the active participation of 
developing countries in the Undertaking by assis
ting the aglicultural production and stock pro
grams of these countries; 

(6) To furnish all available information on 
national stock levels, stockholding programs and 
policies, current and prospective export avail
abilities and import requirements of cereals, and 
on all relevant aspects of the su?ply and demand 
situation; 

(7) And to consult together, through the FAO 
Committee on World Food Security, on the 
progress achieved in implementing the Under
taking and on action required to resolve urgent 
food security problems. 

I would end my reference to the Undertaking 
by stating that the FAO Committee on World 
Food Security, which met in Rome last week, 
noted the currently improved supply situation but 
also noted the fragility of the security associated 
with the limited progress in expanding production 
in the poorer countrie8 and the acsence of any 
international agreement on actual establishment 
of reserves. 

Now, for several quick further points relating 
to the presentations by Professor Johnson and 
Mr. Walters: 

Perhaps Professor Johnson moves too far 
toward creating an attitude of complacency when 
he speaks of the decreased variability in world 
grain production and the lessening incidence of 
famine. The absolute numbers of under and mal
nourished would appear to be increasing. Given 
the knowledge and means at our disposal today, 
surely concern must be with improving nutrition 
and not solely with preventing lltarvation in 
emergencies. While Professor Johnson's insurance 
scheme is a welcome step in the right direction, 
something more is needed to achieve some degree 
of price stability and thus keep poorer nations 
and consumers in the market. 



I 

j'
I: 	 It is also worth noting that such variability in 

production as does occur is mainly weather 
induced and thus largely uncontrollable. In the 
absence of grain reserves, the variability on the 
downward side and associated price upswings 
still pose an unacceptable burden for poor 
nations and unnecessary suffering for poorer peo
ple everywhere. There is also the danger that 
temporary upswings in production and associated 
downward pressure on prices may serve as diklin
centives to badly needed continuity of production 
increases. 

Professor Johnson suggests that, "If an early 
warning syst;{)m were created, most of the suf
fering froro food insufficiency due to natural 
causes could be avoided." By way of a commer
cial, I should say that such a system doe!> exist 
in FAO. Its output consists of four types of 
reports: 

(1) Food Outlouk (quarterly), 
(2) Food Information (monthly supplement), 
(3) Food Crops and Shortages (monthly), and 
(4) Special Crop Reports and Special Reports 

on Import Requirements of the Most Seriously 
Affected Countries. 

Last week's meeting of the Committee on 
Worla Food Security expressed satisfaction with 
the system. Within FAO we are less satisfied and 
continue efforts to improve the comprehen
siveness, timeliness, and accuracy of the system
's output. Information generated by the system 
goes to all participating governments, of which 
there are now 86, and to EC and SIECA. 

Professor Johnson expresses the view that his 
insurar~e proposal constitutes the most reason
able rationale for food aid. While accepting that 
this is indeed a commendable use of food aid, I 
would join earlier speakers and suggest that the 
use of food aid for development projects, estab
lishing national reserves, and nutrition programs 
should not be downgraded. A review of the 
achievements of the World Food Program in the
se areas would, I believe, support my suggestion. 
Another rationale for food aid, which merits 
strong consideration, is Dr. Timmer's suggestion 
yesterday that food aid could be a politically 
acceptable way of expanding transfer of resources 
to the poorer countries. 

The case for a food reserve scheme is usually 
made on the basis of its benefits to the importing 
nation. What has not come out very strongly in 
our discussions is the possibility that such a 
scheme would assist, perhaps even be essential, 
in simultaneous achievement of stated U.S. policy 
objectives such as: ensuring cont~nuity in supplies 
to domestic consumers at 'prices reasonable to 
them; serving as a reliable source of supply for 

commercial importers; meeting food aid commit
ments on a continuing basis; ensuring continuity 
in markets for farmers at prices reasonable to 
them; and through avoiding extreme year-to-year 
adjustments in patterns of production thereby 
achieving more efficient use of resources. 

Professor Johnson's definition of optimal 
reserves for individual countries is an example of 
a narrow view of costs and returns. While it is 
obviously necessary to know the direct costs and 
returns from storage as one of the elements in 
making a policy decision, I would suggest that 
such knowledge must be supplemented by the 
broader considerations Mr. Walters has presented. 
My own view is that neither the United States 
nor the rest of the world can afford the broader 
economic, moral, and political costs of not hold
ing reserves. 

While on the subject of storage, I should like 
to make one other observation. Mr. Walters refers 
to the general conclusion that if supply is 
assured, the bulk of the reserve could be held in 
major exporting countries. These countries cer
tainly have the facilities and know-how and 
could probably assure the lowest direct costs. It 
must also be observed, howevel.', that some stor
age facilities are required in the poorer countries 
both to provide producer incentives for continuous 
expansion of production and to help prevent the 
very considerable loss of grains after harvest. 
This prevention of post-harvest losses is probably 
one of the lowest cost means of enhancing food 
security. It is one to which FAO is giving consid
erable attention. 

The liberalization of trade so strongly advo
cated by Professor Johnson is supported, but as 
one dement in the quest for food security and 
not as a substitute for reserves. I do want to 
wholeheartedly endorse the proposition that the 
most reliable means for reducing food insuf
ficiency among poor people is to increase their 
income. Improved terms of trade, expanded 
financial assistance, more innovative technical 
assistance, food aid and reserves are all part of 
the package. Most important of all are the tough 
political decisions that the poorer countries them
selves need to take to effect more equitable access 
to resources and services, to expand employment, 
and generally to achieve improved distribution of 
income. 

To conclude, I want to join Mr. Walters in 
saying now is the time to stop talking and get on 
with the job of actually establishing reserves. 
With ample current stocks of wheat at low prices, 
the world cannot afford to miss the opportunity 
to provide some insurance against the disaster 
which looms the next time major producing areas 
simultaneously experience a bad crop year. 
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COMMENT 

by 
 
Carroll G. Brunthaver 
 

Vice President Cook Industries, Inc. 
 
Memphis, Tennessee 
 

The connection made by Professor Johnson or storage and assist in keeping U.S. acreage in 
between agricultural trade barriers and price sta production, an important contribution to food sup
binty is an important relationship. When supplies ply stability could be made. 
are short and prices high, an open trading envi In this regard, one of the I..1ajol' impediments 
ronment in which prices to end users are free to to trade in agricultural products today is our 
fluctuate and to help ration available supplies discriminatory trade policy against the USSR. 
will minimize the extent of the price variation. The USSR has been, and remains, a major source 
Today, the rationing must Dccur in only a few of uncertainty in export trade and should be 
consuming areas of the world, with the result encouraged to proceed with its elevator construc
that the price distortion must be large to obtain tion program and to buy grain when it is in 
the desited reduction in consumption. surplus and prices are low. This would simulta

An important example of this price rationing neously assist in maintaining full production in 
occurred in 1970 and again in 1974 when corn the United States and provide the USSR with 
supplies were redl).ced in the United States and additional stocks fOl" times of production shortfall. 
yet exports were maintained because of price Our refusal to grant most favored nation sta
rationing in the United States, as cattle were fed tus to the USSR and to insist on quantitative 
more grass and less grain. The price disruptions agreements leaves the United States in an unten
could have been reduced if this form of rationing able position of encouraging the Soviet Union to 
could have occurred in other countries. v.ary their procurement practices to accumulate 

The converse of this situation may be of even stocks in times of surplus. 
greater importance. If prices to end-users could Professor Johnson's discussion of a gl'ain 
more fully reflect large supplies and depressed insurance program fails to mention how such a 
prices, this would ease the problem, in the United commitment would be fulfilled in times when 
States and elsewhere, of IGW farm income and world supplies of cereals are irA short supply. In 
high direct payment costs that result in pre looking at deviations from trend production il} 
mature programs to idle productive cropland. If India, it appears that between 1960 and 1976 a 
world buyers were encouraged to stockpile some production of cereals less than 6 percent below 
additional supplies when prices were depressed, it trend occurred in only 2 years-1965 and 1966. 
would be doubly helpful in stabilizing prices. But in those 2 years, the shortfall below 6 per

In my work at the Brookings Institution, I was cent was of the magnitude of 9 millIon tons per 
surprised to see the effect that full production in year for that country alone. If the United States 
U.S. agriculture had on the required size of a and others were to seriously commit to such a 
reserve stockpile to protect against a given vari program, the question of where these stocks 
ation in production shortfall from trend con would come from would have to be resolved. A 
sumption in consuming countries. When U.S. reserve stockpile to provide such a guarantee
cropland can be kept in production, the danger of would have to be 20-30 million tons as a mini
running short of food is greatly reduced. An mum. The holding of such a reserve off the mar
important dilemma of food supply stability ket if food becomes scarce and inflation fires are 
remains: (1) The U.S. policy of all-out production strong would be no small political trick. 
of grain and U.S. stockpiles are of majol' Turning to Mr. Walters' paper, I agree with h1s 
importance to food supply stability, but (2) the point that we need adequate stocks of grain and 
United States is not politically able to continue that we need somehow to convince other nations 
full production and carry a very large stockpile of to assume some responsibility in carrying those 
cereals. Discussions in the U.S. Senate this past stocks. I disagree that such stocks have to be 
week indicate a desire rt) return to cropland set government-owned or controlled hy an inter
aside at the first sign of' a stock buildup, despite national body.
the fact that soybeans are trading at or near Mr. Walters' is critical of the fact that produc
$10.00 per bushel. tive land was idled in the United States in the 

If a more open trading environment can be late sixties and. early seventies, but does address 
negotiated that would permit low pric!es to be the political problem of how to maintain full pro
reflected to end-users and thus stimulate demand duction in the United States either during that 
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period, or more importantly, during the years 
immediately ahead. 

He argues for the establishment of a grain 
reserve this year and eventually does not consid
er the 1.1 billion bushels of wheat carryover cur
rently in the United States as a reserve. This is 
because the government does not own or control 
the stockpile. 

One, however, should question whether it is in 
fact less a reserve because it is held by farmers 
rather than an international body. Are we sure 
that governments can do a better job of allo
cating scarce supplies than can the market.place? 
Are we sure that an internationally managed 
reserve will forestall the set-aside of productive 
cropland more than would a farmer-held reserve? 

!
! 

The answer to these questions may be yes, but 
our experience suggests that it is not. 

In 1972 and 1973, the allocation of a nation
ally held wheat reserve administered by govern
ment officials was not well handled. I feel certain 
that, under those conditions, the market forces 
could have done a much better job of feeding 
wheat carryover supplies into the market than 
did government officials. 

To suggest as Mr. Walters' does that govern
ment officials can be immune from the political 
pressures that arise when food becomes scarce 
and inflation is rampant and outperform the mar
ket as an allocator of these supplies is by no 
means clear. 
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